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Chapter 1

Introduction

The modern times basically denote the beginnings of scientific experimenting
along with its most crucial tools, the logic, the consequent application of
rules and conclusions comprehensible by the mind, and the empiricism, the
practical experience based on precise observations. Herewith, the ground
was laid to systematically address the fundamental questions, such as "Was
die Welt im Innersten zusammenhält" [1], to build dedicated experiments
on the search for their answers, and to confront the mind with the findings,
so that interpretations of the results can be formulated in terms of theories
which in turn make predictions that can be tested experimentally.

The culmination of this healthy interaction between experimental ob-
servations and theoretical interpretations is the Standard Model of particle
physics describing the fundamental building blocks of matter and their in-
teraction. With the exception of the tau neutrino, the top quark, being
the protagonist of the analyses presented, is the most recently discovered of
these building blocks. The history of the top quark is a success for the Stan-
dard Model, beginning with the prediction of its existence as the electroweak
isospin partner of the bottom quark, discovered in 1977, and the prediction
of its mass in consideration of the electroweak precision data since 1992, and
finally crowned by its recent discovery during FERMILAB Tevatron's Run I
in 1995 by the CDF and D0 collaborations [2, 3, 4].

Not much is known about the top quark so far, its properties are only
roughly measured, and the Tevatron is presently the only place where it
can be produced. Top physics gives insights into perturbative Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) [5], there is a possible connection to the mechanism
of electroweak symmetry breaking, and it provides the playground for the
search for New Physics at the same time. These extensive implications make
the top quark one of the hottest topics in elementary particle physics of our
time.

The subject of this dissertation is the measurement of the rate, expressed
in terms of the cross section, at which a top-antitop quark pair is produced
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in pp collisions at a center-of-mass energy of \/s — 1.96 TeV. The data are
provided by the FERMILAB Tevatron collider during Run II and collected
with the D0 detector, a multi-purpose particle detector that allows for the
measurement of the momentum and the energy as well as the identification
of the particles.

This measurement is compared with its theoretical prediction from the
Standard Model and thus represents a basic test of the latter, in particular
the perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics [5].

The top quark is not observable directly. Due to the very short lifetime,
it decays to a & quark and a W boson. The analyses presented deal with the
final state where one W boson decays hadronically to two quarks and the
other to a charged lepton and a neutrino. In a preselection of the data, all
particles in the final state are reconstructed in the D0 detector: the charged
lepton, the neutrino as missing transverse energy and the quarks as jets.
Subsequently, two ways are pursued to extract the it cross section. Due to
the large top mass and the fact that the top-antitop quark pair is produced
mainly at rest at the Tevatron center-of-mass energy of y/s = 1.96 TeV,
the final state objects are high-energetic and isotropic, whereas the final
state objects of the backgrounds, dominated by the electroweak W boson
production in association with four or more jets (referred to as W-plus-
jets) originating from QCD bremsstrahlung, are low energetic and in the
forward direction. The kinematical and topological information is combined
in a likelihood discriminant whose shape found in data is described by a
linear combination of the shapes of the it signal and the backgrounds. The
relative number of events are fitted in order to extract the it cross section;
this method is referred to as the topo analysis. On the other hand, the so-
called btag analysis does not make use of any topological information but
it requires, in addition to the above mentioned event selection, to identify
one or two of the two b quarks in a it event using lifetime 6-tagging by
reconstructing explicitly secondary vertices. This selection is approximately
60 % efficient for it events, while approximately 95 % of the background is
removed, since it contains no heavy flavor quarks in the final state, which
makes this analysis so powerful.

In an earlier version of the topo analysis [6, 7], the W-plus-jets back-
ground was estimated by using the Berends scaling [8]. However, this
method is characterized by large uncertainties. The introduction of the mul-
tivariate technique mentioned above improved the sensitivity of the analysis
considerably [9]. In the topo analysis presented here, the separation power
of the likelihood discriminant and therefore the statistical uncertainty, and
the insensitivity to the dominant systematic uncertainties are further im-
proved by a detailed optimization study, and the luminosity is extended to
229 pb"1. The results are in the process of being published in a refereed
journal (Phys. Rev. Lett.).

Between Run I and Run II the D0 detector was significantly upgraded.



In particular, it was equipped with a central tracking system and a solenoid
magnetic field, which allow to do tracking and thus lifetime b-tagging for
the first time with the D0 detector. The first D0 measurement ever shown
outside of D0 that made use of lifetime fr-tagging was an earlier version
of the btag analysis [10, 11]. An improved understanding of the systematic
uncertainties and a larger integrated luminosity of approximately 160 pb"1

lead to the btag analysis presented here [12, 13]. The results are in the
process of being published in a refereed journal (Phys. Rev. Lett.) with an
even increased luminosity of approximately 230 pb"1.

This dissertation is organized as follows:

• The Theoretical Aspects, relevant to the analyses presented, are de-
tailed in Chapt. 2, including the physics of the top and the bottom
quarks, the event signatures, the MC simulation, and the measurement
of the luminosity.

• The Experimental Environment, comprising the Tevatron accelerator
facilities and the D0 detector, is described in Chapt. 3.

• The Event Reconstruction and Object Identification of the final state
objects is given in Chapt. 4.

• The Event Trigger is discussed in Chapt. 5.

• The Data Sample used for the analyses is presented in Chapt. 6.

• The Topological it Analysis is discussed in Chapt. 7 and consists of
the it event preselection, a list of the contributions to the data set, the
illustration of the multivariate technique, the extraction of the produc-
tion cross section and the discussion of the systematic uncertainties.

• The b- Tagging Analysis follows in Chapt. 8 starting with the it event
preselection, and the discussion of the tagging efficiencies, then the
contributions to the data set are listed, the cross section extraction
procedure is explained, the systematic uncertainties are discussed and
the it production cross section is presented.

• Summary and Conclusion are given in Chapt. 9.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Aspects

The "Standard Model" of elementary particle physics is the model which de-
scribes our present understanding of quarks, leptons and their interactions.
The model is enormously successful in predicting a wide range of fundamen-
tal phenomena. The Standard Model is a renormalizable gauge theory with
local gauge invariance [14], it is characterized in part by the spectrum of
elementary particles which consist of 6+6 fundamental particles (fermions)
and 4 fundamental forces, mediated by gauge bosons, as shown in Table 2.1.
An introduction and discussion of the basic concepts of the Standard Model
can be found in [17] and [18], particularly in [19] concerning the electroweak
theory and in [5] concerning Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD).

In Sect. 2.1 the physics of the top quark in the framework of the Standard
Model is discussed. Section 2.2 deals with the bottom quark which is a
decay product of the top quark. The signature of signal and background
processes is discussed in Sect. 2.3. The Monte Carlo simulation of the events
is described in Sect. 2.4, and a discussion about the measurement of the
luminosity at hadron colliders is given in Sect. 2.5.

leptons:

quarks:

gauge bosons:

I

ve (1953)
e (1897)

u (1968)
d (1968)

Generation
II

V» (1962)
p (1936)

c (1974)
s (1964)

#,.. .08(1979)
7 (1900)

W±,Z° (1983)

III

vT (2000)
r (1975)

t (1995)
b (1977)

Table 2.1: The three generations of the constituents of matter and the gauge
bosons. The dates of discovery are given in parentheses [2, 3, 4, 15, 16, 17].
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2.1 The Physics of the Top Quark

The top quark is the heaviest known elementary particle with a mass equal
to the mass of a gold atom and approximately 40 times larger than the next
heaviest quark, the bottom quark. It differs from the other quarks not only
by the much larger mass, but also by its lifetime which is too short to build
hadronic bound states.

The top quark was predicted since the discovery of the bottom quark
1977 as its electroweak isospin partner, the top quark mass was predicted
since 1992 with continuously increasing precision in consideration of the
electroweak precision data from LEP, SLD, NuTeV and the pp colliders [20],
and the top quark was discovered in Run I of the FERMILAB Tevatron in
1995 [2, 3, 4], completing the quark sector of the three-generation structure
of the Standard Model.

The top quark is one of the least well-studied components of the Standard
Model and the Tevatron, with a center-of-mass energy of y/s = 1.96 TeV,
is at present the only collider where the top quark can be produced and
studied. This is of strong interest due to the following considerations:

• The measurement of the production rate and the properties of the
top quark represent one of the most important tests of the Standard
Model, in particular of the QCD at the Tevatron.

• The top quark mass is an input for many electroweak analyses, in
particular an accurate measurement can be used for a more precise
prediction of the Higgs mass.

• The top quark is expected to play an important role in the discovery
of new particles. This is indicated by the Higgs boson coupling to the
top quark, which is stronger than for all other fermions.

• Background to New Physics consists mainly of events containing top
quarks. The understanding of this main background, its signature and
production rate, is crucial for the discovery potential of New Physics.

• The electroweak single top production allows for the first time to mea-
sure the CKM matrix element Vtb directly.

2.1.1 Properties of the Top Quark

In the Standard Model, the top quark is defined as the weak isospin partner
of the bottom quark. As such, it is a spin-| fermion of electric charge
+ | and transforms as a color anti-triplet under the SU(3) gauge group
of strong interactions. Its quantum numbers have not yet been measured
directly, although a large amount of direct and indirect evidence supports
the Standard Model assignments [21, 22, 23, 24, 25].
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2.1.1.1 Top Quark Mass

The mass of the top quark is heavier than the mass of any other elementary
particle and is measured with better relative precision than any other quark,
see Fig. 2.1. The Tevatron experiments have measured the top quark mass in

<D 1 0
O

I 10 i

(5

10

10--J

u s

Figure 2.1: Quark masses and their uncertainties.

Run I to be mt - 178.0±2.7(stat.)±3.3{syst.) GeV [26]. Preliminary results
for Run II [27] are in good agreement with this value. The perspectives for
the full data set of Run II are to measure the top quark mass to a precision
better than 3 GeV. Together with a precision of the W mass of 20 MeV the
Higgs mass is expected to be constrained to better than 40 % [28]. At the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) the mass of the top quark will be measured
with a precision of about 1 GeV [29].

2.1.1.2 Yukawa Coupling

Yukawa coupling is the Higgs coupling to fermions and thus relates the
fermionic matter content of the Standard Model to the source of mass gen-
eration, the Higgs sector [30]. In the Standard Model, the Yukawa coupling
to the top quark is very close to unity, a theoretically interesting value,
leading to speculations that New Physics may be accessed via top quark
physics [31]. The coupling will be measured in the associated it Higgs pro-
duction at the LHC.
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2.1.1.3 Spin Correlation

One of the remarkable features of the top quark is that it is the only quark
whose spin is directly observable. This is a consequence of its very short
lifetime of about 5 x 10~25 s, which is O(10) times shorter than the charac-
teristic time scale for hadronization. As a result the top quark is the only
quark that decays before it has a chance to hadronize. The spin information
is transferred to the top quark decay products, t -» Wb, and can be mea-
sured in the leptonic W boson decay. Bounds on it spin correlations were
found in Run I [24].

2.1.1.4 W Helicity

The helicity of W bosons from top quark decays is predicted by masses and
couplings in the Standard Model. Studies of the decay angular distributions
allow a direct analysis of the V — A nature of the Wtb coupling. In the Stan-
dard Model, the fraction of decays to longitudinally polarized W bosons is

2

expected to be /o = „ z J^'a. a ~ 70%. Deviations from this value would
bring into question the validity of the Higgs mechanism of spontaneous sym-
metry breaking. Measurements in Run I [32, 33] and Run II [34], using the
angular distribution of the objects in the final state, are in good agreement
with the expectation.

2.1.1.5 Top Quark Charge

The top quark charge is easily accessible in e+e~ production by scanning
the center-of-mass energy of two times the top quark mass and measuring
the ratio R = e + _->hadronŝ  however, this region of center-of-mass energy
has not been accessible so far. At hadron colliders, as the Tevatron, the
top quark charge is directly measured by measuring the charge of its decay
products, where the charge of the W boson is easily accessible through its
leptonic decay products, but the charge measurement of the associated b jet
is challenging. Indirectly, the top quark charge can be inferred by assuming
the Standard Model electromagnetic coupling and by measuring the rate at
which the top quark radiates a photon.

2.1.1.6 Resonances

The invariant mass of the it system may reveal s-channel resonances, pre-
dicted by various models. Scans of the it mass spectrum were performed in
Run I and Run II and no significant peaks were observed [21, 22, 23].
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2.1.2 The Virtual Top Quark

The precise electroweak measurements performed at LEP, SLD, NuTeV and
the pp colliders can be used to check the validity of the Standard Model and
within its framework, to infer valuable information about its fundamental
parameters [35]. The accuracy of the measurements makes them sensitive
to the mass of the top quark and the Higgs boson through radiative correc-
tions [20].

All electroweak quantities depend only on five parameters. At leading
order this dependence is reduced to only 3 parameters, two gauge couplings
and the Higgs-field vacuum-expectation value. The three best-measured
electroweak quantities can be used to determine these three parameters: The
electromagnetic coupling constant a, measured in low-energy experiments,
the Fermi constant GF, determined from the ß lifetime [36], and the mass
of the Z boson, measured from e+e~ annihilation [37]. By defining the
Weinberg angle 6w through:

^ (2.1)
mz

the W mass at tree level can be expressed by:

2 _

sin 8w

Considering also one-loop corrections, the expression in Eq. 2.2 is modified
to:

m2 = ^ (2.3)
W s in 2 0w(l -Ar)

where Ar contains all the one-loop corrections. Contributions to Ar origi-
nate from the top quark by the one-loop diagrams shown in Fig. 2.2, which
contribute to the W and Z masses:

t t

b t

Figure 2.2: Virtual top quark loops contributing to the W and Z boson
masses.
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h
h

W,Z <'"~~\ W,Z W,Z \ j W,Z
+ vwvWwwwwv

Figure 2.3: Virtual Higgs boson loops contributing to the W and Z boson
masses.

Also the Higgs boson contributes to Ar via the one-loop diagrams shown in
Fig. 2.3:

UGF 2 9
(2.5)

While the leading mt dependence is quadratic, the leading mjj dependence
is logarithmic. Therefore the inferred constraints on mjj are much weaker
than those on mt. This was used to successfully predict the top quark mass
several years before it was discovered, which is shown in Fig. 2.4. Neutral

240

200 -

160 -

£ 120 -

a.
o

1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 2001 2003 2005
Year

Figure 2.4: Evolution of the top quark mass prediction and measurement
with time [38]. Until 1995 only predictions from electroweak fits (<*•) have
been done. These are consistent with the direct observation by CDF (A)
and D0 (•). The world average from both experiments is also shown (•)
as well as the lower bounds from hadron colliders (dashed lines) and e+e~
colliders (solid line).

current weak interaction data, such as e+e~ annihilation near the Z mass,
vN and eN deep-inelastic scattering, ve elastic scattering and atomic parity
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violation [39] can be used to predict the top quark mass [20], see Fig. 2.5.
The most recent indirect measurement of the top quark mass using the Z-
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Figure 2.5: x2 of the fit to the electroweak data as a function of the top
quark mass using LEP data (left) and LEP, hadron collider and neutrino
experiment data (right) [20]. The dependence on the Higgs mass is weak,
since m» enters only logarithmically in the electroweak fit, whereas mt
enters quadratically.

pole data together with the direct measurements of the W mass and total
width yields [37]:

mt = 1791g1 GeV , (2.6)

which is in very good agreement with the direct measurement [26]:

mt = 178.0 ± 4.3 GeV . (2.7)

The global fit to both the direct and the indirect measurements yields [37]:

mt = 178.2 ±3.9GeV. (2.8)

The successful prediction of the mass of the top quark before its discovery
gives a good reason to have confidence in the prediction for the Higgs boson
mass from the electroweak global fit to all data, including the direct mea-
surement of mt- Figure 2.6 (left) shows the result of this fit for the Higgs
mass which is the corresponding plot to Fig. 2.5 for the top quark mass.
The most likely value of the Higgs mass, corresponding to the minimum of
the curve in Fig. 2.6 (left), is at 114 GeV, with an experimental uncertainty
of +69 and -45 GeV [37].

Another representation of the electroweak global fit is given by Fig. 2.6
(right) [37]. It shows the direct and indirect measurement of mt and
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Also shown axe the Standard Model predictions of Higgs masses between
114 and 1000 GeV. As can be seen in the figure, the direct and indirect
measurements are in good agreement and prefer a low value of the Standard
Model Higgs mass.
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210

Figure 2.6: Left: Blueband plot, showing the indirect measurement of the
Higgs boson mass from all electroweak data together with the 95% confidence
lower limit on the Higgs mass of 114.4 GeV [35]. Right: Contour curves of
68% confidence level in the {mt^mw) plane, for the corresponding indirect
(LEP1, SLD data) and direct (LEP2, pp data) determination in a global fit
to electroweak precision data [35]. Also shown is the correlation between
mt and m\v as expected in the Standard Model for different Higgs boson
masses.

2.1.3 Top Quark Pair Production via the Strong Interaction

The it production in high energy interactions of a pp collision at the Teva-
tron is described by QCD. In this theory a hard scattering process between a
proton and an antiproton is the result of an interaction between the quarks
and the gluons which are the constituents of the incoming hadrons. The in-
coming hadrons provide broad band beams of partons which possess varying
fractions x of the momenta of their parent hadrons. An illustration of such
a pp collision is shown in Fig. 2.7.

2.1.3.1 Factorization of the Cross Section

The pp interaction can be separated into a short distance (hard scatter-
ing) cross section of partons of type i and j , atJ, and into long distance
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pieces which are factored into the parton momentum distribution functions
fi{xi,ß'p) (see Fig. 2.7). This separation is called factorization and is set
by the factorization scale ßF. nF decides at what scale the separation is
made. The remaining short distance cross section involves only high mo-
mentum transfer and is calculable in perturbation theory. It is insensitive to
the physics of low momentum scale, in particular it is not dependent on the
hadron wave functions or the type of the incoming hadrons. This factoriza-
tion property of the cross section can be proven to all orders in perturbation
theory [40], the more terms are included in the perturbative expansion, the
weaker the dependence on this arbitrary scale (iF.

Figure 2.7: The parton model description of a hard scattering process.

The parton distribution function (PDF) fi(xi,fAp.) is the probability den-
sity that the parton of flavor i is participating in the hard scattering interac-
tion with longitudinal momentum fraction Xi of the incoming hadron, when
probed at a scale up. Since the parton distribution functions can presently
not be calculated in perturbative QCD, they are extracted in global QCD
fits at next-to-leading order from data [41, 42]. An example parameteri-
zation, obtained by the CTEQ collaboration [43], is shown in Figure 2.8.

2.1.3.2 Renormalization and the Running Coupling Constant

In order to calculate a physical observable such as the it cross section in
perturbation theory one must include all the virtual loop diagrams. If one
tries to calculate this series of diagrams one obtains infinities (ultra-violet di-
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Figure 2.8: The quaxk, anti-quark and gluon momentum densities in the
proton as a function of the longitudinal momentum fractions x at Q2 = m2

from CTEQ5D [43].

vergences). These divergences are removed by a renormalization procedure,
which introduces the artificial scale y?R. However, it is clear that the physical
quantities cannot depend on the arbitrary scale /J?R and this independence
is expressed in terms of a Renormalization Group Equation [44, 5]. It can
be shown [45, 5] that the solution of the Renormalization Group Equation
implies the running coupling constant aa(Q

2). Neglecting higher orders of
as{Q2)i 0Qe finds:

as(Q
2) = (2-9)

with b — (33 — 2n/)/12?r and n/ is the number of active flavors. If Q2/ßR

becomes very large, the running coupling as(Q
2) decreases to zero, which is

known as asymptotic freedom. A summary of as measurements at various
scales is shown in Fig. 2.9.
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0

Figure 2.9: Summary of the values of as at various scales ß and a fit and the
±1CT limits [39]. The data are in increasing order of ß, r width, T decays,
deep inelastic scattering, e+e~ event shapes at 22 GeV from the JADE data,
shapes at TRISTAN at 58 GeV, Z width and e+e~ event shapes at 135 and
189 GeV.

2.1.3.3 The ti Production Cross Section

It is common to choose the same scale ß both for the factorization {ß2
F)

and the renormalization (ß2^) scale. This convention will be used in the
following: ß2

F — ß2
R = ß2.

The total top quark pair production cross section for a hard scattering
process initiated by a pp collision at the center-of-mass energy y/s can be
expressed as

(2.10)

. .̂ ~'_ J
2) and fj{xj,ß2) are the PDF's for the proton and the antiproton.
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The summation indices i and j run over all qq and gluon pairs, p = -^L and
s = Xi • Xj • s is the effective center-of-mass energy squared for the partonic
process, shown in Fig. 2.10.

It can be seen that at the Tevatron with a pp center-of-mass energy of
1.96 TeV, the it quark pair is mainly produced just above the kinematically
allowed threshold, y/I > 2mt. Figure 2.11 shows the transverse momentum
and the rj (given by Eq. 3.6) distribution of the it system, where values
of prt{ > 0 occur due to initial state gluon radiation. The 77« distribution
is strongly peaked in the forward direction, which demonstrates that the
longitudinal momentum fractions x of the two partons which take part in the
hard scattering process are very different most of the time. The transverse

Sio'N

4Ö0 6Ö0 8öq_ 1000
s [GeV]

Figure 2.10: VI = s, the partonic center-of-mass energy for the
production of a it quark pair at y/s = 1.96 TeV.

momenta of the top quarks in a it process are of the order of the top quark
mass. This implies that the top quarks are mainly emitted in the central
77 region at the Tevatron, see Fig. 2.12. At the LHC, due to the higher
center-of-mass energy, top quarks will be produced at much larger values of
\V\-

The total short distance cross section can be written as:

(2.11)

The dimensionless functions fij axe perturbatively computable and have the
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Figure 2.11: Transverse Momentum and rj distributions of the tt system at
yfe = 1.96 TeV.

following expansion in as:

oo
(2.12)

n = 2

The Feynman diagrams of the leading order (LO) subprocesses are shown

in Figure 2.13. The corresponding LO terms ft' are explicitly given by:

1
- (2.13)

ß-*0, (2-14)

>)=0, (2.15)

where ß = \ / l — p is the velocity of the top quarks in the it center-of-mass
frame. The limit is given for the it production near the threshold region,
s —> (2mt)2, where p — -y*- -> 1 and

fgg(p)
(2.16)

Near threshold and for the case when the parton momenta are equal, one
finds Xi = Xj = 2mt/y/s ~ 0.18 for a top quark mass mt = 175 GeV and
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Figure 2.12: Transverse momentum and r\ distributions of the top quarks in
a it process at yfs = 1.96 TeV.

i/s = 1.96 TeV. For these values of x the q and q momentum densities are
much larger than the gluon momentum density (see Fig. 2.8) which leads to
further enhancement of the qq partonic cross section over the gg one. As
a result, at Tevatron energies the qq —»• it process dominates, contributing
85% of the cross section. The gg —> it process contributes 15%.

The remaining next-to-leading order (NLO) contributions f\j \p) and

fij{p) can only be evaluated numerically [46, 47]. While the LO functions
fii ip) vanish for p —> 1 because of phase-space suppression, the NLO func-
tions do not and it can be shown [46, 47] that soft gluon emissions give the
bulk of the NLO correction.

For the most recent calculations of the top quark production cross sec-
tion the parton-level cross sections are carried out with the inclusion of the
full NLO matrix elements [46]. The complete NLO calculation of the it
cross section is improved with the resummation of leading (LL) [48] and
next-to-leading soft logarithms (NLL) [49] appearing at all orders of per-
turbation theory, which is equivalent to the incorporation of the dominant
contributions originating from the emission of soft gluons. The numeric
next-to-leading order (NLO) results with resummation correction (NLL) are
summarized in Table 2.2. All cross sections are quoted for a top quark mass
of 175 GeV, however, the world average is now mt - 178.0 ± 4.3 GeV [26].
This change in the top quark mass corresponds to a drop of the it cross
section by approximately 10 %. The considered sources of theoretical un-
certainties on the it cross section are:

Scale Uncertainty (purely theoretical): Dependence on the choice of
renormalization (ßR.) and factorization (^F) scales, considering the
conventional range mt/2 < ß < 2mt setting ßR — ßp = ß. The
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Figure 2.13: Lowest order Feynman diagrams for the production of tt pairs at
the Tevatron. At Tevatron energies, the diagram involving quark-antiquark
annihilation dominates over those involving gluon-gluon fusion.

possibility of varying the values of renormalization and factorization
scale (0.5 < HR/PF < 2, with 0.5 < ßR^/mt < 2) is also considered
and found to have a small impact.

PDF Uncertainty: The sets of PDF parameterizations considered are
CTEQ6 [41] and MRST 2002 [50]. The CTEQ and MRST collabo-
rations provide sets of ~ 40 PDF's which allow to assign systematic
uncertainties.

QS Uncertainty: The ±.\a uncertainty of as{Mz) is considered, where
is the mass of the Z boson.

[49], as updated in [51] [52]

Tevatron Run 1 ( ^ = 1 . 8 TeV, pp)
Tevatron Run II (y/s = 1.96 TeV, pp)
LHC {y/s = 14.0 TeV, pp)

pb
ig;Ii pb

8331^ pb

5.24 ±0.31 pb
6.77 ± 0.42 pb

^ 3 pb

Table 2.2: tt production cross section for mt = 175 GeV for Tevatron Run I,
Run II and LHC, column 1 from [49], as updated in [51] (the value from
the last row is from [49]), column 2 from [52]. The uncertainties in [49]
and [51] are dominated by the PDF and as uncertainties. Whereas in [52]
the dominant uncertainties arise from the kinematics ambiguity (one-particle
inclusive versus pair-invariant mass), see [53] for a more detailed discussion.
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The dependence of the tt production cross section on the scale n is shown
in Fig. 2.14 [52], it can be seen that the dependence decreases with increasing
number of orders considered. The top quark mass dependence of the tt cross

Pp-> ft
m=175GeVS1/2=1.96 TeV

15

10

Q.

Bom
NLO
NNLO1PI
NNLOPIM
NNLOave

j x / m
10

Figure 2.14: The scale dependence of the tt cross section. The exact defini-
tion of the terms which are considered in the perturbative expansion referred
to as "NNLO" can be found in [52].

section is shown in Fig. 2.15 [52]. For the constant center-of-mass energy
of 1.96 TeV, the cross section drops with increasing top quark mass for the
following reasons:

• The reduced phase space available for the partonic short distance cross
section.

• The lower probability to find a parton with larger x ~ 2m,t/y/s from
the incoming hadron.

• The running of as(Q
2), where Q2 ~ m2.

The center-of-mass energy dependence of the tt cross section is shown in
Fig. 2.16. Here the cross section rises with increasing center-of-mass energy
due to the increased phase space available and the higher probability to find a
parton with larger x ~ 2mt/y/s from the incoming hadron. In particular the
contributing fractions from the gluon fusion and the qq partonic subprocesses
change as a result of the different PDF's shown in Fig. 2.8. Table 2.3 shows
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Figure 2.15: The top quark mass dependence of the tt cross section. The
exact definition of the terms which are considered in the perturbative ex-
pansion referred to as "NNLO" can be found in [52].

the relative contributions to the total tt cross section both for the Tevatron
in Run I and Run II and the LHC.

Deviations of the measured cross section from the theoretical prediction
could indicate effects beyond QCD perturbation theory. Explanations might
include substantial non-perturbative effects, new production mechanisms or
additional top-decay modes beyond the Standard Model.

2.1.4 Production of the Top Quark via the Weak Interaction

So far, only the top quark pair production has been observed in experiments.
Nevertheless, also single top quarks can be produced by electroweak inter-
actions in conjunction with a bottom quark. In this case, a virtual W boson
interacts with a bottom quark producing a top quark in the final state, see
Fig. 2.17.

Despite the name, the electroweak single top production is of similar
strength as the strong tt production, since there is no phase space suppres-
sion and the production of a real W boson is allowed, and there is no CKM
mixing suppression, since VJt ~ 1. However, the single top production is ex-
perimentally more challenging, since its topology is closer to the background
topology and there is more background since there are less jets produced.
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Figure 2.16: QCD predictions for hard scattering cross sections at the Teva-
tron and the LHC [54]. at stands for the it production cross section. The
steps in the curves mark the transition from pp (Tevatron) to pp (LHC)
scattering.

The s-channel process (left diagram in Fig. 2.17) has the least theoretical
uncertainties. This process is very similar to the direct production of an on-
shell W boson. However, to decay into a top quark and a bottom quark, the
W boson has to be off-shell. The large virtuality of the W boson heavily
reduces the cross section. It is expected to be 0.88 ± 0.07 pb [59] at the
Tevatron. In the W -̂gluon fusion t-channel process, a gluon splits into a 66
pair. The bottom quark interacts with a virtual W boson emitted from a
quark from the other hadron and turns into a top quark. This process has
larger theoretical uncertainties in the gluon PDF, but a larger cross section
as well. Its predicted value is 1.98 ± 0.21 pb [59]. In Run I, an upper limit
on the electroweak top quark production has been set by the CDF and D0
experiments [55, 56], first Run II limits exist with a sensitivity comparable
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qq -+ti it

Tevatron Run I {yß = 1.8 TeV, pp) 90 % 10 %
Tevatron Run II (-y/s = 1.96 TeV, pp) 85 % 15 %
LHC (y/s = 14.0 TeV, pp) 10 % 90 %

Table 2.3: Relative contributions to the leading order ti cross section for
the Tevatron Run I and Run II and the LHC. The higher the center-of-mass
energy, the higher the contribution from the gluon fusion process, which is
due to the increased gluon probability density at lower values of accessible
x.

to Run I:

D 0 : crsingietop(s- +t-channel) < 23 pb [57]

CDF : crsingietop(s- +t-channel) < 17.8 pb [58].

V"V^N-/"V-/'\*#

Figure 2.17: Single top quark production via the weak interaction. The
main contributions at the Tevatron arise from the s-channel process (left)
and the t-channel (right).

2.1.5 Decay of the Top Quark

The top quark decays via weak interaction, according to
^ | i 7^ (1 - 75) Vtb b W^. The Standard Model predicts a branching
fraction BR{t ->• Wb) > 0.998, because |V«,| ~ 1. Neglecting the mass of
the b quark and higher order terms the total width of the top quark, Ft,
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which increases with the top quark mass, can be expressed as:

r = GFm* ^ m*w\3 (, , nm
2
w\ fn 2as (2^ 5

~ 1.50 GeV , (for m* = 178.0 GeV), (2.17)

with a precision better than 2%. The two-loop QCD corrections have also
been calculated [60], thereby improving the overall theoretical accuracy to
better than 1%. Tt corresponds to the very short lifetime of the top quark
of about 5 x 10~25 s.

2.1.5.1 Top Quark Branching Ratios and Vtb

The next most likely decay modes are the off-diagonal CKM decays t -> Ws
and t —> Wd. A measurement of the ratio of branching fractions, R =
BR(t -> Wb)/BR(t -» Wq) was performed in Run I [61] and preliminary
results in Run II exist [62, 63], both consistent with the Standard Model
expectation. Within the Standard Model, R can be expressed in terms of
CKM matrix elements:

ly.,12

R=\Vtb\2 + \Vts\
2 + \Vu\

2' ( 2 ' 1 8 )

Assuming three generations of quarks and unitarity of the CKM matrix, R
represents a measurement of |Vtj,|.

The magnitude of Vtb can also be extracted directly by measuring the
cross section for single top quark production via the weak interaction, which
is proportional to |Vtj,|2 (see also Sect. 2.1.4).

2.1.5.2 FCNC

The Standard Model predicts very small rates for flavor changing neutral
current (FCNC) decays of the top quark. Their observation would indicate
the presence of New Physics. Limits on the top quark decay modes t —> qj
and t —> qZ were set in Run I [64], the decay t —»• qg will be accessible at
the LHC [29].

2.1.5.3 Non-Standard Model Top Quark Decay

Searches for decays into charged Higgs bosons t —¥ H+b in it production were
performed in Run I [65], where the H+ preferably decays to either cs or TU,
resulting in a final state different from the Standard Model expectation. As
a consequence, a significant contribution from t -> H+b would give rise to a
visible Standard Model cross sections lower than the expectation (assuming
that non-Standard Model contributions to it production are negligible).
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2.1.6 Signature of it Events

As discussed in Sect. 2.1.5 the top quark decays to a W boson and a b
quark nearly 100% of the time. The W boson can decay to a charged
lepton and a neutrino or to a qq1 pair. While all three lepton generations
(e, p.r) are allowed, the hadronic W decay modes are kinematically limited
to the production of first and second generation qq' pairs. At Born level all
three leptonic W decay modes have the same probability, each of the two
hadronic modes is three times more likely to occur than a leptonic decay
due to the color factor of three. Altogether there are nine potential decay
paths, which have all the same probability of 1/9 at Born level. Due to
higher order corrections this symmetry between the decay modes is slightly
broken. A summary of the W decay modes is shown in Table 2.4. The

decay mode BR at Born level BR [39]

W+ -> e+ue 1/9 (10.68 ±0.12)%
W+ -» /i+i/M 1/9 (10.68 ±0.12)%
W+ -+ T+VT 1/9 (10.68 ±0.12)%
W+ -> ud,cs 2-3 1/9 = 6/9 (67.96 ±0.35)%

Table 2.4: Leading order and best known branching fractions [39] of the
real W+ boson decay, assuming lepton universality. Identical for the charge
conjugates of the modes above (W~).

resulting final states for it events are shown in Fig. 2.18. Three signatures
can be distinguished:

dilepton Both W bosons decay leptonically. The signature is two charged
leptons, two neutrinos and two b quarks, i.e. lvl'v'+ > 2 jets.

lepton-plus-jets One W boson decays leptonically and one hadronically.
The signature is one charged lepton, one neutrino, a qq' pair and two
b quarks, i.e. lv+ > 4 jets.

all-jets both W bosons decay hadronically. The signature is two qq' pairs
and two b quarks, i.e. > 6 jets.

Only the all-jets channel and the decay channels where the charged lepton
is an electron or a muon have been analyzed so far (the identification of r
leptons is difficult and work is in progress). However, a fraction of the T
leptons decays leptonically to an electron or muon and two neutrinos. These
events have the same signature as the events where the W boson decays
directly to an electron or a muon and are treated as part of the signal in
these channels (the same signature arises from the weak interaction of the
neutrinos which does not allow to observe them directly in the detector).
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Figure 2.18: Pie chart of the it event decay channels at Born level.

The leptonic r decay modes are summarized in Table 2.5. As a consequence

decay made BR

•,-•"" -+ tVcvr (17.84 ±0.06)%
r~ ~> / i " ^ ^ (17.36*0.06)%

Table 2.5: Branching fractions [39] of the real r" lepton decay. Identical for
the charge conjugates of the modes above (r+).

there are three it decay channels of the dilepton category, ee. {iß and e.f.t,
there are two of the lepton-phis-jets category, e+jets and /U+jets, and there
is the all-jets category which are all considered for analyses. Table 2.6
summarizes these.
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channel

ee

e/i

e+jets
/i+jets

all-jets

tt
tt
tt
tt

it
it

it
tt
it
it

it

it

decay mode

—> e+vee~Vebb
-»• e+ven~V»bb
->• n+v^~V^bb
->• et )e(~r)66 + v's

-* HT)I\T)1*> + 1''S

-»• /*fr)/*("r)rö + U'3

—> e+veqq'bb
-4 n+uptqq1bb
-¥ e^qq'bb + i/'s
-> nfT)qq'bb + i>'s

-»• 99T99T66

—> r final states

BÄ at Born level

1/81
2/81
1/81

-
-

-

12/81
12/81

-

-

36/81

17/81

BR [39]

(1.14 ±0.02)%
(2.28 ± 0.04)%
(1.14 ±0.02)%
(1.58 ± 0.03)%
(3.16 ± 0.06)%
(1.57 ± 0.03)%

(14.52 ± 0.09)%
(14.52 ± 0.09)%
(17.11 ±0.11)%
(17.04 ±0.11)%

(46.19 ± 0.46)%

(20.21 ±0.13)%

Table 2.6: tt decay channels, Born level and best known branching frac-
tions [39]. The charge conjugated final states are implied. £(T), with
t = (e, /i), include both the decay modes W -)• Iv and W -» TV -> I + vvv.
The branching fractions considered for the D0 analyses are denoted by ee,
pp and e/x [66], e+jets and ^z+jets in the analyses presented here, and all-
jets [67].
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2.2 The Physics of the Bottom Quark

There axe two b quarks in the final state of a it event (the top quark decays to
a W boson and a b quark nearly 100% of the time). The presence of b quarks
distinguishes the it final state from most of the background processes. As a
consequence, identifying the bottom flavor of the corresponding jet can be
used as a selection criteria. The hadronization of the bare b quark leads to
b hadrons. In many aspects, these b hadrons are significantly different from
all other particles, they have a

• long lifetime,

• large mass,

• high decay multiplicity,

• substantial leptonic branching ratio, typically ~ 10 % per lepton.

The most important property for the selection of b hadrons is their lifetime,
which is around 1.6 ps (er ~ 450/zm). This means that flight distances are
of order 5 mm for a b hadron of 50 GeV, typical for b hadrons from a top
quark decay, see Fig. 2.19.

The b quark contains most of the momentum of the b hadron. In the
spectator model the decay of the b hadron is independent of the light quark
in the hadron. This implies that the lifetime of all 6 hadrons should be the
same, which is approximately the case [39]. The b quark decays via the weak
interaction into a c quark and a W boson of high virtuality, due to the large
mass difference of the b quark and the W boson. These circumstances lead
to the long lifetime.

Hadrons composed of c quarks have a 2-3 times shorter lifetime. Due
to the smaller mass difference of the c quark and the light quark in the
hadron, a W boson can be exchanged allowing for additional decay modes
and therefore leading to a shorter lifetime. Also the CKM matrix elements
are larger than the allowed CKM matrix elements for the b quark (the top
quark decay in the latter is highly suppressed due to the limited phase
space).

The top quark, however, is much heavier than the W boson and decays
promptly due to the large phase space available and due to Vtb ~ 1- Light
quarks dominantly hadronize by building neutral and charged pions. The
neutral pions decay through the electromagnetic interaction (TT° —> 77) in
about 10~16 seconds, whereas the charged pions cannot. Being the lightest
hadron the charged pion decays through the weak interactions resulting in
a very long lifetime of 2.6 x 10~8 seconds, so that the charged pions interact
with the detector before they decay.
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Figure 2.19: Transverse momentum and r\ distribution of quarks and gluons
which will hadronize and will be detected as jets in the calorimeter. Top:
b quarks from the top quark decay and udsc quarks from the hadronic W
boson decay in it events. Bottom: udsc quarks from the hadronic W boson
decay in it events and uds quarks and gluons produced in the electroweak
W boson production.

2.3 Signal and Background Signature

In this thesis the lepton-plus-jets final states are discussed. Its experimental
signature and the background processes which have the same signature are
discussed in the following sections.

2.3.1 it Events in the Lepton + Jets Final State

The signature of it events with lepton-plus-jets final states can be described
as:

• One charged lepton (e or p) from a leptonic W boson decay with high
transverse momentum.
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• Missing transverse energy (#r) from the neutrino emission of the lep-
tonic W boson decay.

• Two b jets, from the hadronization of the b quarks.

• Two non-6 jets (u, d, s, c) from the hadronic W decay.

• Additional jets due to initial (ISR) and final state radiation (FSR).

A sketch of a it event with a muon in the final state is shown in Fig. 2.20.
Due to the V — A structure of the W decay [45], the neutrino has on average

W+ v
proton

antiproton
w

Figure 2.20: Sketch of the production and decay of a tt pair in the //-plus-jets
channel.

a higher pr than the charged lepton, shown for the muonic W boson decay
in Fig. 2.21. Both the charged lepton and the neutrino are produced in
the central region. The bottom quark from the top quark decay has a
considerably larger transverse momentum than the light quarks from the
hadronic decay of the second W boson, shown in Fig. 2.19.

2.3.2 Electroweak W Boson Production in Association with
Jets

The main source of W bosons at a hadron collider like the Tevatron is the
exclusive direct electroweak production through qq' annihilation, as shown in
the Feynman diagram in Fig. 2.22. Bosons produced in this process (Drell-
Yan process in case of leptonic decay) have no transverse momentum and
are almost fully polarized along the antiproton direction due to the V — A
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Figure 2.21: Transverse momentum and r\ distribution of the leptons from
the leptonic W boson decay in a ti process (top) and in the electroweak W
production (bottom).

coupling [45]. However, a gluon emitted from one of the initial quarks can
generate the transverse momentum of the W boson and adds at the same
time an additional gluon in the final state. Alternatively, an initial gluon
can split into a quark-antiquark pair and one of these quarks interacts with
an initial quark from the other hadron to produce the W boson together
with a quark in the final state. The corresponding Feynman diagrams are
depicted in Fig. 2.23. W boson production with two partons in the final
state is shown in Fig. 2.24.

With each additional parton of the strong coupling a vertex proportional
to y/ä~s is added. The lowest order matrix elements for the production of
a W boson in association with up to four partons at hadron colliders have
been computed [8] using various techniques to control the rapid growth of
the number of contributing Feynman diagrams as the number of partons
increases. The cross section is computed by Monte Carlo integration of
the final state parton phase space, however, with a large uncertainty. An
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w

Figure 2.22: Feynman diagram for the W + 0 parton process. In case of a
leptonic W decay this process is also called 'Drell-Yan production'.

Figure 2.23: Some examples of Feynman diagrams for the W + 1 parton
process.

effective scaling law (Berends scaling [8]) has been found which relates the
cross section of W + n jets production with W + (n + 1) jets:

a(W + (n l)jets) (2.19)

where a is in lowest order related to as. The numerical value of a, how-
ever, depends on the pr cuts applied to the jets in the sample as they set
the effective scale for the scaling. At higher orders the picture gets more
complicated as more diagrams get involved in the production of n or n + 1
jets.

The signature of the electroweak W boson production with a subsequent
leptonic decay in association with four jets in the final state is identical to
the lepton-plus-jets signature of the it decay, discussed in Sect. 2.3.1. It is
found to be the dominant background to the it process in the lepton-plus-jets
channel.

Up quarks tend to carry, on average, a larger momentum fraction of the
proton than down quarks. The same holds for anti-up and anti-down quarks
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Figure 2.24: Some examples of Feynman diagrams for the W + 2 partons
process.

in the antiproton. Therefore W+ bosons, produced in a u[p) +d(p) reaction,
have more likely a boost in the proton direction, while W~ bosons, produced
in a d(p) + ü(p) reaction, have more likely a boost in the antiproton direction
(see Fig. 2.25). This charge asymmetry for directly produced W bosons also
results in a corresponding charge asymmetry of the decay leptons from the
W. W bosons produced in top decays do not show this asymmetry. As
decay products of the top or anti-top quark they follow the direction of
their mother particles, which are produced symmetrically in 77 without any
preference for large r\ values, i.e. the forward direction. Therefore the W
bosons from top decays are produced centrally (see Fig. 2.25). The W bosons
from the top quark decay have, on average, a larger transverse momentum
than the W bosons produced via the weak interaction due to the large top
quark mass. These properties are transferred to the leptons from the W
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boson decay which have a larger transverse momentum and are produced at
lower |?7| in it events. The jets produced in association with the electroweak
W boson originate mainly from QCD bremsstrahlung. The corresponding
cross section is infrared and collinear divergent, resulting in jets with low
transverse momenta and with large values of |7j|, see Fig. 2.19.
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Figure 2.25: r\ distribution of the W boson in a it process (left) and in the
electroweak W production (right) and the transverse momentum distribu-
tions of the W boson in the two different production modes (bottom).

2.3.3 QCD Multijet Production

One of the largest cross sections at the Tevatron is the QCD multijet pro-
duction through the strong interaction. The production mechanisms of ad-
ditional jets are the same as in the W-plus-jets production, through QCD
bremsstrahlung, i.e. gluon emission and gluon to qq splitting. The cross
section for QCD-multijets production decreases with each additional jet due
to as being < 1 (0.1 < as < 0.2 for jets that can be reconstructed in the
detector).
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Electromagnetically fluctuating jets are jets containing a large fraction
of electromagnetically interacting particles1. These jets can fake electrons
in the detector, c and b quarks have a substantial branching ratio for decay
modes which involve both a charged lepton and a neutrino in the final state.
The muon originating from this semi-leptonic heavy quark decay can appear
to be isolated if the remaining part of the jet is too soft to be reconstructed.
The neutrino from the heavy quark decay, the misreconstruction of the jet
and the mismeasurement of the muon momentum lead to $r in the detector.
These effects can lead to the same signature as the signal it events.

2.3.4 Small Additional Background Processes

In the following sections further processes are discussed which have only a
very small contribution to the background of the tt process with lepton-plus-
jets final states.

2.3.4.1 Z/Y Production in Association with Jets

The Z/Y production, has the same Feynman diagrams as the electroweak
W boson production (Fig. 2.22-2.24, by replacing the W by a Z/7*). The
Z production rate, where the Z boson decays to two charged leptons of the
same lepton generation (e,/i.r), is roughly a factor of ten smaller than the
corresponding W rate as shown in Fig. 2.26: J^J+x-ßff i^M ~ 0A- I n

the case when one of the two charged leptons is not detected due to the
limited acceptance, then the detector signature of the Z/7* production in
association with > 4 jets is the same as the lepton-plus-jets signature of the
tt decay.

2.3.4.2 Single Top Production

The production of a single top quark via the weak interaction is discussed in
Sect. 2.1.4. For a leptonic decay of the W boson from the top quark decay
the experimental signature is one charged lepton, $r from the neutrino and
two b jets. For the t-channel there is an additional light jet. Due to ISR
and FSR even more jets can be produced, which leads to the same detector
signature as the lepton-plus-jets final state of the tt decay.

2.3.4.3 Vector Boson Pair Production

Pair production of W bosons occurs primarily through interactions repre-
sented by diagrams in Fig. 2.27. The cross section is measured in Run II [69]

'Most of the hadrons in a jet are pions of which on average one third are 7r°'s which
in turn decay to two photons; the actual fraction, however, can fluctuate strongly.
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Figure 2.26: The NNLO W and Z boson production rates in pp collisions
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Tevatron. The area between the dashed lines gives the ICT band uncertainty
in the calculation [68].

to be

<7pp->w+w-+x = 13.8+1 ;| (stat.) + ^ (syst.) ± 0.9 (lumi.) pb,

and is in good agreement with the next-to-leading order calculation [70],
given in Table. 2.7. The cross sections for the production of Z boson pairs,
and for the production of a W boson in association with a Z boson are also
calculated at next-to-leading order and given in Table. 2.7. They have not
yet been observed, but there are ongoing analyses.

ZW+ or ZW~ zz
13.0-13.5 pb 1.95-2.01 pb 1.56-1.60 pb

Table 2.7: Total NLO cross section for the given di-boson processes for a pp
center-of-mass energy of 2 TeV.

Decay modes where one of the two bosons decays leptonically and one
hadronically can lead to similar final state signatures as the one of the signal
it process.
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Figure 2.27: Feynman diagrams which represent leading order W boson pair
production processes.

2.4 Monte Carlo Simulation

The study of the signature of the signal and background processes, the
optimization of the event selection, as well as the accurate measurement of
selection efficiencies require the Monte Carlo simulation of the data events,
including the hard scattering interaction, hadronization, detector response
and digitization.

The simulation of a pp interacting makes use of the factorization (see
Sect. 2.1.3.1) in a short distance hard scattering interaction, calculable in
perturbative QCD, and the long range physics, including the parton mo-
mentum distributions and further soft physics interaction, referred to as the
underlying event. As discussed in Sect. 2.1.3.1 this separation introduces the
artificial factorization scale Q2. Additional effects, such as multiple proton
interactions and pile-up in the detector can occur.

Figure 2.28 shows a sketch of the pp interactions. The full chain of the
simulation is described in the following.

The hard scatter interaction is described by calculating the leading or-
der matrix element using ALPGEN [71]. The set of parton distribution
functions used is CTEQ 5L [43] and CTEQ 6 .1M [41], the latter derived
in NLO, which is in principle not adequate to be used in association
with a leading order matrix element, however, proper PDF uncertain-
ties are at present only available for NLO PDFs, and numerically the
change in the it cross section is found to be small.

The underlying event is comprised of a hard component and of a soft
component. The hard component describes the particles that arise
from initial and final state radiation and from the outgoing hard scat-
tered partons. The soft component consists of beam-beam remnants
and multiple parton interactions.
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Figure 2.28: Sketch of a pp interaction

The beam-beam remnant describes the outgoing partons of the
pip interaction, which did not take part in the hard scattering
process. The color connection between these spectator partons
and the two partons from the hard scattering is the origin of this
soft interaction and is hard to model.

Multiple parton interactions describe the possibility that a hard
scattering event also contains "semi-hard" interactions between
the remaining partons from the identical pp pair. Again, there is a
color connection between the "semi-hard" and the hard scattering
partons, and in addition a dependence on the pr of the hard
scattering partons.

The transverse region, defined as the phase space around the plane
orthogonal to the jet with highest pr in the event, is sensitive to the
underlying event. A data to Monte Carlo comparison of the average
charged particle density and pr distribution in the transverse region
leads to a measurement of the underlying event and a tuning of its MC
modeling, so-called "Tune A" [72].
PYTHIA 6.202 and JETSET [73], including multiple parton interactions,
are used to model the underlying event. PYTHIA models the soft com-
ponent of the underlying event with color string fragmentation.

Multiple proton interactions can occur when more than one pp inter-
action in the two colliding bunches of hadrons takes place.
The multiple proton interactions are simulated by superimposing min-
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imum bias data events to the event. Minimum bias events are defined
as events which show a minimum activity in the detector, i.e. not
being triggered by a high pr lepton, jet or ^rp. The number of added
events is taken from a Poisson distribution with a mean between 0.5
and 0.8 events. This number is luminosity dependent.

Pile-up describes overlapping pp interactions from consecutive bunch cross-
ings in the detector, which are reconstructed in one event.
The pile-up is currently simulated, in the future randomly recorded
data events (so-called zero bias) will be used for the modeling.

Hadronization: The collections of partons must then be hadronized into
colorless mesons and baryons. Different approaches are used by the
event generators. The model implemented in PYTHIA [73] splits gluons
into qq pairs and turns them into hadrons via the string fragmentation
model. HERWIG [74] uses an approach where colorless clusters are
formed from quarks and gluons with low invariant mass, which are
turned into hadrons.

Detector response: The passage of the particles through and the re-
sponse of the different detector components is simulated using the
software package dOgstar. The description of the detector material
and geometry is described by the GEANT3 program [75], taking into
account the present understanding of the detector and test beam re-
sults.

Digitization: The next step is the simulation of the digitization of the
detector response, realized by the software package dOsim. After this
step, data and MC simulation are on the same level, called raw data,
and can be treated identically.

Reconstruction: The digitized information of nearly one million channels
of detector response is processed by the reconstruction program reco
to define higher level objects and properties from which the event
kinematics can be inferred as described in Sect. 4.

Analysis tool: The analysis tool used for the analyses presented is Top-
Analyze [76, 77], a software-package which processes the reconstructed
events further and produces manageable ROOT files.

All software packages used are from versions of the so-called production
release number 14 (pl4).

The Monte Carlo samples used for the analyses presented are discussed
in the following.
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Generation Parameters

PDF

Q2

Underlying event
PTiparton)
| r}(parton) \
&R(parton, parton)
PT(1)

1 V(D 1
pT(v)
No. of min bias events

tt

CTEQ6.1M

m?
Tune A .

none
none
none
none
none
none
0.8

W-plus-jets
topo

CTEQÖL

MW+'EPTJ
Tune A
>8GeV

<3.0
>0.4
none
none
none
0.5

btag

CTEQ6.1M

(^f-)2

none
> 12 GeV

<2.7
>0.4

> 12 GeV
<2.7

8 GeV
0.5

Z-plus-jets

CTEQÖL

(0.5 x mz)2

Tune A
> 12 GeV

<2.7
>0.4

> 12 GeV
<10.0
none
0.5

Table 2.8: Main generation parameters for tt, W-plus-jets and Z-plus-jets.
The W-plus-jets MC generation parameters for the later performed topo
analysis are looser and in particular the choice of Q2 is found to describe
the data even better than the respective parameters used in the btag analysis.

2.4.1 tt Signed Simulation

The production and decay of the it signal is simulated using ALPGEN 1.2 [71],
which includes the complete 2 —> 6 Born level matrix elements, followed
by PYTHIA to simulate the underlying event, including "Tune A", and the
hadronization. This procedure takes advantage of the full spin correlation
information for top quarks that is provided in ALPGEN 1.2. The top quark
mass is set to 175 GeV. EVTGEN [78], known to successfully describe the
spin correlations between the decay particles, is used to provide the various
branching fractions and lifetimes for the following b quark states: B°, B+,
Bg, B+, and Aj,. The factorization scale for the calculation of the it process
is Q — mt-

MC samples are generated separately for the three signatures, dilepton,
lepton-plus-jets and all-jets, according to the decay of the W bosons. Lep-
tons include e, /i, and T, with rs decaying inclusively using TAUOLA [79].

For the mass dependence of the cross-section measurement, samples sim-
ilar to the above one are generated for the following top quark mass values:
150, 160, 170, 175, 180, 190, 200 GeV.

The main generation parameters are summarized in Table 2.8.

2.4.2 W-plus-jets Background Simulation

The W+jets background is simulated using ALPGEN 1.2 [71] followed by
PYTHIA to simulate the underlying event and the hadronization. It includes
the correct masses for c and b quarks. In the btag analysis each data sam-
ple (//-plus-jets and electron-plus-jets) is subdivided into four disjoint event
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samples with I, 2, 3 and > 4 jets in the final state, and each sample rep-
resents an individual counting experiment. In the topo analysis only events
with > 4 jets are considered. This motivates the generation of the following
exclusive samples:

• Wjjjj, Wcjjj, WccJj and WbbJj,

• Wjjj, Wcjj, WccJ and WbbJ,

• Wjj, Wcj, Wee and Wbb,

• Wj and We,

where j is any of u, d, s, g, and J is any of u, d, s, g, c parton (Wcccc, Wbbcc,
and Wbbbb processes are not included; their cross sections are negligible).
The main generation parameters are summarized in Table 2.8. No parton-
level cuts are applied on the heavy quarks (c or b), except the c quark in the
single c quark production. The corresponding production cross sections for
the VF-plus-jets MC samples are summarized in Table 2.9. W bosons are
forced to decay to leptons, combining W^-eu, W—>nv, and W^TV decays;
rs are forced to semileptonic decays using TAUOLA [79] (with the respective
fraction of W—>TU adjusted in the overall sample to correctly reflect the
contributions to the e and ß channels).

For the determination of the systematic uncertainty associated to the
factorization scale in the topo analysis, another sample is created with the
same generation parameters but using Q2 — 2

process

Wj
We

a(pb)

424.90
16.01

process

Wjj
Wcj
Wbb
Wee

a(pb)

126.81
7.60
4.61

11.43

process

Wjjj
Wcjj
WbbJ
WccJ

a(pb)

32.48
2.38
2.00
4.68

process

Wjjjj
Wcjjj
WbbJj
WccJj

a(pb)

8.89
0.64
0.81
1.93

Table 2.9: W+jets processes in ALPGEN and their cross-sections for the
leptonic W boson decay, a = opp^w+jetsBRiW -> ev), where j = u,d, s,g
and J = u,d, s, g, c.

2.4.2.1 Jet-Parton Matching

The subject of this section is the discussion of the consistent combination of
the leading order parton level calculations, performed by ALPGEN, with the
partonic evolution given by the shower MC programs PYTHIA and JETSET.

The problem that occurs in this merging process can be denoted as the
problem of double counting of configurations leading to the same final state.
This technique is only used for the MC of the btag analysis. Since this
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analysis treats exclusive jet multiplicity bins as independent channels, the
jet-parton matching procedure is a simplification of the matching schemes
proposed and used for the combination of inclusive W/Z+n jet MC files [80,
81, 82].

Double counting: The parton shower MC programs serve to model the
higher order corrections to the leading order matrix element calcu-
lation in all orders of a3. Two sources of double counting can be
identified:
The parton shower MC programs transform the leading order matrix
element of W + (n — m) jets with (n — m) jets exclusively in the final
state into a final state involving n jets by adding m jets due to initial
and final state radiation. This implies a double counting of events with
n reconstructed jets in the final state from all leading order matrix el-
ement calculations of W + (n — m) jets, where the parton evolution
leads to the reconstruction of m additional jets, where 0 < m < n.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2.29 for n = 3 and m — 0,1.
The detector acceptance, response and the jet selection criteria lead
also to the migration of W + (n + k) jet events to events with n recon-
structed jets in the final state, where k > 0. In particular the k jets
can be too soft or too forward to be reconstructed or selected.

Figure 2.29: Left: W + 2 jets process calculated by the matrix element
(ME) and one additional jet generated by the parton shower (PS). Right:
1^ + 3 jets process calculated by the matrix element and no additional jet
generated by the parton shower. Both processes lead to the same final state.

A matching of partons, produced by the matrix element calculation, and
reconstructed jets is performed in order to eliminate the double counting.
This matching procedure also reduces the sensitivity of the parton-level
cross sections, predicted by ALPGEN, to the parton generation cuts. Two
matching procedures can be applied:
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CKKW matching: The multijet matrix elements are merged with the
shower development by reweighting the matrix elements weights with
Sudakov form factors and vetoing shower emissions in regions of phase
space already covered by the parton level configurations [80, 81]. This
matching procedure is named after the initials of the authors (S. Catani,
F. Krauss, R. Kuhn and B. R. Webber).

MLM matching: Matrix element partons are matched to parton jets [82],
proposed and named after M. L. Mangano.

An approximation of the MLM matching is used in the btag analysis.
Since the parton jets are not available, instead the matching is performed
between matrix element partons and reconstructed jets. To explain the
matching procedure it is useful to classify the W-plus-jets MC samples based
on the number of heavy flavor (c or b) jets:

• W+ light jets, events without c or 6 jets

• We: events with one c jet due to single c production,

• W(cc): events with one c jet due to double c production where two
c quarks are merged in one jet or one of the c jets is outside of the
acceptance region,

• Wcc: events with two c jets, and possibly a third c jet,

• W{bb): events with one b jet due to double b production where two b
quarks are merged in one jet or one of the b jets is outside of the accep-
tance region (single b production is highly suppressed and neglected),

• Wbb: events with two b jets, and possibly an additional c jet.

The jet flavor in the MC is determined by a matching with the generated
heavy flavor hadrons:

b jet: A reconstructed jet is considered a b jet if it is matched to a ft
hadron, AR(jet, hadron) < 0.5,

c jet: A reconstructed jet is considered a c jet if it is matched to a c
hadron, AR(jet, hadron) < 0.5, and not to a 6 hadron,

light jet: A reconstructed jet is considered a light jet if it is neither
matched to a c nor to a 6 hadron.

Approximated MLM Jet-Parton Matching

• The number of reconstructed jets is required to be equal to the number
of matrix element partons, where (cc) and (bb) are treated as one
parton, otherwise the event is rejected.
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• Light jets and c jets from We events are required to be matched to
matrix element partons, i.e. AR(jet,parton) < 0.5, otherwise the
event is rejected.

• The fourth jet multiplicity bin is inclusive, i.e. all events with > 4
jets reconstructed are considered, therefore, events where additional
non-matched light jets exist, are not rejected.

2.4.3 Z-plus-jets Background Simulation

The Z-plus-jets background is simulated using ALPGEN 1.2 [71] followed
by PYTHIA to simulate the underlying event and the hadronization. The
main generation parameters are summarized in Table 2.8. All virtual photon
processes (Drell-Yan production) and the interference between the diagrams
involving virtual photons and Z bosons are taken into account. Samples are
generated in 3 separate bins of the invariant mass of the dilepton system:
15-60 GeV, 60-130 GeV, and > 130 GeV. The Z boson is forced to decay to
ee, (j,ß, and TT; the r's are forced into the semileptonic decay mode using
TAUOLA [79] (with the respective fraction of Z-*TT adjusted in the overall
sample to correctly reflect the contributions to the e and \i channels).

2.4.4 Vector Boson Pair Production Background Simulation

The WW, WZ and ZZ backgrounds are simulated using ALPGEN 1.2 [71]
followed by PYTHIA to simulate the underlying event and the hadronization
with inclusive r decays.

2.4.5 Single Top Background Simulation

The background from single top production is simulated using CompHEP [83],
followed by PYTHIA to simulate the underlying event and the hadronization
with inclusive r decays.

2.5 Measurement of the Luminosity

The event rate R in a collider is proportional to the interaction cross section
(Tint, and the factor of proportionality is called the instantaneous luminosity
C:

R = C-aint. (2.20)

For the measurement of a cross section, as presented in this thesis for the
tt production cross section, both the interaction rate and the instantaneous
luminosity have to be measured.
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The idea of the measurement of the instantaneous luminosity is to use a
reference interaction with known cross section and to measure its rate. The
process of choice at the Tevatron is the inelastic pp cross section, which is
related to the total and the elastic cross section through:

^inelastic — atotal ~ ^elastic • (2-21)

In contrast to e+e~ or ej colliders, where the reference cross section can
be calculated with high precision, at hadron colliders both the total and
the elastic cross section are measured separately to determine the inelastic
cross section. The total cross section can be determined from event rates
only without knowing the luminosity. The key is the usage of the optical
theorem.

The measurement of the inelastic event rate with the D0 luminosity
system is discussed in Sect. 3.3.2r

2.5.1 The Total pp Cross Section and the Optical Theorem

According to Eq. 2.20 and Eq. 2.21 the total cross section can be written in
terms of the instantaneous luminosity C and the event rate R:

atotaX — ~?(Rel + Rinel) • (2.22)

On the other hand the optical theorem relates the total cross section to the
imaginary part of the forward elastic scattering ampli tude:

a ( o t a / = ^ I m F ( e ) e = 0 , (2.23)

where k is the momentum of the incoming hadron. Squaring of Eq. 2.23
yields:

2 16TT2 ImF(O)2
 2

«total = k2 I m i W + R e F ( 0 )2 " IF(°)I " (2"24)

The scattered outgoing flux in the solid angle dQ is the product of the
scattering cross section and the incident flux. For elastic scattering incident
and outgoing flux are the same and therefore:

. (2.25)

For forward scattering, 0 = 0, and by introducing the Mandelstam variable
t = -2Jt2(l - cos6) and using dQ = 2-KdcosO = ^dt, Eq. 2.25 can be
written as:

dt Jt=Q
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Introducing p — r^ J J as the ratio of the real to imaginary part of the
forward scattering amplitude, Eq. 2.24 can be written as:

, _ 167T 1 (dReA

°tot*i-YT?c{ dt J ( v (2-27)

and by dividing Eq. 2.27 by Eq. 2.22 the total cross section can be expressed
as a function of measurable quantities:

_ 167T

atatal - Y
without knowing the instantaneous luminosity. Measurements of p are
shown in Fig. 2.30, measured total cross sections are shown in Fig. 2.31
as a function of the center-of-mass energy. Also shown is the elastic cross
section in the latter figure, which can be determined experimentally. Both
cross sections can be inserted in Eq. 2.21 to get the inelastic pip cross section,
which is measured in Run I at y/s - 1.8 TeV by the E710, the E811 and the
CDF collaboration. The average of the three measurements is scaled up to
y/s = 1.96 TeV [84] and is found to be [85]:

= 60.7 ± 2.4 mb. (2.29)

This value is then used via Eq. 2.20 to measure the instantaneous luminosity.

For many precision measurements the uncertainty on the luminosity
measurement (currently an uncertainty of 6.5% [85] is assigned) will be
the limiting factor at the end of Run II. The aim is to use simultaneous
W boson and Z boson event counts [86] instead which can be done with
higher accuracy. The theoretical cross sections are very well known [68]
and have been measured [87, 88], however, the cross sections are orders of
magnitude smaller than the inelastic pp cross section and thus the rates are
lower, leading to larger statistical errors.
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of laboratory beam momentum and total center-of-mass energy [39]. The
curve represents a fit to the data points; the vertical arrow indicates the
lower end of the fit range.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Environment

The data analyzed in this document were collected between 2002 and 2004
from collisions at the Tevatron of protons and antiprotons at a center-of-
mass energy of 1.96 TeV and recorded by the D0 detector. At present,
the FERMILAB Tevatron is the world's highest-energy collider. During the
data-taking period from 1992 to 1996 (Run I), the Tevatron experiments
CDF and D0 each collected about 125 pb"1 of pp collision data at a center-
of-mass energy of 1.8 TeV, leading to the discovery of the top quark, and
measurement of its mass, a precision measurement of the mass of the W
boson, detailed analyses of gauge boson couplings, studies of jet production
and vastly improved limits on the production of new phenomena, such as
leptoquarks and supersymmetric particles, among many other accomplish-
ments.

The new data-taking period (Run II) has started in March 2001 and
is expected to deliver between 4 fb"1 and 9 fb"1 by the year 2009. The
accelerator and the detector are described in turn.

3.1 The Fermilab Accelerator Complex

Fermilab maintains a series of eight accelerators of increasing energies, cul-
minating in the Tevatron, which collides protons and antiprotons at a center-
of-mass energy of 1.96 TeV, see Fig. 3.1. The design and operation of this
accelerator chain is described in detail in [89, 90], a brief description is given
here.

The protons used in the collisions are extracted from hydrogen ions.
The ions are accelerated to 750 keV by a Cockroft-Walton accelerator and
injected into a linear accelerator which boosts their energy to 400 MeV.
These ions are stripped off their electrons as they pass through a sheet of
graphite and are injected into the Booster, a synchrotron which brings their
energy to 8 GeV.

Protons from the Booster are sent to the Main Injector, where they are

49
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Figure 3.1: The Fermilab accelerator complex.

further accelerated to 150 GeV. Antiprotons used in the collisions are col-
lected from the interaction products of a portion of the 150 GeV proton
beam incident on a Nickel-Copper target. Antiprotons are cooled and de-
bunched in the Debuncher and Accumulator, and accelerated to 150 GeV
by the Main Injector.

Protons and antiprotons are injected into the Tevatron, where they are
accelerated to their final energy of 980 GeV before colliding at the center of
the D0 detector.

Collisions occur in bunches, with 36 bunches each separated by 396 nsec.
Figure 3.2 shows the integrated luminosity per week and total integrated

luminosity for Run II from May 2001 until August 2004. The initial lumi-
nosity for each store is shown in Figure 3.3.

3.2 Interactions of Energetic Particles with Mat-
ter

The D0 detector surrounds the collision point and records the kinematics
of the collision by examining its long lived products. The most prevalent,
and those relevant to this thesis, are electrons, photons, muons, hadronic
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Figure 3.2: The integrated luminosity per week and total integrated lumi-
nosity for Run II from May 2001 until August 2004 in pb"1.

particles and neutrinos.
The interaction of these particles with detector subsystems results in

energy loss which can be detected and measured. Tracking detectors are de-
signed to measure the particle positions with minimal energy loss. Calorime-
ters are constructed to fully absorb the particles and their showers and thus
their energy in the process of measurement.

The modes of interactions of the relevant particles with the detector are
discussed in turn.

3.2.1 Electrons and Photons

Electrons passing through matter lose energy primarily through ionization
and through bremsstrahlung. Above a critical energy [39],

E,=
800

Z + 1.2
MeV, (3.1)

where Z is the atomic number of the medium, bremsstrahlung is the dom-
inant process. The emitted photons produce electron-positron pairs, which
in turn emit photons. The resulting shower of electrons and photons grows
until the energy of the electrons falls below the critical energy, where they
interact primarily through ionization. The mean distance over which an
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Figure 3.3: The initial luminosity for each store for the Tevatron Run II
from May 2001 until August 2004.

electron loses all but 1/e of its energy is called the radiation length XQ [39],

Xo = : 7=- e cm"2 , (3.2)
Z(Z + 1) m(287/v^)

where A is the atomic mass of the medium in gmol"1.
Photons interacting with matter produce electron-positron pairs, and

hence an electromagnetic shower.

3.2.2 Muons

Muons interact through bremsstrahlung at a much lower rate than electrons
due to their larger mass. Their energy loss is primarily through ionization.
Figure 3.4 shows the energy loss per unit of material for muons in various
energy regimes. Muons at the Tevatron have energies of the order of GeV
and hence are minimum ionizing particles, also called MIP. They deposit
only minimal energy in the central detector and leave it essentially unper-
turbed, in contrast to all other particles (with the exception of neutrinos,
see Sect. 3.2.4).

3.2.3 Hadronic Par t ic les

Hadronic particles interact inelastically with the nuclei of the detector el-
ement, producing primarily pions and nucleons. At high energies, the re-
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Figure 3.4: Energy loss through ionization of muons in various energy
regimes [39].

suiting particles interact similarly with nearby nuclei, producing a shower of
hadronic particles. The characteristic length scale is the nuclear interaction
length, which is dependent on the material density and atomic mass and is
roughly independent of energy:

35 A1/3 g cm- 2 (3.3)

A significant fraction of energy of the initial hadron escapes the hadronic
cascade in form of neutral pions, which produce a secondary cascade. A
smaller fraction results in invisible energy loss through unbinding of nuclei
by spallation, non-ionizing collisions and uncaptured energy of neutrinos.

3.2.4 Neutrinos

As uncharged leptons, neutrinos interact only weakly via W and Z bo-
son exchange, making their energy loss negligible and their direct detection
practically impossible at D0. Their presence can be inferred, however, from
transverse momentum conservation requirements.

3.3 The D0 Detector

The D0 detector [91, 92, 93] is a large multi-purpose detector. It has been
designed to identify and to precisely measure the four-momenta of the parti-
cles discussed in Sect. 3.2. To serve this purpose the D0 detector consists of
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three major subsystems. At the core of the detector, a magnetized tracking
system records precisely the angles of charged particles and measures their
transverse momenta. A hermetic, finely grained Uranium and Liquid Argon
calorimeter measures the energy of electromagnetic and hadronic showers,
and a muon spectrometer detects and measures the momenta of escaping
muons. Figure 3.5 gives an overview of the detector.

Forward Mini-drift
chambers Central Scmtillator

NORTH

Shielding

m) 0

Forward San I

SOUTH

New Solenoid, Tracking System
Si, SeiFi,Preshowers

Figure 3.5: Side view of the D0 detector.

3.3.1 Coordinate System

The D0 coordinate system is right-handed with the z axis aligned with the
direction of the beam such that the protons flow in the positive z direction.
The y axis is then vertical, and the x axis points towards the center of the
accelerator ring.

Another useful set of coordinates are the standard polar coordinates (r,
<£). The coordinate r denotes the perpendicular distance from the z axis,

r =

and <j> is the azimuthal angle

arctan —.
x

(3.4)

(3.5)
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In addition a particular reformulation of the polar angle 6 = arccos —,

is utilized, the pseudo-rapidity 77:

e
77 = - I n t a n - . (3.6)

The pseudo-rapidity, resulting from the rapidity y = i In ( %^-) when par-
tide masses are neglected, is a convenient choice at a hadron collider as the
multiplicity of high energy particles is roughly constant in 77. Additionally,
rapidity intervals are Lorentz-invariant under boosts along the z axis.

Depending on the choice of the origin of the coordinate system, the
coordinates are referred to as physics coordinates, when the origin is the
reconstructed vertex of the interaction (<f) and 77), and they are referred to
as detector coordinates {<f>det and rjdet), when the origin is chosen to be the
center of the D0 detector.

3.3.2 Luminosity System

The primary purpose of the Luminosity Monitor (LM) [94] is to make an
accurate determination of the Tevatron collider luminosity at the D0 inter-
action region [85].

The LM detector consists of two arrays of twenty-four plastic scintillation
counters with photomultiplier readout. A schematic drawing of an array is
shown in Fig. 3.6. The arrays are located in front of the end calorimeters

beam pipe

Figure 3.6: Luminosity Monitor layout. The r — <f> view is shown on the left,
the r — z view of the two arrays is shown on the right.

at z — ±140 cm, and occupy the region between the beam pipe and the
Forward Preshower Detector (see Sect. 3.3.4.1). The counters are 15 cm
long and cover the pseudo-rapidity range 2.7 < \T)det\ < 4.4.

The luminosity measurement is accomplished by detecting inelastic pp
collisions in the dedicated LM detector through

£= — — . (3.7)
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The determination of (Jinel is discussed in Sect. 2.5 and given by Eq. 2.29.
The cross section has to be corrected for the efficiency e and the acceptance
A of the LM detector for inelastic pp collisions.

Multiple pp collisions can occur in a single beam crossing. The number
of interactions per bunch crossing is given by Poisson statistics. Collision
products arrive at each set of scintillators roughly in coincidence, while
beam halo products passing through the detector appear distinctly sepa-
rated. Time-of-flight information from the two luminosity arrays and the z
vertex distribution (see Fig. 3.7) is utilized to separate these processes. The
rate R is corrected for these two effects.

Frictions: Qaisstan (ögma)

• 1

• ' 1 ' '

•180 -90 90 180

south north

Figure 3.7: The sketch on the left shows the differentiation between inelas-
tic collisions and beam halo. Expected z vertex distribution for inelastic
collisions, centered at z = 0 cm, p halo centered at z = —140 cm and p halo
centered at z — 140 cm (right).

3.3.3 The Central Tracking System

The central tracking system is surrounded by a solenoid which provides a
nearly uniform magnetic field of B — 2 T parallel to the beam axis. Charged
particles produced in the collision are bent around the field lines. The radius
r of the curvature allows for a measurement of the transverse momentum
through:

j9r[GeV] = 0.3 • r[m] • B[T]. (3.8)

Closest to the beam pipe itself is the Silicon Microstrip Tracker (SMT),
which allows for the precision measurements, crucial for accurate measure-
ment of impact parameter and identification of secondary vertices. Sur-
rounding the SMT is the Central Fiber Tracker (CFT), comprised of 16
layers of scintillating fiber. The CFT extends to a radius of 50 cm, giving a
lever arm long enough to provide effective transverse momentum resolution.
The D0 central tracking system is depicted in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Cross-sectional view of the D0 tracking and preshower system.

3.3.3.1 The Silicon Microstrip Tracker

Charged particles passing through the 300 /im thick wafers of n-type silicon
which comprises the SMT [95] produce pairs of electrons and holes. The
ionized charge is collected by strips of p-type or n+-type silicon strips, whose
minute constructions (between ~ 50/xm and ~ 150//m pitch) provide for the
measurement of the ionization.

The length of the interaction region (a « 25 cm) sets the length scale
of the device in z, up to ±3 cm for the barrel. With a long interaction
region, it is difficult to deploy detectors such that the tracks are generally
perpendicular to detector surfaces for all rj. This led to the design of barrel
modules interspersed with disks in the center and assemblies of disks in
the forward and backward regions. The barrel detectors measure primarily
the r - <f> coordinate and the disk detectors measure r - z as well as r - <f>.
Thus vertices for high r] particles are reconstructed in three dimensions by
the disks, and vertices of particles at small values of 77 are measured in the
barrel.

An isometric view of the SMT is shown in Fig. 3.9. The detector has
six barrels in the central region. Each has four silicon readout layers, each
layer having two staggered and overlapping sub-layers, see Fig. 3.10. The
outer barrels have single sided and double sided 2° stereo ladders The four
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inner barrels have double sided 90° stereo and double sided 2° stereo ladders.
Each barrel is capped at high \z\ with a disk of twelve double sided wedge
detectors, called an "F-disk". In the far forward and backward regions, a
unit consisting of three F-disks and two large-diameter "H-disks" provides
tracking at high | »7rfe* I < 3-0. The F-disks are made of twelve wedges of
double sided stereo detectors. The H-disks are made of 24 pairs of single
sided detectors glued back to back. Table 3.1 summarizes the SMT design
numbers.

H-Disk 1
Barrel1

Beam Pipe
H-Disk4

• • * '

F-Disk 1
F-Disk 11

F-Disk 12

Figure 3.9: Isometric view of the D0 silicon vertex detector.

ladder (layer 4)

beryllium bulkhead

cooling pipe

carbon fiber support

Figure 3.10: Cross section of the silicon vertex detector barrel structure.

The axial hit resolution is on the order of 10 /im, the z hit resolution is
35 fim for 90° stereo and 450 /im for 2° stereo ladders.
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#Channels
Sensors
Stereo
#Modules
Si area
Inner radius
Outer radius
Maximal \z\

Barrels

387072
s/d sided
0°,2°,90°
432
1.3 m2

2.7 cm
9.4 cm
38.4 cm

F-Disks

258 048
double sided
±15°
144
0.4 m2

2.6 cm
10.5 cm
54.8 cm

H-Disks

147456
single sided
±7.5°
96 pairs
1.3 m2

9.5 cm
26 cm
120 cm

Table 3.1: Specifications of the Silicon Vertex Detector [96].

3.3.3.2 Central Fiber Tracker

The Central Fiber Tracker [92, 93] consists of 835 pm scintillating fibers
mounted on eight concentric support cylinders and occupies the radial space
from 20 to 52 cm from the center of the beam pipe. The two innermost cylin-
ders are 1.66 m long, the outer six cylinders are 2.52 m long. Each cylinder
supports one doublet layer of fibers oriented along the beam direction and a
second doublet layer at a stereo angle of alternating +3° and —3°. The two
layers of fibers are offset by half a fiber width to provide improved coverage.
The small fiber diameter gives the CFT a cluster resolution of about 100 /im
per doublet layer.

Light production in the fibers is a multistep process. When a charged
particle traverses one of the fibers, the scintillator emits light at A = 340 nm
through a rapid fluorescence decay. A wave-shifting dye absorbs the light
well at A = 340 nm and emits at A = 530 nm. The light is then transmitted
by total internal reflexion to the end of the scintillating fibers, where the
light is transfered through an optical connection to clear fiber waveguides of
identical diameter which are 7.8 to 11.9 m long. The light is only observed
from one end of each scintillating fiber. The opposite end of each of the
scintillating fibers is mirrored by sputtering with an aluminum coating that
provides a reflectivity of 85 to 90 %. The clear fiber waveguides carry the
scintillation light to visible light photon counters (VLPCs) which convert it
into an electronic pulse which is readout.

The visible light photon counters are situated in a liquid Helium cryostat
and operate at a temperature of 9 K. They detect photons with a quantum
efficiency of 85 % and provide charge of about 30 to 60 k electrons per
photon. A minimum ionizing particle creates an average of eight photo-
electrons per layer, depending on the angle between the scintillating fiber
and particle trajectory.
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3.3.3.3 Solenoid Magnet

The superconducting solenoid magnet [98] is designed to optimize the mo-
mentum resolution, Apr/pr, and tracking recognition. It is 2.73 m in length
and 1.42 m in diameter, corresponding to 0.9 radiation lengths, and provides
a 2 T magnetic field with an integrated field homogeneity of 0.5 %. It oper-
ates at 10 K, the current is 4820 A and the stored energy is 5.6 MJ.

3.3.3.4 Tracking Performance

Hits from both tracking detectors are combined to reconstruct tracks. The
momentum resolution of the tracker for minimal ionizing particles can be
parameterized as:

P
(3.9)

where p is the particle momentum and r) is the pseudo-rapidity. S accounts
for the multiple scattering term and C represents the resolution term. A
study [99] of Z ->• p+p~ events has found S = 0.015 and C = 0.0018.

To calibrate the tracker, meson and baryon resonances are used. The pro-
cess K® -¥ 7r+7T~ is measured with a width of a = 7.3 MeV and A0 -4 p+7r~
with a — 2.6 MeV (Fig. 3.11). The reconstruction of secondary vertices is
crucial to identify b hadrons. The impact parameter resolution is shown as
a function of transverse momentum in Fig. 3.12. As an example, the recon-
struction of processes S^ —> A0?^ and fi± —> A0K± is shown in Fig. 3.13,
where multiple tracks with impact parameter of the order of centimeters are
reconstructed.

3.3.4 The Calorimeter System

The function of the calorimeter system is to measure the energy of particles
by inducing them to produce electromagnetic and hadronic showers. Inert
passive layers of dense material in which the shower begins are followed by
active layers, where the surviving fraction of the shower energy is sampled
through ionization.

3.3.4.1 The Preshower Detectors

The preshower detectors (see Fig. 3.8) aid in electron identification and
resolution, and background rejection. They function as calorimeters as well
as tracking detectors, enhancing the spatial matching between tracks and
calorimeter showers [101].

Central Preshower detector The Central Preshower detector (CPS)
consists of three concentric cylindrical layers of triangular scintillator
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Figure 3.11: Invariant mass distributions for the processes K® -> 7r+7r
(left) and A0 —> p+ir~ (right) [100]. Also shown a Gauss distribution plus a
straight line fit to the signal and background. The mean and the width of
the Gauss fit are also shown.

strips (axial and stereo ±23°) and is located in the nominal 5 cm gap
between the solenoid and the central calorimeter, covering the region
\Vdet\ < 1-3- Between the solenoid and the CPS is a Pb radiator ap-
proximately one radiation length thick in order to discriminate photons
and electrons from pions by converting them into showers.

Forward Preshower detector The Forward Preshower detectors (FPS)
are each mounted on the spherical heads of the end calorimeter
cryostats (see Sect. 3.3.4.2), occupying the region between the lumi-
nosity counters (see Sect. 3.3.2) at the inner edge and the intercryo-
stat detectors (see Sect. 3.3.4.3) at the outer edge, covering the region
1.5 < |%e(| < 2.5. Each detector is made from two layers, at different
z, of a double layer of scintillator strips (stereo ±22.5°), separated by
a 2Xo-thick lead-stainless-steal absorber. All charged particles passing
through the detector register a three-dimensional hit in the first, so-
called MIP layer. Photons do not generally interact in the MIP layer.
Electrons and photons shower in the absorber, leading to a cluster of
energy in the second, so-called shower layer. These signatures can be
used to distinguish muons, electrons and photons.

Scintillating light produced from the passage of charged particles is collected
by wavelength-shifting fibers and piped through clear fibers to the visible
photon counters in the same way as explained for the central fiber detector
in Section 3.3.3.2.

The pre-shower detectors are discussed in more detail in [102] and [103].
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Figure 3.12: Impact parameter resolution measured in data and in simulated
single muon events. The lines show fits to data and MC [100].

3.3.4.2 The Liquid Argon Calorimeter

The Liquid Argon calorimeter [92, 93, 104] is designed to provide the energy
measurement for and assist in the identification of electrons, photons, taus
and jets and establish the transverse energy balance in an event. The device
is also sensitive to MIPs and therefore can serve to identify muons. The
calorimeter itself (i.e. the modules) is unchanged from Run I and depicted
in Fig. 3.14. However, there is significantly more material in front of the
calorimeter (2 < XQ < 4, depending on the 77) and the electronics is rebuilt.

As shown in Fig. 3.15, the Liquid Argon calorimeter is subdivided into
the central calorimeter (CC) covering roughly \r)det\ < 1 and two end calorime-
ters (EC) extending the coverage to |%et| « 4. Each calorimeter contains an
electromagnetic section closest to the interaction region followed by fine and
coarse hadronic sections whose module size increases with the distance from
the interaction region. The active medium for all of the calorimeters is liquid
Argon and each of the three calorimeters is located within a cryostat that
maintains the temperature at approximately 80 K. In order to achieve the
same energy response for electromagnetic and hadronic particles, e/h « 1
(compensating calorimeter), different absorber plates are used in different
locations. The e/ir ratio is measured for charged pions TT in test beam
data of Run I and the calorimeter is found to be nearly compensating, with
1 < ej-K < 1.05 above 30 GeV [105]. The electromagnetic sections (EM) use
thin (3 or 4 mm) plates, made from nearly pure depleted Uranium. The fine
hadronic sections are made from 6-mm-thick Uranium-Niobium alloy. The
coarse hadronic modules contain relatively thick (46.5 mm) plates of either
Copper in the CC or stainless steel in the EC.
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Figure 3.13: Invariant mass distributions for the processes E^ —> A°7r± (top
left) and Jl± —> A°K± (bottom left). The reconstruction of the processes
are examples of events with multiple tracks with impact parameter in the
order of centimeters. A sketch of the decay E~ -> A°7r~ —> p+n~ir~ is also
shown (right) [100].

The elements are combined in a basic unit, a calorimeter cell, depicted
in Fig. 3.16, which contains the absorber plates, the active medium and a
Copper readout pad laminated to G10 and covered in resistive epoxy for
collecting the ionization. The electric field is established by grounding the
absorber plates and holding the resistive surface of the pad at typically
1.6 kV. The electron drift time across the 2.3 mm gap is approximately
450 ns. Several such pads are ganged together in depth to form a readout
cell (see Fig. 3.15).

The readout cells are arranged and sized such that each covers roughly
an area of ArjxA(p — 0.1x0.1, comparable to the transverse sizes of showers:
1-2 cm for EM showers and about 10 cm for hadronic showers. Typical cone
sizes of jets are AR = y/Arj2 + Acp w 0.5. Segmentation finer than this
is useful in probing the shapes of jets. Longitudinal subdivisions are use-
ful since longitudinal shower profiles help distinguish electrons and hadrons.
There are four separate depth layers for the EM modules in the CC and EC.
The first two layers are approximately two radiation lengths (XQ) thick and
help measure the transverse shower development. The third layer is placed
where the shower is expected to reach its maximum and the cells measure
AT) x A(f> = 0.05 x 0.05 to provide improved spatial resolution. The electro-
magnetic section contains in total 65.6 mm of Uranium, which represents
approximately 20 radiation lengths (XQT « 3.2 mm) to capture the over-
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Figure 3.14: Isometric view of the central and two end calorimeters.

whelming fraction of the electromagnetic energy. As the nuclear interaction
length is much larger than the radiation length, (Â *" « 10.5 cm w 30XQT),
hadronic particles typically deposit most of their energy in the hadronic sec-
tion of the calorimeter, which contains approximately 6.4A/ of Uranium and
Copper.

3.3.4.3 The Inter-Cryostat Detectors

Since the calorimeter system is contained in three separate cryostats, it
provides incomplete coverage in the pseudorapidity region 0.8 < \qdet\ <
1.4, as can be seen in Fig. 3.15. Additional layers of sampling are added
in form of scintillating counters between the CC and EC cryostats (called
Inter-Cryostat Detector or ICD [92, 93, 104]). The segmentation of ATJ x
A0 = 0.1 x 0.1 matches exactly the Liquid Argon calorimeter geometry. In
addition, separate single-cell structures, called massless gaps [92, 93, 104]
are installed, both in the central calorimeter and in the end cap calorimeters.
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Figure 3.15: Schematic view of a quarter of the D0 calorimeter showing
the transverse and longitudinal segmentation pattern. The shading pattern
indicates cells for signal readout. The rays indicate the pseudo-rapidity
intervals seen from the center of the detector.

3.3.4.4 Calorimeter Performance

The energy resolution of the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter mod-
ules was studied in Run I using pions and electrons from a test beam [106]
with energies between 10 and 150 GeV, typical energies for the production
in Tevatron collisions. The relative energy resolution can be parameterized
as:

E
(3.10)

The dominant term, S, in the energy resolution is due to sampling fluc-
tuations which are of Poisson nature, N represents contributions due to
Uranium noise and electronics noise, and C originates from calibration er-
rors and other systematic effects. The results are summarized in Table 3.2.

The energy resolution is in the process of being remeasured in Run II.
The measurement of the Run II energy resolution of the electromagnetic
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Figure 3.16: Schematic view of a calorimeter cell.

Particle N

e
•K

o.oii5±8:8SS
0.032 ± 0.004

(0.135 ± 0.005) N
(0.45 ± 0.04) \

0.43 GeV
0.975 GeV

Table 3.2: Calorimeter energy resolution parameters, measured with elec-
trons for the electromagnetic section [107] (C from the Z —> ee mass reso-
lution, S from the test beam and N from W —> eu) and with pions from
the test beam for the hadronic section [106]. Uncertainties on N were not
determined.

calorimeter can be performed utilizing the three resonances «//*£, T and Z
with a leptonic decay to two electrons. The central tracking system pro-
vides the momentum measurement from which the energy can be inferred.
Figure 3.17 shows the di-electron invariant mass spectrum measured with
the calorimeter (left) and the central tracker (right). Figure 3.18 shows the
di-electron invariant mass spectrum, using both calorimeter and tracking
information, in the region of the Z boson mass. The events can be selected
with high statistics and with high purity and represent three independent
measurements allowing to constrain the 5, C and N terms in Eq. 3.10.

The energy resolution of the hadronic calorimeter in Run II can be mea-
sured by selecting collisions randomly (so-called "zero-bias"). Most of the
time no hard-scatter interaction will occur. The central tracking system
can be used to identify single tracks representing isolated charged particles,
which are dominantly charged pions. The tracking system provides a mo-
mentum measurement which can be used to determine the expected energy
deposition of the particle in the calorimeter.
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Figure 3.17: Di-electron invariant mass spectrum measured with the
calorimeter (left) and the central tracker (right). The J/^f and T can clearly
be seen [108].

The preliminary studies [108] suggest a decreased calorimeter response
in comparison to Run I, mainly due to the following reasons:

• The electron drift time of 450 ns provides a challenge for signal charge
integration for a roughly 5 times larger beam crossing frequency oc-
curring every 396 ns in Run II compared to 2 ßs in Run I. Only 70 %
of the signal charge is integrated for the shorter time in Run II leading
to a larger sensitivity to fluctuations. In particular the contribution
from slow nuclear products from the hadronic shower is lost. Also the
mechanical tolerances with which the calorimeter was built meet the
requirements of the Run I integration time and are too large for Run II.
All this involves a degradation of the S and N terms in Eq. 3.10.

• The new electronics used in Run II is found to have a worse noise
performance, affecting mainly the N term in Eq. 3.10.

• The energy response of the cells differs by up 10 % [108]. This cell to
cell miscalibration affects the C term in Eq. 3.10.

• The new tracking system detector components, the solenoid magnet
and the preshower detector installed for Run II in front of the calorime-
ter have a radiation lengths 2 < XQ < 4, depending on the r\ of the
particle. As a consequence, the term S in Eq. 3.10 degrades.

3.3.5 The Muon System

As charged particles, which do not cause electromagnetic or hadronic show-
ers, the muons originating from a pp collision penetrate the tracking system
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Figure 3.18: Invariant di-electron mass distribution of data (dots) and ex-
pected background (line) for the Z peak region. Shaded is QCD back-
ground [87].

and the calorimeter essentially unperturbed. The D0 muon detection sys-
tem, placed around the calorimeter and depicted in Fig. 3.19, serves to
identify and trigger on these muons and measure their momenta and their
charge.

For this purpose it consists of a system of proportional drift tubes (PDTs),
mini drift tubes (MDTs) and scintillation counters. The PDTs cover |r?det| <
1.0, the planes of MDTs extend the muon detection to |%et| = 2.0. The
scintillator counters are used for triggering and for cosmic and beam related
muon rejection. Toroidal magnets and special shielding complete the muon
system. Each sub-system has three layers called A, B, and C. The A layer
is innermost and located between the calorimeter and the iron of the toroid
magnet. B and C layers are located outside the iron. In the region directly
below the calorimeter, only partial coverage by muon detectors is possible.
The support structure for the D0 detector and readout electronics is located
in this region.

The most probable value for the energy loss of a muon in the calorimeter
is 1.6 GeV, and about 1.7 GeV in the iron. The momentum measurement
is corrected for this energy loss.

In the following the subsystems of the muon spectrometer are discussed.
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Figure 3.19: A cut-away view of the muon system.

3.3.5.1 Toroid Magnet

The 1973 ton toroid magnet [98], located between layer A and B, allows a
measurement of the muon momentum. It is a square annulus 109 cm thick,
in radial distance of 317.5 cm from the beam line. In order to give access to
the inner portions of the D0 detector, the central toroid is split in 3 parts.
A bottom section gives support for the calorimeter and tracking detectors.
The central toroid is completed by two movable c-shaped shells. The two
forward toroid magnets are located at 447 < \z\ < 600 cm. The coils carry
currents of 1500 A and result in an internal field of 1.8 T.

3.3.5.2 Drift Tubes

Drift tubes are rectangular volumes, filled with gas. The ionization created
by a passing charged particle is collected and amplified by a 50 /im gold-
plated tungsten sense wire which runs through the center of the chamber.
Vernier cathode pads are located above and below the wires to provide infor-
mation on the hit position along the wire. Figure 3.20 shows the geometry
of an example drift tube, and the arrangement of central drift tubes (PDTs)
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in the A, B and C layers. Figure 3.21 shows an exploded view of the drift
tubes.
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Figure 3.20: Drift tubes in the central muon system. An example tube
(bottom) and stacking of tubes in the A (top left) and BC layers (top right).

A measurement of the arrival time of the pulse from the sense wire and
a calibration of the drift time of the gas allows for calculation of the radial
distance from the sense wire. A comparison of arrival times from adjacent
wires provides a rough measurement of the position of the ionization along
the wire.

Proportional Drift Tubes Central drift tubes are constructed of ex-
truded aluminum coated with steel foil and filled with a mixture of
84 % Argon, 8 % CH4 and 8 % CF4. The gas flow rate is 500 liters
per hour. The PDTs are 5.5 x 10.0 cm2 in cross section and 240 cm
long. The operating high voltage is 2.3 kV for the pads and 4.7 kV for
the wires. The drift velocity is approximately 10 cm//is, for a max-
imum drift time of about 500 ns. The coordinate resolution of the
radial distance to the sense wire is approximately 3 mm. The PDTs
are discussed in more detail in [109].

Mini Drift Tubes Mini drift tubes have a shorter electron drift time (40-
60 ns, depending on the inclination of the tracks), a better coordinate
resolution (« 0.7 mm), they are radiation hard, have a high segmen-
tation and thus a low occupancy. They are filled with a mixture of
90 % CF4 and 10 % CH4. The MDTs are 0.94 x 0.94 cm2 in cross
section and have a maximum tube length of 583 cm. The anode wire
is grounded and —3.2 kV is applied to the cathode. The MDTs are
discussed in more detail in [110].
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Figure 3.21: Exploded view of the three drift chamber layers of the local
muon system.

3.3.5.3 Scintillation Counters

Sheets of scintillating pixels accompany each layer of drift tubes, with the
exception of the B layer in the central system. Designed to cover 4.5° in
<p, they provide additional position measurement, and are used for trigger-
ing, cosmic ray veto, beam related muon rejection and track reconstruction.
Figure 3.22 shows an exploded view of the scintillation counters.

The pixels consist of a slab of scintillator in which light-collecting fibers
are set in grooves. A photomultiplier tube collects the light and provides an
analog voltage pulse to the digitizing electronics.

The scintillator counters are discussed in more details in [111].

3.3.5.4 Shielding

Three sources contribute to background in the central and forward muon
system:

• Scattered proton and antiproton fragments that interact with the end
of the calorimeter or with the beam pipe produce background in the
central and forward A layer.
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Figure 3.22: Exploded view of the three scintillator layers of the local muon
system.

• Proton and antiproton fragments, mostly muons from pion decays cre-
ated by proton and antiproton interactions upstream of the detector,
interacting with the low beta quadrupole magnets produce hits in the
B and C layers of the forward system.

• Beam halo interactions affect both the central and the forward muon
system.

The shielding consists of layers of iron, polyethylene and lead in a steal
structure surrounding the beam pipe and low beta quadrupole magnets.
Iron is used as the hadronic and electromagnetic absorber, polyethylene is
a good absorber for neutrons due to its high hydrogen content, and lead is
used to absorb gamma rays.

3.3.5.5 Performance

The performance of the muon system combined with the central tracker is
shown in Fig. 3.23 and Fig. 3.24 where the di-muon invariant mass is shown
at the u, <f>, J / # , ^' , T and at the Z mass.

The momentum resolution of the muon system has been studied using
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reconstructed muons for which a central track was associated. The mo-
mentum resolution for muons as measured by the muon system, cr(px)IPTi
varies between 0.1 for low-momentum muons and 0.5 for muons with pr >
50GeV [112]. The overall muon momentum resolution, including informa-
tion from the silicon vertex detector (see Sect. 3.3.3.1) and the central fiber
detector (see Sect. 3.3.3.2), is defined by the central tracking system for
muons with momentum up to approximately 100 GeV, the muon system
improves the resolution only for higher momentum muons [93].

DO Preliminary

Y(1S,2S,3S)

\

4 6 8 10 12
invariant (|i [i) Mass [GeV]

Figure 3.23: /x+/i invariant mass distributions of various meson resonances:
u, <f>, J/tf, * ' and T [113].

3.3.6 The Forward Proton Detector
The Forward Proton Detector (FPD) [114] is a series of momentum spec-
trometers that make use of accelerator magnets in conjunction with position
detectors along the beam line in order to determine the kinematic variables
t and £ of the scattered p and p, where \t\ is the four-momentum transfer
of the scattered proton or antiproton, and £ = 1 — xp, where xp is the frac-
tional longitudinal momentum of the scattered particle with respect to the
incoming proton. The FPD covers the region 0 < t < 4.5 GeV2.

The position detectors must operate a few millimeters from the beam and
have to be moved away during the injection of protons in the accelerator.
Special devices, called Roman pots [115], are designed to house the position
detectors allowing for remotely controlled movement with an accuracy in
the order of tens of microns.

The Roman pots are housed in stainless steel chambers called castles.
The FPD, shown in Fig. 3.25, consists of 18 Roman pots arranged in six
castles, where the detectors placed in each castle can approach the beam
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Figure 3.24: /J.+fi invariant mass spectrum at the Z mass [88].

from up, down, inside and outside directions with respect to the Tevatron
ring. Four castles are located downstream of the low beta quadrupole mag-
nets on each side of the colliding point: two on the proton side (PI and P2)
and two on the antiproton side (Al and A2).

Figure 3.26 shows first results of the FPD system. The £ distribution
before and after various levels of corrections and the t distribution are shown.

3.3.7 The Trigger System

The overwhelming majority of proton antiproton encounters result in colli-
sions of little interest. In particular, collisions which produce massive par-
ticles such as W, Z, the top quark or those which might provide evidence
of New Physics occur extremely rarely, as can be seen in Fig. 2.16. To ac-
cumulate a large sample of events of interest without having to store and
reconstruct a staggering number of uninteresting collisions, D0 employs an
event trigger which decides whether to store an event or to disregard it. At
the Tevatron an input bunch crossing rate of 2.5 MHz must be reduced to
the final rate of 50 Hz, a limit given by the offline reconstruction capabilities.
The trigger system is a three tiered pipelined system; each tier examines the
event in more detail than lower tiers and restricts the rate of events to higher
tiers.

An event can fail the trigger because it was recognized as a less interest-
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Figure 3.25: The FPD: Quadrupole Roman pot detectors are named P or
A when placed on the p or p side, respectively. Dipole pots, located on the
p side, are named D.

ing process, because it was mistaken for a less interesting process (trigger
inefficiency), or because the trigger or data acquisition systems were busy
processing previous collisions (dead time).

3.3.7.1 The Level 1 Trigger

Collisions occur at a rate of 2.5 MHz. The first trigger stage (Level 1 or
LI) has a pipeline, which allows to make a decision within 4.2 /us, resulting
in a trigger accept rate of about 2 kHz. The trigger decision is made by
a framework built of field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), which take
inputs consisting of simple objects created in the individual subdetectors
from the luminosity monitor, the calorimeter and the muon system.

The luminosity system provides an indication that a collision occurred
with a position on the z axis which would place it within D0's volume.

The calorimeter employs a special path which performs a very quick
summation of electromagnetic and hadronic towers at a resolution of A77 x
A<f> = 0.2 x 0.2, excluding the coarse hadronic section due to a higher noise
rate. The trigger requires that the energy in these towers be above a certain
threshold. Based on signal to noise considerations, only the trigger towers
for \r)det\ < 3.2 are used. Some of the data used in the analyses presented
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Figure 3.26: £ = 1 — xp, where xp is the fractional longitudinal momentum of
the scattered particle with respect to the incoming proton, a) £ distribution
before alignment; b) £ distribution after alignment; c) fitted £ distribution;
d) t distribution [116].

are triggered with a limited trigger coverage, ]77<je(| < 2.4. Additional
trigger terms are possible for global quantities such as the total sum of all
tower energies, X)^r> an(^ *^e m i s s m g transverse energy, Ifo.

The muon trigger in the analyses presented requires a coincidence be-
tween the scintillators in the A and B or C layers. Additionally, the drift
tubes and the central fiber tracker can be used to provide trigger informa-
tion.

3.3.7.2 The Level 2 Trigger

In the second stage (Level 2 or L2), hardware engines associated with specific
subdetectors process information used by a global processor in determining
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correlations between different detectors, e.g. matching tracks and leptons.
Level 2 has an accept rate of 1 kHz at a maximum dead-time of 5% and a
maximal latency of 100 /J,S. The Level 2 trigger passes events to the Level 3
system.

Figure 3.27 shows the design of the D0 Level 1 and Level 2 trigger
system. The components currently being commissioned are shown in light
gray.
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Figure 3.27: The design of the D0 Level 1 and Level 2 trigger system. The
components currently being commissioned are shown in light gray.

3.3.7.3 The Level 3 Trigger

The third stage (Level 3 or L3) uses a collection of approximately 100 farm
nodes to perform a limited reconstruction of the event and make a trigger
decision using the full event information (complete physics objects as well
as their correlations). The nominal 1 kHz input rate is reduced to 50 Hz for
data recorded for offline analyses.
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Chapter 4

Event Reconstruction and
Object Identification

The data as collected consist of nearly a million channels of immediate de-
tector response. These channels have to be processed carefully for evidence
of the products of a collision, from which the kinematics of the collision can
be inferred.

Algorithms are used to reduce the huge amount of information to define
basic physics objects and their properties, representing the particles from
the collision. The detector design allows to distinguish and to define the
following fundamental objects: tracks, primary vertex, electrons, photons,
muons, jets and their flavor, and missing transverse energy Ifo.

Generally, the object reconstruction and identification is optimized for
efficiency, purity and to provide the best possible measurement of the mag-
nitude and direction of the object's momentum. Other objects in the event,
particles not originating from the collision or noise in the detector compo-
nents or the readout electronics can mimic the object signature, degrading
the purity.

More specific to the analyses presented, the object identification is opti-
mized in order to isolate it events from background events.

In this chapter, strategies for reconstructing these objects from the de-
tector responses and the respective selection criteria are described.

4.1 Charged Tracks

Charged particles, curving through the magnetic field, leave traces in the
central tracking system from which tracks are reconstructed. The recon-
struction is abstracted in two pieces: hit clustering, which groups individual
channels which are likely to represent the passage of an individual particle,
and track finding, which finds groups of clusters located along a physical
path.

79
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Hit Clustering Particles passing through the silicon vertex detector will
deposit charge in a number of strips. A particle traversing the cen-
tral fiber detector will illuminate a number of fibers. In both cases a
cluster is defined by a group of adjacent strips above a noise threshold.

Track Finding The track finding is subdivided into two algorithms: pat-
tern recognition and track fitting. The pattern recognition creates sets
of clusters which lie along physical paths. The track fitting uses so-
phisticated algorithms (Kaiman fitter [117]) to fit a candidate charged
particle track to a physical path, using a x2 test.

4.2 Primary Vertex

The precise determination of the primary vertex (PV) position is crucial
for all ^-tagging algorithms and in order to determine if a lepton originates
from the PV. The PV reconstruction has been significantly modified in the
underlying production release pl4 compared to the previous release. Details
of the new algorithm and its performance on Monte Carlo and data can be
found in [118].

The new approach to the PV reconstruction consists of two major steps
(two-pass algorithm):

• First, the algorithm locates the position of the beam spot center. At
this step, all tracks with distance of closest approach (dca) significance
5(o,o) < 100, calculated with respect to (x, y) = (0,0) in the transverse
plane, are fitted to the PV. The dca is the shortest distance between
the track and the PV, the dca significance is defined by dividing the
dca by its uncertainty. The result of the fit to the PV is the list of
possible primary vertices.

• At the second pass, the track dca significance is calculated with respect
to the position of these first-pass vertices. Only tracks with at least
two SMT hits, surviving a tight dca significance cut, are fitted to the
final primary vertices.

The next step is the selection of the hard scatter vertex from the list of
reconstructed vertices. The method used in pl4 is described in detail in
Ref. [119]. It is based on the fact, that tracks from minimum bias interactions
have smaller transverse momenta than tracks from hard scatter interactions.
The log10 pr distribution of tracks from minimum bias processes is used
to define a probability for a track to come from a minimum bias vertex.
For each vertex, the product of the probabilities of each track divided by
the total number of tracks is calculated, thus forming the probability for
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a vertex to originate from a minimum bias interaction. The PV with the
lowest minimum bias probability is chosen as the hard scatter PV.

There are two implementations of the PV algorithms, so-called "D0reco"
and "D0root". The momenta of calorimeter objects in the event, jets,
electrons and the # r , are reconstructed with respect to the D0reco PV. For
tracking related quantities, the dca's of leptons, and the reconstruction of
secondary vertices for 6-tagging, the slightly different D0root PV algorithm
is applied, since it has a better performance and since the D0reco PV used
only a one-pass algorithm for part of the data set used.

The D0reco vertex finder and the D0root vertex finder share the vertex
selection procedure but differ in the track-selection and fitting techniques.
However, they show comparable performance in pl4 data in terms of recon-
struction efficiency and in the reconstructed x, y and z coordinate of the
vertex, see Fig. 4.1. The main characteristics of both algorithms regarding
track selection at the second pass are summarized in Table 4.1.

Track variable D0reco D0root

pr > 0.5 GeV > 0.5 GeV
SMT hits > 2 (Data) > 0 (Monte Carlo) > 2

dca significance < 5.0 < 3.0

Table 4.1: Track selection of the two vertex algorithms at the second pass.

The D0root algorithm has an additional step which is performed be-
fore the two-pass approach. It starts from clustering tracks along the z-
coordinate. The clustering algorithm starts from the track with highest pr
and adds the track with closest vertex, which is within 2 cm from the first
one. The position of the cluster of tracks is recalculated with every addi-
tional track. Clusters of tracks are the input for the two-pass algorithm.

The average number of tracks in generic QCD multijet events is 20 and
the average efficiency of the PV reconstruction is 98%. The efficiency of the
PV reconstruction is about 100% in the central \z\ region and drops quickly
outside the SMT fiducial volume (\z\ < 36 cm for the barrel) due to the
requirement of two SMT hits per track, forming the PV, see Fig. 4.2. The
resolutions (convoluted with the beam spot size) oix,y and z coordinates of
the reconstructed PV depend on the number of tracks, Ntrkspy, fitted into
the PV. They are completely dominated by the beam spot starting from
Ntrkspy > 15 and the resolution is about 35 yum in the transverse plane.

To ensure a high reconstruction quality the following additional PV se-
lection is required:

• \ZPV\ 5: 60 cm.
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Figure 4.1: PV distributions and survival efficiencies for it -» \iv^bbqqi if
not stated explicitly. Number of tracks associated to the PV (a), difference
in number of tracks associated to the D0reco and the D0root PV (b), z
position of the D0reco and the D0root PV, which is essentially identical
(c), survival efficiency for a cut on the number of tracks associated to the
D0root PV (d), survival efficiency for a cut on the ^-separation between
the D0root and the D0reco PV (e), survival efficiency for a cut on the z
position of the D0root PV (f).
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• At least three tracks fitted into the PV: Ntrkspy > 2.

• The D0reco PV and the D0root PV are required to have a z-separation
of less than 5 cm.

Figure 4.1 shows distributions and efficiencies for the number of tracks as-
sociated to the PV, the z position of the vertex and the ^-separation of
the D0reco and the D0root PV. If not stated explicitly the D0root PV
is denoted by PV. The D0root PV contains less tracks than the D0reco
PV due to the tighter track selection given in Table 4.1. Events containing
heavy flavor jets (WbbJj) have less tracks associated to the PV than events
containing only light flavor jets {Wjjjj) since there are many tracks which
are significantly displaced from the PV and therefore not associated to it
(see also Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.2: PV reconstruction efficiency as a function of z position of the
PV.

4.3 Muons

Muons are reconstructed using information from two independent detector
systems: the muon detector and the central tracker. A 'local' track in the
muon system is the basis of the muon identification. Muons are required to
have hits in all layers of the muon system (both inside and outside the toroid
steel). The exact muon identification criteria, and a study of the Muon ID
efficiency are presented in Sect. 4.3.1. The superior track resolution from the
central tracker is used to improve the knowledge of the kinematic properties
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of the muon, and to have a confirmation that the muon originated from the
primary vertex. A refinement of the track pr measurement is presented in
Sect. 4.3.2. The muon momentum scale and resolution in MC is adjusted
to the values found in the data, as discussed in Sect. 4.3.3. Section 4.3.4
describes the variables used to determine how well a muon is isolated from
other physics objects in the event.

4.3.1 Muon Identification Criteria

The following standard Muon ID requirements are used:

• Muon candidates are required to be of '|nse^| = 3 medium' quality,
according to the certified pl4 Muon ID criteria [120]:

- at least two wire hits in the A segment,

- at least one scintillator hit in the A segment,

- at least two wire hits in the BC segment,

- at least one scintillator hit in the BC segment, (except for central

muons with less than four wire hits in the BC segment).

• The standard 'loose' cut against cosmics is applied, based on timing
information from scintillator hits associated with the muon. The de-
fault timing cut values from the pl4 Muon ID [120] are used, requiring
A-layer and BC-layer scintillator times |£A| < 10 ns and \tsc\ < 10 ns.

In addition a 'central track match' is required, which denotes that the muon
tracks are extended to the point of closest approach (PCA) to the beam and
their parameters are compared with those of central tracks at the PCA. A
global fit is performed with all central tracks within 1 radian in azimuthal
and polar angle of a muon track at PCA. The central track with the highest
X2-probability is considered as the muon candidate. The measurement of
the muon track parameters are taken from the central tracking system. The
following additional quality requirements are applied to the central track:

• X^rack/NDF < 4 for the central track fit, to remove bad track fits.

• A distance |Az(//,PV)| < 1 cm between the track and the primary
vertex, to further reduce background from cosmics and badly recon-
structed tracks

• dca significance less than 3 standard deviations away from zero,
dca/a(dca) < 3, in order to reject muons from semi-leptonic heavy
flavor decays, see Fig. 4.3.

A reliable central track measurement is important since the central track
PT is used in the analysis, e.g. to build some of the topological variables.
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Tracks that fail the Xtrack/NDF o r A.z(/i,PV) quality cuts are observed to
have a larger probability to give a very high px measurement (> 200 GeV),
see Fig. 4.4. Applying these cuts significantly reduced the tail of very high
PT muons. The remaining high pr muons can be explained by genuine high
pr muons, for which the track curvature q/pr is well measured within the
finite resolution of the central tracker.
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dca/a(dca)

i QCD

- dca/a(dca) < 3

6 6 10
dca/a(dca)

Figure 4.3: Left: Distributions for the distance of closest approach signifi-
cance of the muon with highest px in it —>• ßv^bbqqi MC, Wjjjj MC and
QCD data (selected by requiring non-isolated muons) events. The presence
of the two heavy flavor jets in the tt -> ßv^bbqqf events leads to a larger dca
significance than for Wjjjj events due to the finite lifetime of the b hadrons.
Muons from semileptonic heavy flavor decays (QCD) are more likely to be
significantly displaced from the PV. Right: Survival efficiencies as a function
of the cut on the dca/o(dca).

4.3.2 Muon Momen tum Correction

A correction to the momentum of muons matched to CFT-only tracks, tracks
where no hits are found in the SMT subdetector, is employed. The proce-
dure adopted from the Muon ID group considers the primary vertex as a
constraint for the fit. The track is refitted such that the dca in x and y
remains 0 [121]. The correction factor is given by:

SFcFT-cmly - 1 - dca/qopt * (ERR(r,qopt)/ERR(r,r)),

where dca is the muon r-<f> distance of closest approach to the primary ver-
tex, qopt is the muon charge divided by the muon px, ERR(r,qopt) and
ERR(r,r) represent the respective error matrix entries where r is the r-(f>
impact parameter relative to (x,y,z) = (0,0,0).
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Figure 4.4: The distributions of the distance Az between the vertex of the
central track matched to the muon, and the primary vertex (left and middle
on different rr-scales) and x2/NDF of the central track (right) for three
different event selections: all muon quality cuts applied except for the cuts
on Az and x2/NDF (top), idem for muons with a central track pr > 200
GeV (middle), and for muons identified to come from a Z boson decay,
Z —t nn (bottom). Clearly the fraction of bad quality central tracks is
enhanced for muons with very high pr-
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Roughly 18% of the muons are subject to this correction, with a strong
dependence, in the central region much less muons are affected. The

size of the correction is shown in Fig. 4.5.

-1000

1000
[GeV]

-1000^500 0 500 1000
Ap£ [GeV]

Figure 4.5: Left: Corrected muon pr versus uncorrected muon pr, most of
the time the correction is small and the pr's are very similar. In particular
muons with a very high pr (pr > 200 GeV) are corrected down. Right: pr
difference: SFCFT-only x Vr - PT

4.3.3 Muon Momentum Scale and Resolution

The muon momentum scale and resolution in the Monte Carlo simulation is
found not to reproduce the values measured in data. Corrections are applied
to the Monte Carlo to bring data and MC to an agreement, which is crucial
for efficiencies or shapes determined from the MC.

A data to MC comparison of the fitted width of the Z mass reconstructed
from Z -¥ nn events allows to infer the difference in resolution. Since the
resolution in the MC is found to be overestimated a simple oversmearing of
the muon pr in the MC can be used as a correction. The fitted mean of the
Z mass allows to constrain the scale correction which has to be applied to
the MC. The fitted mean and width are summarized in Table 4.2.

fitted Z mass fitted Z width

data
MC

89.9 ± 0.5
91.7 ±0.4

11.1 ±0.5
8.8 ±0.3

Tabje 4.2: Fitted Z mass and width in data and MC [122].
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The muon momentum correction is realized by the following transforma-
tion:

J € ) , (4.1)
PT apr

where a is the scale factor which accounts for the overall calibration, and
(7(0, c^) is a random variable drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a
mean of 0 and a width a^.

The transformation from Eq. 4.1 is performed for different parameter val-
ues of (a, cr̂ ); this is done by systematically scanning the relevant parameter
space in small steps. The optimum scale a and the width of the Gaussian,
<j£, are obtained simultaneously from a Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit
test [123] for the Z mass distribution in data and Monte Carlo.

The level of agreement between data and Monte Carlo is found to be
dependent on the muon detector pseudo-rapidity, 77^. Due to the limited
statistics only two pseudo-rapidity regions are considered. First, the proce-
dure is applied only to the events with both muons in the central region,
defined as \r)det\ < 1-62. After the scale factor and the additional smearing
correction is determined for the central muons, the rest of the sample is
treated in the following way. For the events with both muons in the forward
region the procedure is the same as above. For those events with one muon
in the central and the other in the forward region, the central muon pr is
corrected using the fixed parameters, obtained from the central-central case,
while the scale and amount of additional smearing for the forward muon pr
are allowed to vary.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov matching probability is determined as a func-
tion of <7f and a. The test is repeated ten times per set of parameters (a, o^),
in order to be less dependent on statistical fluctuations which enter through
the random variable drawn from the Gaussian distribution G(0, <7f). The se-
lection cut on the dimuon invariant mass is varied from 70 < m^ < 110 GeV
to 75 < mßft < 105 GeV; the optimal oversmearing and scaling correction
are found to be independent of the choice of mass range.

Table 4.3 summarizes the result of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-
of-fit test both for the muons in the central region and in the forward region.

The transverse momenta of muons in the simulation are corrected ac-
cording to Eq. 4.1 using the numbers for a^ and a from Table 4.3.

4.3.4 Muon Isolation Criteria

The muons coming from the leptonic decay of a W boson tend to be isolated
from jets and to have a relatively high transverse momentum pr, see Fig. 4.6.
The main background for identification of such muons comes from semilep-
tonic decays in heavy quark jets. Those muons tend to be non-isolated and
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central
forward

0
0

a

.991

.996

c

0.0025
0.0043

re
GeV"1

GeV-1

89

Table 4.3: Result of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit tests for muons
in the central region (l̂ detl < 1-62) and muons in the forward region (1.62 <
l%et| < 2.00). a represents the transverse momentum scale correction and
<j£ is the width of the Gaussian oversmearing. [122].

to have a lower transverse momentum, shown in Fig. 4.6, labeled as "QCD".
Muon isolation is used to distinguish muons from these two different sources.

A loose isolation criteria is defined by demanding that a muon is sepa-
rated from a jet, AR{y., jet) > 0.5, see Fig. 4.6.

°-2 5
tt
Wjjjj

— QCD

AR(n,closest jet) > 0.5

AR(|i,closest jet)

Figure 4.6: Transverse momentum of the high pj> muon in tt and Wjjjj
MC and in QCD data (left). AR(pJet) in it and Wjjjj MC and in QCD
data (right)

In previous it cross-section measurements [124] the following variables
and cuts were used as a measure of muon isolation [125]:

• Halo(0.1,0.4)<2.5 GeV, where Halo(0.1,0.4) is the sum of the Er of
calorimeter clusters in a hollow cone between Ail = 0.1 and AR =
0.4 away from the muon, as illustrated in Figure 4.7. In forming
this sum, cells in the electromagnetic and fine hadronic calorimeters
are considered, due to an enhanced noise level the coarse hadronic
calorimeter is excluded from the sum.

TrkCone(0.5)<2.5 GeV, where TrkCone(0.5) is the sum of the pT of
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Figure 4.7: A hollow cone in R, with the inner edge Ra and the outer
edge i?6 surrounding the muon. Halo(0.1,0.4) is calculated by summing the
transverse energies of all calorimeter cells i with Rji Ra > Ri > Rb-

all tracks within a cone of radius AR = 0.5 surrounding the muon.
The track matched to the muon is excluded from this sum.

The distributions for Halo(0.1,0.4) and TrkCone(0.5) and the survival effi-
ciencies are shown in Fig. 4.8 for it —>• ßfy.bbqql MC, Wjjjj MC and QCD
data.

It was found that the separation between the two classes of muons men-
tioned above could be improved by using the difference between their pj-
spectra. Thus, more powerful isolation variables were defined, taking the
ratio of the above isolation variables and the transverse momentum of the
muon, pr^:

• Ratll = Halo(0.1,0.4)/pi> < 0.08 and

• Rattrk = TrkCone(0.5)/pr/i < 0.06.

The distributions for Ratll and Rattrk and the survival efficiencies are
shown in Fig. 4.9 for it -¥ fiu^bbqqf MC, Wjjjj MC and QCD data.

4.4 Electrons

At the reconstruction stage, an EM cluster is defined as a set of towers in
a cone of radius R — 0.2 around an initial tower selected on the basis of its
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Figure 4.8: Top: Distributions for Halo(0.1,0.4) (left) and TrkCone(0.5)
(right) for it ->• fiu^bbqqf MC, Wjjjj MC and QCD data. Bottom: Survival
efficiencies as a function of the cut on the isolation variables.

energy content. Among all reconstructed clusters, genuine EM showers are
expected to have a large EM fraction EMF = i?EM/-Etot> where 2?EM is the
cluster energy in the EM section of the calorimeter and Etot is its total en-
ergy within the cone. Furthermore, they are expected to have a longitudinal
and lateral shower development compatible with those of an electron. Each
cluster is attributed a x ^ (H-matrix7) based on seven variables which com-
pares the values of the energy deposited in each layer of the EM calorimeter
and the total energy of the shower with average distributions obtained from
the simulation. Additionally, a variable is defined that quantifies the cluster
isolation:

Etot(R<0A)-EEM(R<0.2)
Jiso — 0.2)

(4.2)
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Figure 4.9: Top: Distributions for Rat 11 (left) and Rattrk (right) for tt ->>
fiVfibbqqr MC, Wjjjj MC and QCD data. Bottom: Survival efficiencies as
a function of the cut on the isolation variables.

Electron candidates are selected by requiring

• EMF > 0.9,

• /iso < 0.15 and

• H-matrixl < 75.

Track Match: For electrons, an associated track candidate is required.
An associated track candidate is a track in a road satisfying:

• \Acf>{EM,track)\ < 0.05,

• \Ar){EM,track)\ < 0.05 .
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Electron Likelihood: It is required that the electron resembles a canon-
ical sample of electrons by selecting those with a large electron likeli-
hood [126], which includes both calorimeter and tracking information.
Only electrons with a likelihood discriminant larger than 0.85 are used.

In the analyses presented electrons are required to be reconstructed in the
CC calorimeter: |r?det| < 1.1 and have a transverse momentum pp > 20 GeV.

4.5 Jets

Hadronic particles are reconstructed as jets in the calorimeter; the algorithm
for the reconstruction is presented in Sect. 4.5.1. An additional algorithm is
used to reduce contributions from noisy cells to the jet; the T42 algorithm
is discussed in Sect. 4.5.2. Reconstructed jets have to meet identification
criteria in order to be considered a good jet, these are given in Sect. 4.5.3.
Electromagnetic objects might also be reconstructed as jets, the method
to separate them is subject of Sect. 4.5.4. The reconstructed energy in
a jet cone is not equal to the original particle level energy, the necessary
corrections are discussed in Sect. 4.5.5. The measurement of the jet energy
resolution is presented in Sect. 4.5.6.

4.5.1 The Jet Reconstruction Algorithm

The interaction of hadronic particles with the calorimeter is explained in
Sect. 3.2, resulting in a shower of hadronic particles which has typically the
shape of a cone. The ideal jet algorithm should reconstruct the kinematic
properties of the initial hadronic particle. In particular, it should be infrared
(see Fig. 4.10) and collinear safe (see Fig. 4.11), i.e. it should not depend
on the fact that the cross section for infrared and collinear parton emission
diverges, it should be independent of the detailed detector geometry and
granularity, have a maximal reconstruction efficiency and require a minimal
CPU time.

The jet algorithm associates adjacent particles, reconstructed as clusters
of energy in the calorimeter, into jets. Following the recommendation of
the Run II QCD workshop, the improved legacy cone algorithm [127] comes
closest to the ideal jet reconstruction, as discussed above, and is used for
the analyses presented.

The first step of the algorithm is to find seeds, represented by calorime-
ter towers above a minimum seed threshold, E^"1^ > Ej?ed, where a tower
is defined as the sum of all cells sharing the same pseudo-rapidity and az-
imuthal angle. Cells in the coarse hadronic calorimeter, the end cap massless
gap or the end cap hadronic layer 16 or 17 are not considered as seeds due
to an enhanced noise level.
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Figure 4.10: An illustration of infrared sensitivity in cone jet clustering.
Clustering begins around seed particles, shown as arrows with length propor-
tional to energy. Soft radiation from either of the two particles, represented
by the curly line, (right sketch) may cause a merging of the jets.

Figure 4.11: An illustration of collinear sensitivity in cone jet clustering.
Left two sketches: No seed particle is produced due to the energy splitting
among several detector towers (left), whereas a seed is produced without
the splitting (right). The right two sketches show the sensitivity of the jet
reconstruction to an Er ordering of seed particles

Proto-jets are created with a simple cone algorithm from an ET ordered
list of seeds.

A seedless algorithm is found to be infrared safe and is therefore preferred
over an algorithm with seeds, however, it is expensive computationally. An
approximation of a seedless algorithm is achieved by the addition of mid-
points, ET weighted centers between pairs of proto-jets. These centroids are
also considered as proto-jets.

Overlapping cones are separated with a split and merge procedure.
The jet algorithm specifications can be summarized as:

• Rcane = 0-5

• ET
eed = 0.5 GeV

• add midpoints after the cone clustering
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• split and merge proto-jets

• keep all jets with more than Ej?c0 — 8 GeV.

4.5.2 The T42 Algorithm

The T42 algorithm has been proposed [128] to obtain a finer and uniform
treatment of the calorimeter noise which leads to an improvement in the re-
construction of different objects (electrons, photons, jets, $T), whose identi-
fication and energy measurement relies mainly on the calorimeter. Calorime-
ter noise, generally defined as energy deposition not related to the hard
interaction, can be schematically classified as "hot", "warm" or "normal":

Hot noise: Hot cells are related to detector problems (hardware failure,
abnormal electronic noise), or to physics processes like backscatter-
ing of particles interacting in the beam pipe outside of the vertex
interaction region into the calorimeter. The energy is typically large,
> 1 GeV.

Warm noise: Warm cells are due to pedestal subtraction problems or
hardware deficiencies, the cell energy levels are typically lower, on the
order of hundred MeV, however, they might appear in great numbers
in a definite region of the detector, creating so-called warm zones.

Normal noise: Normal noise cells are due to Gaussian electronic noise
surviving the zero suppression. They are at lower energies, typically
below 4-5cr, where a is the RMS of the pedestal. Typically, between
1000 and 3000 such cells appear per event.

The T42 algorithm is implemented in the TopAnalyze code [76, 77] and
is processed before reconstructing the calorimeter objects. It aims at the
rejection of the "normal" noise cells. For the T42 algorithm, an isolated
cell is considered a noise cell and thus discarded if it is not "signal-like".
A cell is considered "signal-like" if its energy is positive (negative energy
cells can originate from electronics noise and from pile-up which is baseline
subtracted) and above a high threshold of +4CT, or if its energy is above +2a
and in addition the energy of a neighboring cell is above +4a. The acronym
T42 stands for "threshold Ac — 2a", however, the current implementation
corresponds to "threshold 4a — 2.5a", resulting in the name T42.5.

The first electromagnetic layer (layer 1), and the layers 8, 9, 10 of the
intercryostat region are not considered by the algorithm, so all their cells
with positive energy are kept in the event, and are not used as neighbors.
A detailed description of the current implementation can be found in [129].

The ratio of rejected cells by T42 over the number of cells in the event
ranges from 30% to 60%. In the main part of the calorimeter (\rj\ < 3.2), the
fraction of cells rejected by T42 corresponds to the number of cells expected
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from noise between 2.5 and 4a, assuming a Gaussian distribution [130].
This is a good indication that T42 is indeed reducing mainly noise cells. In
the forward region, more cells are rejected since cells from pile-up effects
accumulate close to the beam pipe [130], but this has no influence on high
pr physics, which is subject of the analyses presented.

4.5.3 J e t Identification

Once jets are clustered following the cone algorithm, further quality selection
cuts are applied to each jet. These criteria are aimed at removing jets which
are not reconstructed from hadronic particles from the hard interaction:

• To remove isolated electromagnetic particles a cut on the energy frac-
tion, deposited in the electromagnetic section of the calorimeter (EMF),
is applied at 0.05 < EMF < 0.95.

• To remove jets which predominantly deposit their energy in the coarse
hadronic section of the calorimeter, a cut on the fraction of the jet
energy deposited therein (CHF) is applied at CHF < 0.4. The noise
level is higher in the coarse hadronic section; this cut is essentially
aimed at removing those jets which are clustered around noise in the
coarse hadronic section.

• To remove jets clustered from hot cells, a cut on the ratio of the highest
to the next-to-highest transverse energy cell in the calorimeter (HotF)
is applied at HotF < 10.

• To remove those jets clustered from a single hot tower, the number of
towers containing 90% of the jet energy (n90) is required to be greater
than 1.

• LI jet confirmation, discussed in Sect. 4.5.3.1.

• The minimum pr requirement for jets after the jet energy scale cor-
rection (see Sect. 4.5.5) is 15 GeV.

The cut values for these variables were determined in the data by defining
samples which contain predominantly the jets which should be kept (denoted
as "good" jets), and samples which are enriched in the jets not reconstructed
from hadronic particles from the hard interaction but from noise as described
in Sect. 4.5.2 or from noise in the electronics of the readout chain. The latter
jets are aimed to be rejected (denoted as "fake" jets), while keeping a high
identification efficiency for the good jets.

Physics processes with a clear detector signature are used to select the
samples of good and fake jets. For the good jets the "tag-and-probe" method
is used:
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Tag-and-probe method: Processes with two objects in the final state
are selected by requiring that one of the two objects passes all the
quality criteria, which might be even tightened to guarantee a high
purity. This is called the "tag" object. The probe object is identified
with a lower quality, where the selection criteria under study is not
required.
The tag and probe objects are back-to-back in the azimuthal angle.
This leads to the fact that the tag-and-probe method tends to overes-
timate the efficiency in the case of correlated inefficiencies which are
also back-to-back.

The samples of good jets used are "dijet" events and "QCD Compton"
events, example Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 4.12:

7

Figure 4.12: Example Feynman diagram for a dijet event (left) and a QCD
Compton event (right).

Dijet events: to probe high px jets, events are selected which satisfy:

• single jet trigger

• two jets reconstructed

• $r < 5 GeV
• the tag jet (the jet which is not considered for the efficiency mea-

surement) passes all jet ID criteria and is required to fire the
trigger

(tag jet, probe jet) > 2.9

QCD Compton events: to probe low pr jets, events are selected which
satisfy:

• single EM trigger

• one EM object and one jet reconstructed

< 5 GeV
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• A0 (EM object, probe jet) > 2.9

The sources of noise resulting in fake jets are manifold and might depend
on the luminosity, the event topology, they might be run dependent and have
a strong dependence on the rjdet and the pr of the jet. As a consequence,
it is difficult to define a clear signature for the presence of a certain class
of fake jets in an event. Two sample selections suggest the presence of fake
jets, so-called "third-jet" events and "multijet" events:

Third-jet events: dijet or QCD Compton events are selected which sat-
isfy:

• PT balance of the two objects: Apr < 5 GeV

• # r > 10 GeV
• the probe fake jet is defined as a third-jet reconstructed in the

event with no tracks with pr > 0.5 GeV matched to the jet in a
cone of AR < 0.5

The first requirement guarantees that the selected events are very likely
to be clean dijet or QCD Compton events with only two objects in the
final state. This di-object system is used to "tag" the event. The
second requirement, however, violates momentum conservation in the
transverse plane. This can either be explained by an undetected parti-
cle from the hard scatter interaction (e.g. a neutrino) or it has not the
hard scatter interaction as its origin. The latter is further supported
by the third requirement, which selects an additional jet which did not
leave any trace in the tracking system and thus, is likely to have noise
as its origin.

Multijet events: events are selected which satisfy:

• > 6 jets reconstructed

• # r > 20 GeV
• the probe fake jets are defined as jets with no tracks with pr > 0.5

GeV matched to the jet in a cone of AR < 0.5

The dominant production mechanism for a signature of six or more jets
in an event is the QCD multijet production, where no or very little
invisible particles are expected in the final state. As for the "third-jet"
events the second requirement suggests the presence of noise jets, and
the third requirement selects those which are not confirmed by the
tracking system.

The survival efficiency for good and for fake jets is studied as a function
of the cut value. The distributions for these quantities are shown in Fig. 4.13.
Since the level of purity and representativeness of the fake jet samples is not
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known precisely, the cut values are optimized for a high selection efficiency,
while trying to reject some of the alleged fake jets. Another criteria for the
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jet CHF
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— good jets

r'r-- fake jets

'< 0.05<EMF<0.95

jet EMF

—good jets
----fake jets

n90>1

•To id 3 0 ' '4'o So
jet n90

Figure 4.13: The distributions for central jets (CC) for the quantities, which
serve to identify good jets while rejecting fake jets: CHF, EMF, HotF
and n90 are plotted for good jets (dijet sample) and for fake jets (multijet
sample). Also shown are the jet ID cut values.

identification cuts is the safety of the cuts, e.g. it was decided not to apply
a upper cut on n90, since there might be interesting signals which produce
jets in this n90 region.

4.5.3.1 LI Jet Confirmation

Despite the numerous quality requirements applied to avoid clustering jets
on noise in the calorimeter, a significant number of fake jets are selected. The
application of the T42 algorithm reduces the number of fake jets originating
from the discussed calorimeter noise roughly by a factor of 2 [131]; further
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criteria must be applied to achieve the highest rejection of fake jets. In the
2003 analyses, this rejection was based on the /90 variable [132], but this
introduced a significant inefficiency on good jets (4%) [132].

Fake jets originating from noise in the calorimeter readout is found to
have the largest contribution to the remaining fake jets. This contribution
is not eliminated by the T42 algorithm. Instead an alternative calorimeter
readout, the LI trigger readout chain, is utilized to confirm the presence of
good jets.

The comparison of the energy in the Ll compared to precision readout
is found to be the most powerful discriminant against noise, which does not
appear simultaneously in the two readout chains. For the trigger version v8
(Run < 172359) the Ll calorimeter system was instrumented up to |»7cte:* I <
2.4, for trigger versions 9 and higher up to |%et| < 3.2, see also Sect. 3.3.7.1
and [133].

A new variable, L1SET, is defined for a given jet as the scalar sum of the
trigger towers Er inside the jet cone of R = 0.5. To quantify the agreement
of the transverse energy measurement of the two readout chains and thus,
to confirm the quality of the jet, the ratio of the two energy measurements
is built:

L1SBT (4.3)
EJj?00 x (1 - CHF) '

The L1SET measurement is not corrected for the JES and it does not
include the coarse hadronic calorimeter section. In order to get the best
correlation between the energy measured in the precision and Ll readout,
the uncorrected jet Er from the precision readout is used for the ratio, Ej?co,
subtracting the coarse hadronic energy fraction CHF.

The level of noise is found to be dependent of the \r)det\ of the jet; three
regions of pseudo-rapidity are defined which correspond to the geometry of
the calorimeter, CC, ICD and EC, see Sect. 3.3.4.2 and Sect. 3.3.4.3: The CC
region is defined as \r)det\ < 0.8, the ICD region is defined as 0.8 < |%et| < 1-5
and the EC region is defined as |77<fef| > 1.5.

Figure 4.14 shows the distribution for ETecQf^-<:HF) ^or S°°d jets and
for fake jets and the survival efficiencies for cutting on this variable. The
cut values on g r e c ^ A ^ ^ s were chosen to have a high efficiency, > 99%
both in CC, ICD and EC and to reject the maximum amount of alleged fake
jets (see Fig. 4.14); the cut values are summarized in Table 4.4.

The rejection is increased by a factor of 2 compared to the rejection
obtained with the previous /90 cut, when T42 is not applied, and by a
larger factor (about 4) when T42 is applied, since then the /90 cut is less
efficient [131].
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Figure 4.14: Left: distribution for good jets from the dijet

sample and for fake jets from the multijet sample, integrated over the full
pseudo-rapidity region. Right: The corresponding survival efficiency for the
good vs. the fake jets varying the cut on ErecQ?v?ÖHF) • ^ n e ^ ' ^ ^ anc*
EC regions are defined in the text, the chosen cut values for the three
regions are highlighted by the solid points.

CC ICD EC
LI SET 0.4 0.2 0.4

Table 4.4: Additional jet identification criterion:
*°r t n e kl jet confirmation.

cut values on

4.5.4 Separation of Jets from Electromagnetic Objects

Electrons and photons with transverse energy greater than 8 GeV are also
reconstructed as jet objects in the calorimeter. This represents a problem of
how to discriminate properly between real jets and electromagnetic objects,
but on the other hand to apply the appropriate energy correction for the
type of interaction the particles in the energy cluster undergo within the
calorimeter (i.e. electromagnetic vs. nuclear), see Sect. 4.5.5 and Sect. 4.6.
Reconstructed and identified (see Sect. 4.5.3) jet candidates are not consid-
ered as jets but as electron candidates if they overlap with an electromagnetic
object (AR(jet, EM) < 0.5) with the following selection criteria:

• pr > 15.0 GeV (after jet energy scale correction),

\ridet\ < 2.5,
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• EMF > 0.9,

• fiso < 0.15,

• H-matrixl < 50.

4.5.5 Jet Energy Scale

The calorimeter is very effective at absorbing the hadronic energy of the jet.
However there are several mechanisms which cause the energy of the cells
clustered into a jet to deviate from the energy of the initial parton. The
most important of these are:

Calorimeter Response R: hadronic showers may lose energy in ways
which do not leave any ionization, electromagnetic and hadronic par-
ticles may therefore be imbalanced. Furthermore, the measured jet
energy can be distorted due to a different response of the calorime-
ter to different particles, a non-linear response of the calorimeter to
the particle energies, un-instrumented regions of the detector or dead
material.

Energy Offset O: energy in the clustered cells which is due to the under-
lying event, multiple interactions, energy pile-up, electronics noise and
noise from the Uranium absorber can provide an offset to the energy
of the jet.

Showering Corrections S: a fraction of the jet energy is excluded due
to the finite size of the cone used for clustering.

The Jet Energy Scale (JES) corrections attempt to correct the reconstructed
jet energy, ETeco, back to the particle level energy, EcorT, as it would have
been before interacting with the calorimeter. The correction may be written
as

_ E*™ - O
E ~ RxS '

where R is the calorimeter response to a jet, O is the energy offset and S is
the fraction of shower leakage outside the jet cone in the calorimeter.

R is determined by examining QCD Compton events. The energy of the
photon is purely electromagnetic and its electromagnetic energy scale can
be calibrated independently using Z —> ee events. The transverse energy of
the jet should therefore balance the transverse energy of the photon.

O is determined from energy densities in events which are triggered when
a minimum activity in the luminosity monitor is reported (so-called mini-
mum bias triggered events).

S is determined from measured energy profiles of jets.
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Since the MC may not model all these effects accurately, there can also
be a difference in the scale of jets in data vs those in MC. In the current
analysis the JetCorr v5.1 [134] package is used which incorporates the above
mentioned components and provides corrections separately for data and MC,
see Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16.

The systematic uncertainty assigned to the JES correction comprises
both the statistical and the systematic uncertainties on the data and the
MC measurement, and can be expressed as:

~ V stat,data + asyst,data + astat,MC "*" asyst,MC •

The statistical and the total (quadratic sum of statistical and systematic)
uncertainties are shown in Fig. 4.15 for the data and in Fig. 4.16 for the MC.
The quadratic sum of the systematic uncertainties on the data cr1ystdata and
the MC criygtMc m ^ - ^-4 is known to lead to an overestimation of the sys-
tematic uncertainty, since the systematics are correlated for the most part
among data and MC, and the systematics relevant to the cross section anal-
yses presented arise only from the relative systematic uncertainty between
data and MC. These correlations are currently unknown and therefore, con-
servatively, no correlations are assumed in Eq. 4.4. The correlations are in
the process of being evaluated and will be available for the JetCorr v5.3 [134]
package.

The JES corrections are expected to depend also on the flavor of the
jet, in particular b jets may have a different response and also a different
showering correction due to their harder fragmentation. For the analyses
presented, only one additional class of jets is considered: jets containing a
muon (AR(p, jet) < 0.5). The hypothesis is that the muon originates from a
semileptonic b decay, which produces a neutrino along with the muon. As an
approximation, it is assumed that the neutrino carries the same momentum
as the muon and the jet is corrected in addition for these two particles,
invisible to the calorimeter.

4.5.6 Jet Energy Resolution

For high energy jets, above pr ~ 50 GeV, the jet energy resolutions are
measured using the dijet event sample as defined in Sect. 4.5.3. However,
no $T cut is imposed and both jets pass all jet ID cuts. The details on
the event selection can be found in Ref. [134]. The single jet trigger with
lowest ET threshold used, JT_25TT_NG, becomes fully efficient for a jet pr
above 40 GeV, therefore the dijet data allows to measure the jet energy
resolutions only above this threshold.

The sample is split in several bins of average pr of the dijet system,
= (PT\ +PT2)/2, and for each (pj<) bin the distribution of the transverse
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Figure 4.15: JES measurement in data. Left: JES correction as a function
of uncorrected jet energy (top) and as a function of jet T?,^ (bottom). The
respective statistical and total uncertainties are shown on the right [134].

momentum asymmetry variable

A =
\PT1 -

PT\ +PT2
(4.5)

is studied. The width of the A distribution, «7,4, obtained from a Gaussian
fit with a mean value set to zero, gives the jet py resolution through the
formula:

^ = V2aA. (4.6)
PT

In order to derive the resolution for the jet px range below 50 GeV, QCD
Compton events are used as discussed in Sect. 4.5.3. However, no $r cut
is imposed and the jet passes all jet ID cuts. The events are triggered by a
single EM trigger with no track requirement. In the case of QCD Compton
events, the asymmetry variable is defined as:

Apj —
pT (4.7)

Given that the resolution of the photon is much better than the resolution of
the hadronic jet, cpi can be ignored compared to criet, and the jet resolution
can be expressed as:
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x R
PJ (4.8)

where RPj = V\IV3T is a factor to correct the imbalance between the average
jet PT and the photon pr in each pr bin. Rpj is found to be compatible with
unity given the systematic uncertainties on the JES.

The results obtained from the dijet and the QCD Compton samples are
put together and fitted using the formula:

(4.9)
PT

see Eq. 3.10 and Sect. 3.3.4.4 for the meaning of the coefficients C, S and
N. The combined results are shown in Fig. 4.17, and Fig. 4.18, for the data
and MC, respectively. The fit parameters are summarized in the Tables 4.5
and 4.6.

Jets in the simulation are corrected by applying an additional smearing
according to a random Gaussian distribution with a width:

(4.10)
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\Tjdet\ r a n g e N S C

0-0< fodetl <0-5 5.05 0.753 0.0893
0.5< \r]det\ <1.0 0. 1.20 0.0870

<1.5 2.24 0.924 0.135
<2.0 6.42 0. 0.0974

Table 4.5: Jet energy resolution coefficients for data.

\r)det\ range N S C

0.0< lifeetl <0.5 4.26 0.658 0.0436
0.5< l̂ detl <1.0 4.61 0.621 0.0578
l-0< \rjdet\ <l-5 3.08 0.816 0.0729
l-5< 1*7**1 <2.0 4.83 0. 0.0735

Table 4.6: Jet energy resolution coefficients for MC.

with the resolution found in the simulation, a^Fipr), and in the data,
UPT
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4.6 Missing ET

The presence of a neutrino in the final state can be detected only from the
imbalance of an event in the transverse plane. It is reconstructed from the
vector sum of the transverse energies of all cells surviving the T42 algorithm,
except for those in the coarse hadronic layer which are treated separately due
to their high level of noise. The only cells of the coarse hadronic calorimeter
which are used in the Er s u m are those clustered within good jets. The
vector opposite to this total visible momentum vector is denoted the missing
energy vector and its modulus is the raw missing transverse energy {ET raw)-

The response of electromagnetic particles such as photons, electrons or
7T°'s is different from that of hadrons and, in particular, from that of jets. In
events with both electromagnetic objects and jets, this imbalance translates
directly into missing transverse energy. As a JES correction is derived for all
good jets, it can also be applied to the missing transverse energy. In order
to do so, the JES correction (limited to the response part of such correction)
applied to all good jets is subtracted from the Er vector. In the same way
the EM correction for electromagnetic objects (pr > 15.0 GeV, |r/det| < 2.5,
EMF > 0.9, /iso < 0.15, H-matrix7 < 50) is applied to the ET vector.
The resulting modulus is denoted the calorimeter missing transverse energy

As a muon is a minimum ionizing particle throughout the entire detec-
tor, it will deposit only a small amount of energy in the calorimeter. Its
presence can thus also fake missing transverse energy in the calorimeter.
The transverse momentum of all track matched muons (as measured in the
central tracking detector) present in the event is subtracted from the missing
transverse energy vector after deduction of the expected energy deposition
of the muon in the calorimeter (taken from GEANT look-up tables).

4.6.1 pT Resolution

The ET resolution is studied in events where no Ep is expected. Z-plus-jets
events with a muonic Z decay can be selected with a high efficiency and
purity and are expected to have no Er- The Er resolution in data is found
to be worse than in MC as shown in Fig. 4.19 for events with > 0 and > 2
jets. The Monte Carlo is further smeared in order to bring it in agreement
with data, as described in [135]. A ET oversmearing parameter is defined
by calculating the difference in quadrature of the Er resolutions in data and
Monte Carlo and then fitting this vs SJ?Tunc/us, the event scalar Er (clus-
tered and unclustered) minus the Er's of all the reconstructed (clustered)
objects. No jet multiplicity dependence is observed. The Er oversmearing
correction is realized by the following transformation of '
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10'

Figure 4.19: Ifo resolution in Z ->• pp events for data (Tight), MC and
smeared MC with > 0 jets (left) and > 2 jets (right) [135].

where G{O,aET{^ErUncius)) 1S a random variable drawn from a Gaussian
distribution with a mean of 0 and a width <JET{E>ETuncius), parameterized
as

= 2.553 + 0.008951 x

The resulting oversmeared $T is also shown in Fig. 4.19. The smearing
of the Monte Carlo improves the agreement with data particularly in the
core of the $T distribution. However, the effect of the oversmearing is most
pronounced for events with few jets in the event (left plot in Fig. 4.19), the
effect is much less pronounced for events with > 2 jets in the event (right
plot in Fig. 4.19) and is expected to be even less pronounced for events with
> 4 jets, the relevant region for the it signal events. For this reason no # r
oversmearing is applied.

4.7 b Jets

Reconstructed and identified jets can be further classified by their flavor,
depending if they originate from the decay and hadronization of a light flavor
quark or gluon (it, d, s, g), a c quark, or a b quark. The corresponding jets
are called light flavor jets, c jets or b jets. At least two techniques can be
used to distinguish a heavy flavor jet (c or b jets) from a light flavor jet:

• Soft Lepton Tagging (SLT): the presence of a soft electron or muon
within the jet cone indicates a semileptonic bore hadron decay with
a branching ratio of typically ~ 10 % per lepton.

• Lifetime tagging: identifying charged tracks which are significantly
displaced from the primary vertex due to the finite lifetime of the b or
c hadron decay.
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The probability to identify a jet as a b jet using lifetime tagging is broken
down into two components:

• The probability for a jet to be "taggable" (also called "taggability").

• The probability for a taggable jet to be tagged (also called "tagging
efficiency").

Three lifetime tagging algorithms exist at D0 for the identification of b
jets:

• Counting Signed Impact Parameter (CSIP): require a minimum
number of tracks with large impact parameter significance with respect
to the primary vertex.

• Jet Lifetime Probability (JLIP): for each calorimeter jet, a prob-
ability is computed that it does not originate from the PV using the
impact parameter information of tracks seen in the SMT layers.

• Secondary Vertex Tagger (SVT): explicit reconstruction of a sec-
ondary vertex with a large decay length significance with respect to
the primary vertex [136].

In the analyses presented, the SVT algorithm is used to identify b jets.

4.7.1 Taggability

The taggability serves to decouple the tagging efficiency from issues related
to tracking inefficiencies and calorimeter noise problems, which are therefore
absorbed into the taggability. According to the 6-ID group definition [137], a
calorimeter jet is taggable if it is matched within AR < 0.5 to a track-based
jet (track-jet).

4.7.1.1 Track-Jets

Jets consist on average to 2/3 of charged particles which can be reconstructed
as tracks in the central tracking system. The algorithm to reconstruct these
track-jets from charged tracks can be subdivided in three steps:

1. z pre-clustering: cluster tracks according to their z of closest ap-
proach with respect to z = 0. Looping in descendant order of track
px, tracks are added to the pre-cluster if Az < 2 cm, where Az is the
difference between the z of the closest approach of the track and the
pre-cluster.

2. Track selection: for every pre-cluster, identify the closest recon-
structed primary vertex and select tracks satisfying the following cri-
teria: PT > 0.5 GeV, > 1 SMT hits, \dca\ < 0.20 cm and \zdca\ < 0.4
cm.
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3. Jet clustering: for every pre-cluster, the selected tracks are clustered
in the (77, <̂ >)-plane using the simple cone jet algorithm with seed pr > 1
GeV, requiring at least two tracks.

4.7.2 Secondary Vertex Tagger Algorithm

The secondary vertex algorithm consists of three main steps: reconstruction
and identification of the primary interaction vertex (see Sect. 4.2), recon-
struction of track-jets (see Sect. 4.7.1.1), and secondary vertex finding, a
sketch is shown in Fig. 4.20.

dca

Figure 4.20: The secondary vertex algorithm explicitly reconstructs vertices
inside of jets. The decay length significance cut is tuned to optimize the
performance of the algorithm.

The secondary vertex finding is performed for every track-jet. The dif-
ferent steps involved are:

1. Track selection: only tracks with pr > 1.0 GeV and (signed) impact
parameter significance (\dca\/a(dca)) > 3.5 are considered. The sign
of the impact parameter is given by the sign of the projection of the
impact parameter onto the track-jet axis, see Fig. 4.21 for a schematic
drawing, dca and a (dca) are computed with respect to the selected
primary vertex. The signed impact parameter significance distribution
is also shown in Fig. 4.21.

2. Vertex finding and fitting: for every track-jet with at least two
selected tracks, one tries to find a secondary vertex from those tracks
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by using the Build- Up algorithm.

jet

-10 -» •« -4 -2

dca./a{dca)

Figure 4.21: Left: A schematic drawing showing the definition of the impact
parameter (dca), its sign is given by the sign of the inner product of dca
and the track-jet momentum. Right: The impact parameter significance
distributions for tracks from light and b jets from Monte Carlo. One can
observe a clear excess at positive impact parameter significance for b jets.

Build-Up algorithm: The Build -Up algorithm starts finding seed
vertices by fitting all combinations of pairs of selected tracks in
track-jets. Then, it attempts to attach additional tracks to the
seed vertices according to the resulting x2 contribution to the
vertex. The process is repeated until no more tracks can be asso-
ciated to seeds. This procedure is such that the resulting vertices
might share tracks.

3. Vertex selection: the secondary vertices found are required to have
track multiplicity > 2, \Lxy\ < 2.6 cm, \LXy/o{Lxy)\ > 7.0, |collinearity|
> 0.9 and x2/dof < 10. The vertex transverse decay length is defined
as \Lxy\ = \rsv — rpv\- The collinearity is defined as the inner product
of Lxy and the vertex momentum, computed as the vector sum of the
momenta of all attached tracks after the constrained fit. The sign of
the transverse decay length is given by the sign of the collinearity.

4. V° removal: secondary vertices composed of two tracks with oppo-
site sign are required to be inconsistent with a V° hypothesis. The
hypotheses tested by the algorithm include K® ->• TT+TT~, A0 -> p+n~
(the higher px track is assumed to be the proton, according to the
observation in the MC) and the photon conversion (7 —» e+e~). Sec-
ondary vertices are rejected if the invariant di-track mass, given the
V° hypothesis, is consistent with the corresponding V° mass in a mass
window defined by ±3<7 of the measured V° mass resolution, shown in
Fig. 3.11 for the K°s and the A0.
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A calorimeter jet is identified as a b jet (also called "tagged" or "having
a 6-tag") if it is taggable and it contains a selected secondary vertex with
LXy > 0 within AR < 0.5. Events containing one or more tagged jets are
also called "tagged events".



Chapter 5

Event Trigger

Collisions occur every 396 ns, i.e. at a rate far beyond the capabilities of the
data recording or analysis structures. As discussed in Sect. 3.3.7, a trigger
system selects the events of interest. The it signature of the /i-plus-jets
events is one muon, one neutrino and > 4 jets as discussed in Sect. 2.3. To
ensure that the relevant data are recorded, a trigger to select both, a muon
and a jet, was designed by balancing efficiency and simplicity with the need
for rejection.

The data sample analyzed was collected using five different trigger list
versions: v8 to vl2 (a trigger list version is defined for a certain run range
and consists of a set of well defined triggers). A summary of the trigger
names and conditions is given in Table 5.1. The trigger conditions are:

Level 1:

mulptxatxx: Level 1 tight muon scintillator coincidence,

CJT(l,Jf): Calorimeter trigger tower with uncorrected Er >
X GeV total energy, X = 5 GeV for v8.2-vll, and X = 3 GeV
for vl2, ^ ^ 1 < 2.4 for v8.2-vlO, and l ^ l < 3.2 for vll-vl2,

Level 2:

MUON(l,med): Level 2 medium muon as described in [138],

JET(l,10): Level 2 jet with uncorrected Er > 10 GeV,

Level 3:

• JET(1,X): Level 3 jet with uncorrected Er > X GeV, X =
20 GeV for v8.2-vll, and X = 25 GeV for vl2.

115
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Trigger List v8.2-vll vl2

Trigger Name
LI
L2
L3

MUJT20-L2M0 MU.JT25-L2M0
mulptxatxx.CJT(l,5) mulptxatxx.CJT(l,3)

MUON(l,med) MUON(l,med)JET(l,10)
JET(l,20) JET(1,25)

Table 5.1: Summary of triggers used in trigger lists v8 to vl2.

5.1 Trigger Efficiency Measurement

The trigger efficiency can be measured in two different ways:

• simulate the trigger requirements on Monte Carlo simulated events,
using the program TrigSim,

• measure single object efficiencies of satisfying individual trigger con-
ditions at Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 in the data, parameterize the
efficiencies as a function of the relevant kinematic variables and fold
the parameterizations into the Monte Carlo events.

Although correlations and overlap between triggers are automatically taken
into account using the first method, currently, the Monte Carlo modeling of
trigger objects and trigger quantities is not adequate to be used for precision
measurements of the trigger efficiency. Therefore the second method based
on trigger efficiencies derived from data is chosen.

The approach used to combine single object trigger efficiencies to calcu-
late the probability of an event to satisfy a specific trigger is described in
[139] and briefly summarized in the following.

The total event probability (P(L1,L2, L3)) is calculated as the product
of the probabilities for the event to satisfy the trigger conditions at each
triggering level,

P(L1, L2, L3) = P(L1) • P{L2\L1) • P(L3|L1, L2) (5.1)

where P(L2\L1) and P(L3\L1,L2) represent the conditional probability for
an event to satisfy a set of criteria given it has already passed the require-
ments imposed at the previous triggering level(s).

The total probability of an event to satisfy a set of trigger requirements
is obtained assuming that the probability for a single object to satisfy a
specific trigger condition is independent of the presence of other objects in
the event. Under this assumption, the contributions from different types of
objects to the total event probability can be factored out such that

P<(object I & object?) ~ •'objecti ' "object?-
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Furthermore, under this assumption, the probability (P) for at least one
object to satisfy a particular trigger condition, out of a total of N objects
present in an event, is given by

N

where Pi represents the single object probability (the probability for an elec-
tron to fire a jet trigger and vice versa is also considered in the corresponding
product).

The total trigger efficiency is calculated as the luminosity weighted aver-
age of the event probability associated to the trigger requirements contained
in each individual trigger list.

The probability of a single object to satisfy a particular trigger require-
ment is measured using the following general procedure [140]. The first step
consists of identifying a sample of events, unbiased with respect to the trigger
requirement under study. Offline reconstructed objects are then identified
in the events. The efficiency is obtained by calculating the fraction of these
offline reconstructed objects that satisfy the trigger condition under study.
Single object efficiencies are in general parameterized as a function of the
kinematic variables pr, V and <f> of the offline reconstructed objects.

In order to take into account major changes in the trigger system and
thus in the trigger response, many single object trigger efficiencies are mea-
sured separately for the different trigger lists v8 to vl2. Data recorded using
different trigger lists, for which no changes to a particular subdetector and
associated trigger system occurred, are combined.

5.1.1 Muon Trigger

The Level 1 and Level 2 trigger conditions and implementation have not
changed in the period of data taking using the trigger list v8 to vl2. The
same efficiency parameterizations are therefore used for the trigger efficiency
calculations in all trigger list versions.

The highest statistics event sample used to obtain the muon trigger ef-
ficiencies consists of Z —> /z// events. The "tag-and-probe" method, see
Sect. 4.5.3, is then used to calculate the fraction of offline muons that pass
the trigger requirement under study. Events triggered by one of the single
muon triggers in each of the trigger list versions considered are further se-
lected by requiring the presence of two offline muons. Muons are identified
in this sample of events using the offline selection criteria (see Sect. 4.3).
The invariant mass of the two offline muons is required to be within a small
window around the Z mass: 80 GeV < mßfi ,< 100 GeV. One muon is
randomly chosen ("tag") and required to satisfy the LI single muon trigger
requirement. The second offline muon ("probe") is then used to calculate
the efficiency of a particular trigger criteria.
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Figure 5.1: Muon trigger efficiency as a function of the offline muon -q
for the Level 1 condition mulptxatxx (left) and for the Level 2 condition
MUON(l,med) given that the muon already satisfies the Level 1 condition
(right).

AO Al A2 A3

LI mulptxatxx
L2 MUON(l,med)

-0.8±0.2
0±0

2.8±0.5
8.7±7.0

O.liO.l
1.779±0.006

0.99±0.01
0.981±0.007

Table 5.2: Fit results for the Level 1 and Level 2 muon trigger efficiencies
for data recorded with trigger list v8 to vl2. The function used to fit the r)
dependence is given in Eq. 5.4.

Figure 5.1 shows the probability of an offline muon to satisfy the Level 1
requirement mulptxatxx (left) and the Level 2 requirement MUON(l,med)
given it has fired the Level 1 condition (right) as a function of the offline
muon 77. For a muon with pr > 15 GeV, the Level 1 and Level 2 trigger
efficiencies are found to be constant as a function of pr- The function used
to parameterize the r\ dependence is given by

/fa) = AÖ +
AO • exp (~A1 • fa2 - A22)) sin fa2 - A22) . (5.4)

Results of the fit are summarized in Table 5.2.
In order to check for any possible geometrical biases associated to the

use of the "tag-and-probe" method (see Sect. 4.5.3), both Level 1 and Level
2 muon trigger efficiencies are also calculated using a sample of W —>• pv
events. This sample of events is selected using the following criteria
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• require at least one isolated medium muon with a track matched and
PT > 20 GeV.

>0.5

Primary vertex reconstructed with at least 3 tracks, \zpv\ < 60 cm

\dca\fadca < 3

> 20 GeV

Both the Level 1 and the Level 2 muon trigger efficiencies are found to be
compatible with those obtained using Z -»• pß events, given the associated
uncertainties, which vary between 1 and 5 %.

5.1.2 Jet Trigger

The jet trigger efficiencies are parameterized as a function of the JES cor-
rected jet PT in three regions of the calorimeter: CC (|%et| < 0.8), ICR
(0.8 < Itfoetl < 1-5) and EC {\Vdet\ > 1.5).

In order to check for the possible presence of biases associated with a
particular event selection, two different methods are used to calculate the jet
trigger efficiencies. The first approach consists of measuring the jet trigger
efficiency on a sample of events that pass at least one of the many muon
triggers present in the trigger list version of interest. This method has the
advantage of not depending on the calorimeter trigger response. The second
approach consists of measuring the jet trigger efficiencies using a sample
of events that satisfies any one of the single electron triggers present in
the different trigger lists considered. In order to reduce the contamination
of electrons and therefore obtain a pure sample of jets, only events that
contain exactly one offline reconstructed electron, matching both a Level 1
and Level 2 electron in the event, are considered. Both methods are found
to give compatible results, given the associated uncertainties.

The assumption that the probability for a single object to satisfy a spe-
cific trigger condition is independent of the presence of other objects in the
event is verified for the jet triggers. The trigger efficiency is derived for
events with 2, 3 and > 4 jets in the event; no dependence on the jet topol-
ogy is found. The LI, L2 and L3 trigger efficiencies for the dijet sample
are shown in Fig. 5.2 for various ^etl regions and trigger list versions. The
function used to parameterize the jet trigger efficiency for LI, L2 and L3 is

f{pr) = 0.5 • A2 • 1 + -== • / e x p ( - O * - (5-5)

Jets containing muons are also corrected for the energy invisible to the
calorimeter, as discussed in Sect. 4.5.5. However, using the non-muonic JES
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Figure 5.2: Jet trigger efficiency as a function of offline jet pr for the Level 1
condition CJT(1,5) (top), for the Level 2 condition JET(l,10) given that the
jet already satisfies the Level 1 condition (middle), and the Level 3 condition
JET(l,20) given that the jet already satisfies the Level 1 and the Level 2
conditions (bottom).
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Figure 5.3: Relative difference in the jet trigger efficiency between the two
measurements for jets with and without track-match as a function of offline
jet pr for the Level 1 condition CJT(1,5) (left), for the Level 2 condition
JET(l,10) given that the jet already satisfies the Level 1 condition (middle),
and the Level 3 condition JET(l,20) given that the jet already satisfies the
Level 1 and the Level 2 conditions (right); for trigger version 12, and jets in
the CC region.

correction (i.e. not correcting for the energy invisible to the calorimeter) for
the jets containing muons, no difference is found in the resulting jet trigger
efficiency turn-on curves for muonic and non-muonic jets.

The sample selected with a muon trigger and even more the jets contain-
ing a muon are enhanced in heavy flavor. The fact that the trigger efficiency
is independent of the sample is a cross check that the trigger efficiency is
independent of the jet flavor.

5.1.2.1 Systematic Uncertainties

The jet turn-on curves are measured with a large data sample which results
in a small statistical uncertainty on the trigger efficiency measurements.
Possible systematic effects associated to the method used for measuring the
trigger efficiencies could, however, be of the same size or even larger than
the statistical uncertainties. In order to quantify possible effects due to the
jet quality used in measuring the efficiencies, all the trigger turn-on curves
are remeasured requiring, this time, a track-match for every jet and thereby
improving the purity of the jet samples, see Fig. 5.3. The relative systematic
uncertainties derived from this method go up to approximately 10 % for low
PT jets and decrease to a few % for high pr jets.

5.1.3 Event Trigger Efficiency

The probability of an event to satisfy the /x+jets triggers is obtained based
on the assumptions made above:

P/i+jets = -PjET (5.6)
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where PMV (-PJET) represents the probability for the event to satisfy the
muon-type (jet-type) conditions. These probabilities can be further sub-
divided into individual trigger requirements such that,

v8 — v l l : PMV — fmulptxatxx • ̂ MUON(l,med)

•PjET = ^bjT(l,5) • •PJET(l,20)

Vl2 : P M U = -fmulptxatxx ' -fMUON(l,med)

More details about the triggering can be found in Ref. [141].



Chapter 6

Data Sample

The two analyses presented (topo and btag) make use of slightly different data
samples. The btag data sample, recorded between August 2002 and Septem-
ber 2003, is a subsample of the data used for the topo analysis, recorded
between August 2002 and March 2004.

The data samples are derived from the lMUloose CSG skim [142] and fur-
ther skimmed requiring one 'loose' muon with pr > 15.0 GeV and
AR{ß,jet) > 0.5 and one jet with pr > 15.0 GeV.

In the following the data quality selection (Sect. 6.1) and the luminosity
of the data sample are discussed (Sect. 6.2).

6.1 Data Quality Selection

Of the data delivered by the Tevatron, only a fraction is recorded by the D0
detector. Out of this data only the fraction for which all detector systems
are functioning well is used for the data analyses. Finally, only the fraction
of data which is reconstructed by the reconstruction software package reco
is actually used for the data analyses presented. This breakdown of data,
quantified in terms of luminosity is presented in Fig. 6.1. Typically, these
analyses use about 80 % of the delivered luminosity.

The data quality monitoring is performed on two levels, online and of-
fline. It is crucial for a high data taking efficiency to catch the malfunction
of detector components, of the readout or the triggering as early as possible.
Online data quality monitoring guarantees to be able to react immediately
and thus to maximize the data quality online.

However, there are data quality issues which are not recognized online.
The remaining deficient data is eliminated by offline data quality monitoring,
as initially introduced by [143]. The idea is to compare basic distributions
of physics objects or other variables that describe the detector performance
of the data taken with canonical distributions. In a second step a list of
possible data corruption methods is identified, quality measures are defined
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Figure 6.1: Fraction of luminosity that is delivered, recorded, passing the
data quality criteria, and reconstructed as a function of the trigger list ver-
sion (for the topo analysis.).

with a maximum discrimination power between usable and unusable data
and criteria are defined to classify the data quality. Since the corruption of
the data can occur on time scales much smaller than the length of a whole
run, the classification is preferably done on the smallest possible units of
data.

The data quality selection required for the data events analyzed is broken
down in a ruu based, a luminosity block number (LBN) based, corresponding
to approximately oue minute of data taking and several thousand events
recorded, and an event-by-event based selection.

Run quality selection: The good run selection is based on information
stored in D0's Run Quality Database [144]. The requirements are
summarized in Table 6.1. It is guarant'sed that no hardware failures
are known and that all readout crates are included in the readout
for the muon system [145], the SMT, the CFT and the calorimeter.
The tracking quality is particularly important for the identification of
leptous originating from the PV, it is crucial for the ^-tagging, and
tracking is used to build the kinematic variables.
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Luminosity block quality selection:

• Ring of Fire: A grounding problem in the calorimeter, for the
most part resolved, can cause a <£-ring of energy. This leads to
a large missing energy signature. Events which show the char-
acteristic pattern for the ring-of-fire activity are eliminated from
the data sample. The selection is based on the luminosity block
number (LBN).

• Bad JET/MET LBN List: The following requirements on the
average ET and average scalar ET are made:

- shift in average Er: y/{Erx)
2 + {Ery)

2 < 6 GeV,

- average RMS of fr: ^/RMS{PTx)
2 + RMS {fay)* < 20 GeV,

- average scalar ET'- (scalar ET) > 60 GeV.
Files consist of groups of approximately 20 consecutive LBN's.
To have a sufficient number of events the data quality selection
is based on these files.

Event quality selection: The selection of it events involves requirements
of jets and Er, both of which are highly susceptible to backgrounds
from calorimeter readout malfunctions. Although the signatures for
these problems tend to be fairly obvious when looking at event dis-
plays, care must be taken in devising an event-wide quality variable
which is immune to variations in an event's real (as opposed to instru-
mentally originating) scalar Er or number of jets. This is particularly
true for it events in which large scalar transverse energies can arise.
A study to arrive at such an event quality selection is described in [146].
If an event shows significant differences in energy deposition in the pre-
cision readout and the Level 1 readout then the event is suspect. A
similar quantity is already used for the jet identification, see Sect. 4.5.3.
In order to be immune against events with many jets or large energy
scalar transverse energy the comparison between the LI readout and
the precision readout is carried out only for trigger towers with Level
1 energy of less than 2 GeV.
An event is rejected if it does not pass the requirement on the Level
1 and the precision readout information [146], and if it is flagged as
coherent noise, a flag based on precision readout occupancy and RMS
within ADC cards [147].

6.2 Integrated Luminosity of the Data Samples

Only good luminosity blocks, i.e. luminosity blocks for which the luminos-
ity can be calculated, are used in the analyses. Table 6.2 summarizes the
integrated luminosity for the different trigger lists used for the topo and the
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MUON
SMT
CFT
CAL

Reasonable
Not Bad
Not Bad
Not Bad

Table 6.1: Run quality requirements.

btag analyses. The measurement of the luminosity is discussed in Sect. 2.5,
the total uncertainty on the integrated luminosity is 6.5% [85].

Trigger List

>v8.2
v9
vlO
v l l
vl2

total

topo

21.3
21.4
15.7
58.3
112.4

229.1

btag /x+jets

21.6
22.0
16.3
60.5
38.1

158.4

btag e+jets

21.0
31.7
15.9
58.0
42.2

168.8

Table 6.2: Breakdown of integrated luminosities, J C [pb 1] , by trigger list
version. Differences in the luminosity between the topo and the btag analyses
for v8.2-vll are due to refinements of the data quality selection or data that
had not yet been reconstructed for the btag analyses (in particular for vl2).
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The Topological tt Analysis

In this chapter the measurement of the tt production cross-section at y/s —
1.96 TeV with the D0 detector at the Fermilab Tevatron pp collider, based
on the application of a multivariate topological method is presented. The
analysis can be subdivided in two major steps. The first one consists of a
preselection, based on the selection of the decay products of the leptonically
decaying W boson and jets, that serves to enhance the signal fraction. In
the second step the number of it events is determined by estimating the
remaining backgrounds and by comparing the topology of the data sample
to the canonical topology of the signal and the backgrounds and fitting the
relative number of events.

Section 7.1 discusses the individual preselection cuts and their efficien-
cies. The contributions to the preselected data set are specified in Sect. 7.2.
The multivariate topological discriminant technique and the cross-section
extraction procedure are presented in Sect. 7.3. The result of the it pro-
duction cross-section measurement is presented in Sect. 7.4, followed by the
discussion of the systematic uncertainties in Sect. 7.5.

7.1 tt Event Preselection

The signature of it events is discussed in Sect. 2.3.1; the preselection serves
to select the individual objects in the final state with high efficiency and
purity. The preselection can be summarized as a selection of a leptonically
decaying W boson, W —»• fif, in association with four or more jets.

To reject QCD-multijets events, where the muon originates from a heavy
flavor decay, the muon is required to have a high transverse momentum
(see Fig. 4.6), to come from the primary vertex (see Fig. 4.3) and to be
isolated from hadronic activity (see Fig. 4.9). The neutrino is indirectly
identified by requiring a high transverse missing energy and, in order to
further reject background from QCD-multijets events, the missing energy
has to be separated from the muon in <f>. Only events with four or more jets
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are considered. Events with a second lepton with high transverse momentum
are analyzed in the it dilepton analyses [66] and are explicitly vetoed here.

All cuts used to define the preselected sample and the corresponding effi-
ciencies are listed in Table 7.12. The acceptance, reconstruction efficiencies
and the survival efficiencies for the preselection cuts for it events (£prese/)
are measured in a combination of data and Monte Carlo. Spresei is measured
in the it simulation with respect to it -» Wqq'bb, where the following W
boson decays are allowed: W —y [w^ or W —> TVT with r —> \iVpyT. Pos-
sible inaccuracies in the MC to describe individual object identification or
selection efficiencies are corrected by defining MC-to-data correction factors
which are typically derived on a control sample where the respective effi-
ciency can be extracted both on MC and data, as detailed in the following.
The MC-to-data correction factor is defined as the efficiency measured in
data divided by the efficiency measured in MC and can be determined as a
function of the relevant quantities. These MC-to-data correction factors are
referenced as K with a descriptive subscript.

In the following Sect. 7.1.1-7.1.16 the factorization of the preselection
efficiency (epresei) 1S discussed and the relative efficiencies with respect to
the previous cuts are given.

7.1.1 Jet Multiplicity Cut

Events with four or more central jets with high px axe selected from the
hadronic decay of the W boson and the two b jets from the top quark decay,
see Fig. 2.19. The efficiency to select events with > 4 jets wither > 20 GeV
and |7j| < 2.5 in it —» ß+jets events is measured in the simulation and found
to be:

£>4jets= 46.45 ±0.36%. (7.1)

The jet reconstruction and identification efficiencies in the MC do not re-
produce the corresponding efficiencies measured in data. For the efficiency
number quoted in Eq. 7.1, the simulation has been corrected by a MC-to-
data correction factor as discussed in the following.

7.1.1.1 Je t Reconstruction and Identification Efficiency

A MC-to-data correction factor that accounts for the differences in the recon-
struction and identification efficiency for jets is determined in QCD Comp-
ton events, where a photon (7) is reconstructed back-to-back to a jet in the
azimuthal angle. A clean sample of these 7+jet events is recorded with a
single EM trigger and selected by the following photon requirements.

• EMF > 0.9,

• /ho < 0.15,
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• H-matrixl < 20,

• in fiducial (reconstructed away from a calorimeter cell boundary),

• \Vdel\ < 1-1,

• the algorithm which matches the calorimeter cluster to the tracks from
the central tracking system did not converge: x2 = —1-0,

• no track with Ai?(7, track) < 0.5.

The PT of the jet is extracted from the pr of the photon which has to
balance the jet momentum in the transverse plane and is back-to-back in
the azimuthal angle to the jet. The rj of the jet cannot be derived from the
photon since the photon-jet system is subject to a boost in the z direction.
However, one can reconstruct the jet with the central tracking system and
use the spatial information of this track-jet (see Sect. 4.7.1.1) to get 77. Thus,
the additional selection criteria are:

• exactly one track-jet with pr > 1 GeV,

, track-jet) > 3.0.

These additional selection cuts are designed to reject background events with
additional jets from gluon radiation. Additional jets are both vetoed by re-
quiring exactly one track-jet with high px and by making a tight requirement
that the photon and the track-jet are back-to-back in the azimuthal angle.
The pr dependent efficiency in 7+jet events is shown in Fig. 7.1 (left) for
jets in the CC (|rj| < 0.8), ICD (0.8 < \r)\ < 1.5) and EC (1.5 < \r)\ < 2.5)
for data and for Monte Carlo. The corresponding MC-to-data correction
factor is shown on the right in Fig. 7.1 and fitted with the function

f[pr) =0 .5 -^2 - I 1 + - ^ - / exp(-Od*l , (7.2)

with the fit values given in Table 7.1.

A0 Al A2

CC 9.8±2.7 3.4±0.7 1.01±0.01
ICD 15.0±2.3 2.0±0.7 0.93±0.02
EC 13.5±3.3 2.2±1.0 0.98±0.02

Table 7.1: Fit results for the jet reconstruction x identification MC-to-data
correction factor using the fit function given in Eq. 7.2.
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The Monte Carlo simulation is corrected by randomly removing jets ac-
cording to the estimated MC-to-data correction factor in order to reproduce
the jet reconstruction x identification efficiency in data. The pt depen-
dent Monte Carlo efficiency after removing jets according to the MC-to-
data correction factor is also shown in Fig. 7.1 (left). Effects on the event
reconstruction (jet counting, Jfir) are properly taken into account.

Systematic Uncertainties

The pr dependent MC-to-data correction factor suffers from a number of
uncertainties arising from the method used. First of all the 7+jet sample
is statistics limited and thus provides a ± la band for the MC-to-data cor-
rection factor versus pr, shown in Fig. 7.2. The QCD Compton sample is
known to be contaminated with dijet events, see Fig. 4.12, since the latter
has a cross section orders of magnitude larger and the rate of electromag-
netically fluctuating jets faking a photon is finite. The effect is estimated
by varying the selection criteria on the photon to allow for a higher or lower
jet contamination. It is found that the resulting variation of the MC-to-
data correction factor is contained within the ± 1<7 band. The MC-to-data
correction factor for the jet reconstruction and identification can also be
derived using a Z+jet sample, see Fig. 7.3, with the same properties as the
7+jet sample but replacing the 7 by a Z boson decaying either to muons
or electrons. The MC-to-data correction factor obtained in this way has
a large statistical uncertainty but is - within errors - consistent with the
MC-to-data correction factor derived on the 7+jet sample.

By construction the MC-to-data correction factor derived on the 7+jet
sample is a function of the pr of the photon rather than of the jet. However,
the correction is applied to the MC by evaluating the MC-to-data correction
factor for the pr of the present jets. This is not satisfying since the pr
resolution is different for jets and photons. The potential size of this effect
on the MC-to-data correction factor is estimated by smearing the pr of the
photon with the energy resolution for jets. The resulting smeared MC-to-
data correction factor is well within the ± la band resulting from the limited
statistics in the 7+jet sample. In conclusion, the systematic uncertainty on
the MC-to-data correction factor for the jet reconstruction x identification
is estimated by the ± la variation given by the statistical uncertainty, as
shown in Fig. 7.2.

7.1.2 Muon Acceptance, Reconstruction Efficiency and Cos-
mic Veto

The efficiency to reconstruct a muon with the standard Muon ID require-
ments as defined in Sect. 4.3.1:

= 3 medium,
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Figure 7.1: Left: Jet reconstruction x identification efficiency as a function
of the photon pr for 7+jet events measured in data, in Monte Carlo and in
the corrected MC, where the difference in efficiency is simulated in Monte
Carlo. Right: MC-to-data correction factor between Monte Carlo and data
before and after correcting the Monte Carlo. Top: For jets in the CC,
Middle: For jets in the ICD, Bottom: For jets in the EC.
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E^GeV)

Figure 7.2: MC-to-data correction factor for jet reconstruction x identifica-
tion efficiency in CC, ICD and EC with the associated ±1CT band used for
the systematic uncertainty on the MC-to-data correction factor.

• |<A| < 10 ns and |<BC| < 10 ns

in it ->• n + jets events is derived from the simulation and is found to be:

E/i ID x ace x cosmic veto = 76.01 ± 0.45% .

A MC-to-data correction factor that accounts for the possible difference in
the muon reconstruction efficiency between data and Monte Carlo is deter-
mined on Z —> ßfi. events. To measure the efficiency of the muon reconstruc-
tion in data, the tag-and-probe method (see Sect. 4.5.3) is used on Z -»• pp
events which can be identified by one fully reconstructed muon (tag muon
Ptag) and a second muon only reconstructed in the tracking system (probe
muon Uprobe)- To ensure that the reconstructed track belongs to a muon
from a Z decay, the invariant mass of the tag and the probe muon has to be
compatible with the Z mass: 80 GeV < m^ < 100 GeV. The existing trig-
ger bias is removed by selecting events recorded with a single muon trigger
and matching the tag muon with the muon trigger object. The rate at which
the probe muon is matched to a reconstructed muon is a measure of the local
muon reconstruction and track-muon matching efficiency. It is found that
the efficiency is not dependent on the details of the matching procedure.
Fake muons and cosmic muons are reduced by the following additional cuts
on the tag muon:

• \nseg\ = 3 medium,

• pr > 20 GeV,

• \Vdet\ < 2,

>0.5,

Ratll < 0.08,
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Figure 7.3: Left: Jet reconstruction x identification efficiency as a function
of the Z PT for Z + jet events measured in data and in Monte Carlo. Right:
Correction factor between Monte Carlo and data. Top: For Z —>• /I/J, + jet
events, Bottom: For Z —> ee 4- jet events.

• Rattrk < 0.06,

• \tA\ < 10 ns and |iBc| < 10 ns,

3,

< 4,

• \Az(ß,PV)\ < 1 cm,

on the probe muon (track):

• pT > 20 GeV,

2,
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>0.5,

• Rattrk < 0.06 GeV,

• Xlk < 3,

• \dca\ < 30 /im,

• \dca\fadca < 2,

• number of SMT hits > 1,

and on both muons:

2.9

• acolinearity (= &R(ßtag,ß™fJb
e
e
cted), where ßr^fed is /v o 6 e reflected

over the PV) > 0.1,

• \Az(ntag,Pprobe)\ < 0.5 Cm,

• opposite charge of tag and probe muon.

After this selection the purity of the probe muons in data is estimated to be
on the order of 99 % or higher.

The same measurement is done in Monte Carlo with Z —>• /i/x events
and the differential efficiencies as a function of detector 77, <f> and pr are
compared. The ratio of the measured efficiencies in data and Monte Carlo
is found to depend only on the muon pr and the absolute value of detec-
tor 77 and is parameterized using a polynomial of first and of third or-
der respectively. The dependence is assumed to be factorizable, so that
K(i ID x ace x cosmic vetoVPT, l^detlJ = G X Kß j£> x ace x cosmic veto(Pr)x

«/* ID x ace x cosmicveto(\Wdet\)• The normalization factor C is calculated so
that the total number of predicted muons obtained as the sum over all recon-
structed muons in the MC weighted with K^ ID x accx cosmicvetoipr, \Vdet\) is
equal to the total number of reconstructed muons in the data. The pr and
\f]det\ dependences are fitted with a polynomial of first and of third order,
respectively; the fit values are given in Table 7.2, the resulting parameteri-
zations are shown in Fig 7.4. The average MC-to-data correction factor for
it -> ß + jets events is:

«ju ID x occ x cosmic veto = 1-005 ± 0.022 (syst) .

The systematic uncertainty on the measured Kß ID X OCC X cosmic veto as a
function of muon pr and \r]det\ is obtained by error propagation of the sta-
tistical uncertainty of each fitted parameter.
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pO p2 P 3

1.12±0.03 -0.0024±0.0008 — —
1.00±0.03 O.liO.l -0.01±0.1 -0.03±0.05

Table 7.2: Fit results for K^ ID X OCC X cosmic veioipr) and
K» Wx ace x cosmic veto{\VdetI), using a polynomial of first and of third
order, respectively; pO, p i , p2 and p3 are the polynomial coefficients.
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Figure 7.4: MC-to-data correction factor for the muon reconstruction effi-
ciency, K^ID, as a function of muon pr (left), as a function of muon \rjdet\
(middle) and the convolution of the two parameterizations (right).

7.1.3 Muon Tracking Efficiency

The efficiency to reconstruct a track to the corresponding muon in it ->
/i + jets events is measured in the it simulation and found to be

£/i track = 97.21 ± 0.20% .

The determination of a MC-to-data correction factor that accounts for the
difference in tracking efficiency between data and Monte Carlo is described in
the following. The efficiency measurement is done by counting the fraction of
muons identified in the muon chambers and calorimeter that have a matching
central track. Muons used are required to have:

• At least two wire hits in the A segment,

• at least three wire hits in the BC segment,

• at least one scintillator hit in the A segment,

• at least one scintillator hit in the BC segment,

• |*A| < 5 ns and |<BCI < 5 ns,

• track fit in muon chambers converges
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• pr of local muon > 2.0 GeV,

• \z\ of local muon track < 60 cm,

• xy impact parameter of local muon track < 20 cm,

• a matching calorimeter MIP trace (so-called MTC), with
AR{ß, MTC) < 0.3,

• Halo(0.1,0.4)<2.5 GeV,

• AR{p,jet) > 1.0.

Once the muon samples have been defined, the central track reconstruc-
tion efficiency may be measured by noting the probability of there being a
central track pointing toward the muon. To do this, one must first define the
size of the region around the muon in which to search for a track. Empiri-
cally, the smallest window that includes well over 99% of all matching tracks
is found to be A</> x A77 = ±0.2 x ±0.3, centered on the muon direction.

It is possible that other charged particles in the event he within the muon
matching window. After measuring the probability er of a random overlap
using a control window away from the muon, the true efficiency et is related
to the measured efficiency em by:

l-em = (l-£r)-(l-et), (7.3)

so that

et = '-^ • (7.4)

The data sample used is the entire 2MU CSG skim [142], split into data
taken before and after a CFT timing change in Spring 2003. Only events
recorded during good runs are considered. The Monte Carlo sample used is
a PYTHIA Z -»• nn sample.

The track reconstruction efficiency is binned in a two-dimensional grid in
77 and (f>. Averaging over all bins, one finds the following relative MC-to-data
correction factor:

• Period I (run numbers < 175757): Kß track — 98.1%.

• Period II (run numbers > 175757, before November 2003): K^ track =
99.3%.

• Period II (after November 2003): nß track = 98.5%.
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7.1.3.1 Systematic Uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties on the measurement are summarized in Ta-
ble 7.3 and arise from the following sources:

• Variations in i\ and 4>: Since the TJ distribution for a given physics
channel may be different from that of the control sample, used to
derive the above numbers, one needs to account for the variations in
the relative efficiency vs. rj and (f>. For Period I the RMS spread is
2.5%, for Period II it's 2.2%, and for Period III it's 3.4%.

• Variations in pr- The above calculations assume that the efficiency
is flat in pr- This assumption is very good for the MC sample, but
less so for the data. Considering the efficiency in different pr regions
separately, one finds a variation of K^ track of 0.6% in Period I data,
1.2% in Period II, and 1.1% in Period III.

• QCD contribution to sample: While all muons in the MC sample
are truly isolated, some fraction of the data sample is composed of
muons produced in jets (either via heavy quark decay or meson decay
in flight). Using a QCD MC sample gives an efficiency consistent with
the Z -¥ /i/i MC, with an uncertainty of 0.5%.

• Cosmic rays: Loosening the timing cuts by a factor of two changes
the measured efficiency in data by 0.5% in Period I, 0.2% in Period II,
and 0.5% in Period III.

• Random overlaps: Doubling the size of the matching window in
both T) and (f> changes the measured Kß track by 0.1% in Period I, 0.04%
in Period II, and 0.1% in Period III.

• Control sample statistics: Statistics are plentiful in both, the data
and MC samples, so the statistical error on the relative efficiency is
0.1%.

The luminosity weighted average MC-to-data correction factor with system-
atic uncertainty is:

*n track = 0.988 ± 0.030 (syst).

7.1.4 Efficiency of the Muon 77 Cut

The efficiency to select events with |T7 |̂ < 2.0 in it -> \i + jets events is
measured in the simulation and is found to be:

2.o = 99.85 ±0.05%.
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Source

T), 4> variations
pr variations
Muons from QCD
Cosmic rays
Random overlaps
Control sample statistics

Total

Magnitude (%)
Period I

2.5
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.1

2.7

Period II

2.2
1.2
0.5
0.2
0.04
0.1

2.6

Period III

3.4
1.1
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.1

3.6

Table 7.3: Summary of systematic uncertainties on the muon tracking MC-
to-data correction factor.

7.1.5 Efficiency of the Muon Transverse Momentum Cut

The efficiency to select events with pr^ > 20 GeV in tt —> \i + jets events is
measured in the simulation and is found to be:

ePT„>20 GeV = 71.97 ±0.56%.

7.1.6 Efficiency of the Muon Separation from Jets

The efficiency to select events with AR(/j,, jet) > 0.5 in ft —>• ß + jets events
is measured in the simulation and is found to be:

= 78.42 ±0.60%.

7.1.7 Efficiency of the Track xtk C u t

A quality cut on the track associated to the muon is applied in order to
reduce mismeasured tracks. The Xtrk < 4 efficiency for it —v ß + jets events
is measured in the simulation and is found to be:

ey2 = 99.84 ± 0.07%.

The measured efficiencies for Xtrk < 4 in Z —̂  p/i data and Monte Carlo
events and the ratio of the efficiencies are shown in Table 7.4 as a function
of the jet multiplicity. A MC-to-data correction factor is determined from a
constant fit to the 4 jet multiplicity bins:

KV2 <4 = 0.986 ± 0.003.
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cdata

Njet = 1
Njet = 2

Njet = 3
N jet > 4

98.6
96.4
100.0

±
±
±

0.3
1.3
0.0

99.9
99.9
99.9
100.0

±0.0
±0.0
±0.1
±0.0

0.987
0.966
1.001

±
±
±

0.003
0.013
0.016

Table 7.4: Efficiencies for x^rfc < 4 in Z -» ßß data and Monte Carlo events
and MC-to-data correction factor K^. < 4 for events with 1, 2, 3 and > 4
jets in the event.

7.1.8 Efficiency of the Muon dca Significance Cut

The cut on the dca significance of the track matched to a muon \dca\/a(ica <
3 is used to reject muons from semileptonic decays, while most of the muons
from W decays are kept. The efficiency to select events with \dca\lodca < 3
in it —¥ p + jets events is measured in the simulation and is found to be:

£\dca\/odca<3 = 94.69 ± 0 . 3 7 % .

The efficiency for the \dca\ja^ca cut is measured both, in Z -t ßß data and
Monte Carlo events, and is found to be in very good agreement, as shown
in Table 7.5 as a function of the jet multiplicity. The ratio of the measured
efficiencies in data and Monte Carlo is also shown in Table 7.5, a MC-to-data
correction factor is determined from a constant fit to the 4 jet multiplicity
bins:

K|dca|/<rdco<3 = 0.995 ±0 .003 .

cdata
£\dca\/adca<3

CMC
e\dca\/adca<3

K\dca\/adca<3

Njet = 1
Njet = 2
Njet = 3
Njet > 4

98.4 ±
98.9 ±
100.0 ±

-

0.
0.
0

3
7
.0

98.9
99.6
99.5
100.0

±0.1
±0.1
±0.2
±0.0

0.994
0.994
1.005

±
±
±
-

0.004
0.007
0.016

Table 7.5: Efficiencies for \dca\jadca < 3 in Z —> pß data and Monte Carlo
events and MC-to-data correction factor «|dca|/crdco<3 f° r events with 1, 2, 3
and > 4 jets in the event.
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7.1.9 Tight Muon Isolation Efficiency

The tight muon isolation as defined in Sect. 4.3.4:

• Rat 11 < 0.08,

• Rattrk < 0.06,

is dependent on the topology of the event, in particular on the jet in the
vicinity of the high-pr muon, and therefore has to be measured in the it —>
ß + jets simulation:

Ctight isolation = 85.41 ± 0.60% .

Differences between the data and the simulation are quantified using Z —> fj.fi
events. The isolation efficiency is measured as a function of jet multiplicity
both in simulated and in data events, as shown in Table 7.6. The ratio of the
measured efficiencies in data and Monte Carlo is also shown in Table 7.6, a
MC-to-data correction factor is determined from a constant fit to the 4 jet
multiplicity bins:

«tight isolation =0.982 ±0.009.

The jets in it events are more central than in Z-plus-jets events, so that the

cdata rq/i ,-A/C IXKI .. ,
etight isolation L/0J e tight isolation 1/OJ «tight isolation

Njet = 1

Njet = 2

Njet = 3

Njet > 4

89.5
88.0
85.7

±0.8
±2.2
±5.9
-

91.2
89.6
87.0

±
±
±
-

0.3
0.4
1.1

0.982
0.981
0.985

± 0.009
± 0.027
± 0.080
-

Table 7.6: Tight isolation efficiencies (Ratll < 0.08 and Rattrk < 0.06) in
Z -> ftp data and Monte Carlo events and MC-to-data correction factor
«tight isolation for events with 1, 2, 3 and > 4 jets in the event.

jets are on average closer to the muon in it events. However, in Fig 7.5 it
is shown that the MC-to-data correction factor does not dependent on the
AR(p, closest jet).

7.1.10 Efficiencies for the Missing Transverse Energy Cut

A cut on the missing transverse energy is applied in order to reject back-
ground from QCD-multijets events. However, there are QCD heavy flavor
events where neutrinos are produced resulting in real $T in the event. The
different angular distribution of the missing transverse energy and the muon
(or the leading jet) allows to further reject QCD without suffering from a
large efficiency loss.
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Figure 7.5: Tight muon isolation efficiency for Z —> p/i data and Monte
Carlo events and the MC-to-data correction factor as a function of the AR
of the muon to the closest jet. No significant dependence is found.

• QCD is found to have the missing transverse energy mainly back-to-
back with the leading jet, where the missing transverse energy in these
events is generated by the mismeasurement of the leading jet energy.

• QCD is also found to have the missing transverse energy either in the
direction of the muon or back-to-back to it. This can be explained by
bb production where one or both of the b hadrons decay semimuoni-
cally, which implies the presence of a neutrino and a muon in the jet,
however, the jet might not be reconstructed in the calorimeter, or the
muon transverse momentum is mismeasured.

In a grid search the cuts on the missing transverse energy and the A# be-
tween the missing transverse energy and the muon, respectively the leading
jet are varied. A set of cuts is chosen which maximizes the it efficiency x
purity, see Fig. 7.6. The optimum set of cuts is found to be:

> 20 GeV

) > 0.1 • 7T - 0.1

) < 0.8 • 7T + 0.2

[GeV]/50

[GeV]/30

which is illustrated in Fig. 7.7. The efficiency for this set of cuts is deter-
mined with simulated ti events and is found to be:

..^ „,»
= 89.19 ±0.54%.
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Figure 7.6: it signal efficiency versus the survival efficiency for the QCD
background (QCD-multijets data sample). The cut which maximizes effi-
ciency x purity is highlighted by the full point.

7.1.11 Efficiency of the Second Lepton Veto (SLV)

Events with a second lepton with high transverse momentum are analyzed
in Ref. [66] and are explicitly vetoed here. The corresponding cut efficiency
for it —> fi + jets events is measured in the simulation. Events are rejected
if a second muon is found which satisfies:

• PT > 15 GeV,

• \nseg\ — 3 medium,

• central track match,

• Ratll < 0.12,

• Rattrk < 0.12.

The efficiency for the second muon veto (SMV) is found to be:

esMV = 99.92 ± 0.05%.

Events are also rejected if an electron is found which satisfies:

• PT > 15 GeV,

• EMF > 0.9,

. / iso < 0.15,
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Figure 7.7: Top: A(̂ (leciding jet^T ) v e r s u s ^ . Bottom: A^(^^ r ) versus
$r- Left: QCD-multijets without applying the ftp cut. Right: it MC
without applying the fir cut. The black lines represent the cut borders.

• H-matrixl < 50,

• central track match: Xtrk ^ ~l-0>

• electron likelihood > 0.85

• \Vdet\ < 1-1 or 1.5 < {ridetl < 2.5

The efficiency for the electron veto (EV) is found to be:

SEV = 99.89 ± 0.06%.

7.1.12 Efficiency of t h e Z -± y.\x Veto

The second muon veto (see Sect. 7.1.11) serves the construction of orthogonal
samples for the various final states. However, it is not very efficient in
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rejecting Z-plus-jets events which survive the preselection due to the finite
$T resolution in events with four or more jets or due to the fact that muons,
not fulfilling the medium \nseg\ = 3 requirement, are not used for the ftp
correction. Figure 7.8 shows the invariant mass of the selected isolated high
Pr muon and the additional highest pr muon which fulfills the following
criteria:

• 'loose' quality,

• central track match,

• isolated from a jet: AR(fi,jet) > 0.5.

This selection picks up a large fraction ('loose') of all additional recon-
structed isolated muons (AR(fi,jet) > 0.5), with a good pr resolution (cen-
tral track match) and thus, a good invariant mass (m^) resolution. Soft
muons from a semileptonic &-decay which are expected to be reconstructed
in jets are not taken into consideration in order to keep a high efficiency for
it events (where two b jets are in the final state).

369 Evt. data
8 % Z+jets

• 85 % W+jets
• 7 % QCD

150 200
[GeV]

Figure 7.8: Invariant mass of the selected isolated high pr muon and any
second loose muon with track match and AR(fi,jet) > 0.5. The QCD
fraction is estimated by the matrix method. The Z —» /^-plus-jet fraction
is estimated as given in Eq. 7.5. Left: events with 2 jets reconstructed.
Right: events with 3 jets reconstructed, m ^ is set to zero for events with
no second muon.

The number of background events from Z-plus-jets events is estimated
using the relative preselection efficiency and cross section for Z —> pp plus
two jets (Zjj) with respect to W -» fiu plus two jets (Wjj) from ALPGEN.

Two jets are required (instead of > four jets), which is a good approximation
of the relative preselection efficiency for events with > 4 jets, since the
production mechanisms for additional jets are the same for Z-plus-jets and
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W-plus-jets events.

• £> (7.5)

Nzjj = <?Zjj • BRz^fiß • ezjj • C

awjj • BRw ewjj

The input numbers for Eq. 7.5 are given in Table 7.7. The relative fraction

0.1 3.12% 2.98%

Table 7.7: Relative Wjj to Zjj cross section x branching ratio from ALPGEN

and the preselection efficiencies without applying the Z —> ßß veto.

of selected W^-plus-jets and Z-plus-jet events is estimated to be r^
}} = 10.5

which reproduces very well the number of Z-plus-jets events seen in the data
(see m^p around the Z peak in Fig. 7.8).

A cut on the invariant dimuon mass, 70 GeV < m^ < 110 GeV, rejects
35 % of the preselected Z-plus-jets background. The remaining Z-plus-jets
background cannot be rejected since no second muon is reconstructed mainly
for acceptance reasons. The it efficiency for this cut is estimated in the it
simulation and found to be:

ez-+i*n = 99-82 ± 0.07%.

7.1.13 PV Reconstruction Efficiency

The PV reconstruction efficiency is evaluated using two methods:

• The first method makes use of the preselected signal samples. The
primary vertex efficiency is measured after applying all preselection
cuts:

96.5j£{j%. (7.6)

It is presented as a function of jet multiplicity in Table 7.8.

In the second method the primary vertex cut efficiencies are deter-
mined in the it MC:

e% = 98.0 ± 0.3% .

A MC-to-data correction factor, derived from Z -> ßß events in data
and MC, is presented in Table 7.9. Due to the lack of Z -> ßß statistics
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in data with three or more jets npv is determined from a constant fit
to the 4 jet multiplicity bins:

KPV = 0.994 ±0.004.

Table 7.10 summarizes the primary vertex efficiencies in it and W-
plus-jets MC as a function of jet multiplicity.

cdata ran
tpi/ /O
£PV

TNT. _ 1 OK n + 0 - 2

Njet = 2 95.0ljfS
KT. _ 9 07 1 +0.7

N . . > A Qfi c+1.5
jet ^ 1 3 D -°_2.6

Table 7.8: Primary vertex cuts efficiencies (in %) as measured in the prese-
lected signal sample as a function of jet multiplicity.

Z->piidata rq/i Z-*nß MC
ePV I/°J £PV

= 1 98.6±g| 99.4 ±0.1 0.994 ±0.004
= 2 99.0l?:6

7 99.5l°i
±g-3
?7

= 3 100.0±g-
Njet > 4

Table 7.9: Primary vertex cut efficiencies (in %) in Z -> fifi data and Monte
Carlo and MC-to-data correction factor as a function of jet multiplicity.

KPV

jet = 1 yo.O_2 3
 y o - ' -2 .3 »ö-°-0.3 y '-»-0.3

jet = L »o.4l0;5 3i-o_Q.5
+0.2 Q7 Q+0.2

Niet = 2 98.4+0,-4. 97.8121 97.9 ±0.1 97.3 ±0.1
NT- — 1 Qfi ^ + 1 4 Q^ 7 + 1 4 Q8 ^ + 0 3 Q7 Q + 0 3

INiet — i yo.o_o % y o . i _ 9 3 y o . o _ n q yr.y

— ^ Q8 4 + u : i Q7 R+ u z QR n + U D Q7 4 + 0 6

N "> 4 QR n+0.3 Q7 4+0.3 no c+0.2 no n+".2
jet ü ^ yö-u-o.3 y ' - * -0 .3 yö-°-0.3 9ö-u-0.3

Table 7.10: Primary vertex cut efficiencies (in %) in it and W^-plus-jets MC.
For KpV see Table 7.9.
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Both methods (Eq. 7.6 and Eq. 7.7) are in agreement and the PV efficiency
quoted is

e% x KPV = (98.0 ± 0.3)% x (0.994 ± 0.004) (7.7)
= 97.4 ± 0.5 (stat) ± 0.9 (syst)%.

The systematic uncertainty on the primary vertex selection efficiency is
taken from the observed difference in efficiency between the two methods
(Eq. 7.6 and Eq. 7.7).

7.1.14 Efficiency of the |Az(/z,PV)| Cut

The cut \Az(n,PV)\ < 1 cm is used to reject both muons from semileptonic
decays and cosmic muons, while most of the muons from W decays are kept.
The \Az{ß,PV)\ < 1 cm efficiency for tt —)• \i + jets events is measured in
the simulation and is found to be:

m -99.92 ±0.05%.

The measured efficiencies in Z —> \i\i data and Monte Carlo events and the
ratio of efficiencies are shown in Table 7.11 as a function of jet multiplicity.
A MC-to-data correction factor is determined from a constant fit to the 4
jet multiplicity bins:

K|A«(/«,PV)|<1 cm = 0.999 ± 0.001 .

Njet
Njet

Njet
Njet

e
-I

n

= 3
> 4

99.9
100.0
100.0

H<
±
±
±

1 c m L J

0.1
0.0
0.0

PMCt\Az(n,PV)

100.0
100.0
100.0

±
±
±

1 cm L/o

0.0
0.0
0.0

] K\Az(fi,PV)\<l cm

0.999 ± 0.001
1.000 ± 0.003
1.000 ± 0.016

-

Table 7.11: Efficiencies for \Az(p,PV)\ < 1 cm in Z ->• pß data and Monte
Carlo events and MC-to-data correction factor K|Az(p,PV)|<i cm f°r events
with 1, 2, 3 and > 4 jets in the event.

7.1.15 Jet Trigger Efficiencies

The determination of the trigger efficiency per jet and the parameterization
as a function of the relevant variables is described in Sect. 5.1.2. The jet
trigger efficiency for tt —> n + jets events is measured in the simulation by
folding in the trigger parameterization per jet, given by Eq. 5.3, and deriving
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the event trigger efficiency separately for the LI, the L2 and the L3 trigger
requirements:

e u jet trigger = 99.99 ± 0.01 (stat)lJJ (syst)%,

£L2 jet trigger = 100.00 ± 0.00 (stat)±J;!J (syst)% ,

£L3 jet trigger = 99.76 ± 0.08 (stat)lJ5;j (syst)% -

The origin of the systematic uncertainty on the trigger efficiency is discussed
in Sect. 5.1.2.

7.1.16 Muon Trigger Efficiencies

The determination of the trigger efficiency per medium muon with \nseg\ = 3
and |<A| < 10 ns and |£BC| < 10 ns, and the parameterization as a function
of the relevant variable 77 is described in Sect. 5.1.1. The muon trigger
efficiency for it —>• ß + jets events is evaluated in the simulation by folding
in the trigger parameterization per muon, given by Eq. 5.3, and deriving the
event trigger efficiency separately for the LI and the L2 trigger requirements:

ELI muon trigger = 98.68 ± 0.23 (stat)!};? (syst)% ,

muon trigger = 96.95 ± 0.35 ( s t a t ) l ^ (syst)% -

The origin of the systematic uncertainty on the trigger efficiency is discussed
in Sect. 5.1.1.

7.1.17 Total it Preselection Efficiency

The details of the preselection efficiency measurement are given in the pre-
vious sections. The total preselection efficiency is determined by applying
all cuts discussed in Sect. 7.1.1-7.1.16 and the corresponding MC-to-data
correction factors, and is found to be:

Cpresel = 12.32 ± 0.23 (stat)% .

A summary of the individual efficiencies and MC-to-data correction factors
is listed in Table 7.12. The efficiencies are given with respect to ti —> Wqq'bb,
where the following W boson decays are allowed: W -> pv^ or W —¥ rvT

with T -
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cut or K

Njet, pT>20 GcV, |T)|<2.5 > 4
MuonID, acceptance, cosmic veto
Muon track match
M < 2-0
prM > 20 GeV
Ai?(/i, jret) > 0.5
Muon track Xtrk < 4
\dca\/adca < 3
Tight muon isolation
tfjT — A 0 CUt
Second muon veto
Z -> [ifi Veto
Electron veto
PV found
\ZPV\ < 60cm
tracks attached to PV > 2
Az(D0recoPV, D0recoPV)
|Az(/i, PV)\ < 1 cm
Trigger efficiency

Kfi ID x ace X cosmic veto
ftp track
KX2 < 4

KRatlKO.08 and Rattrk<0.06
KPV

"| Az(/4,PV)|<1 cm

exclusive cut efficiency
46.45i0.36
76.0Ü0.45
97.21iO.2O
99.85i0.05
71.97iO.56
78.42i0.60
99.84i0.07
94.69i0.37
85.4Ü0.60
89.19iO.54
99.92iO.O5
99.82i0.07
99.89i0.06

100 iO
98.71iO.23
99.85i0.08
99.42iO.15
99.92i0.05
95.43iO.41

1.005
0.988
0.986
0.995
0.982
0.994
0.999

cumulative cut efficiency
46.45i0.36
35.31iO.35
34.33i0.34
34.28i0.34
24.67iO.31
19.34iO.29
19.3Ü0.29
18.29iO.28
15.62iO.26
13.93iO.25
13.92iO.25
13.89iO.25
13.87iO.25
13.87iO.25
13.7Ü0.25
13.68iO.25
13.61iO.25
13.60i0.25
12.97iO.24

13.03i0.24
12.88iO.24
12.70i0.24
12.63iO.24
12.4Ü0.23
12.33iO.23
12.32i0.23

Epresel 12.32iO.23

Table 7.12: Summary of the tt -¥ p + jets event preselection efficiencies and
the corresponding MC-to-data correction factors (K), if applicable. Only the
statistical uncertainties are quoted.
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7.2 Contributions to the Data Set

The preselection, as described in Sect. 7.1, serves to enhance the signal frac-
tion in the selected data sample, however, not only it events survive the
preselection. The expected number of it signal events and the remaining
backgrounds are discussed in this section. The backgrounds can be subdi-
vided into two components:

• Physics background: Physics processes with the same objects in the
final state: an isolated high pr muon, fir, and > 4 jets. The dominant
contribution comes from the electroweak W production, accompanied
by four or more jets (W-plus-jets). Minor contributions arise from
the electroweak Z production, accompanied by four or more jets [Z-
plus-jets), where one muon is not in the acceptance region or not
reconstructed, leading to ̂ r , and it dilepton events with a muon from
the leptonic decay of one W boson, and the lepton from the other W
boson decay not in the acceptance region or not reconstructed, see
Sect. 2.3.

• Instrumental background: QCD-multijets background, strong pro-
duction of four or more jets, with fake fir reconstruction and fake
muon isolation. The QCD-multijets background is essentially due
to heavy flavor QCD events where the muon originates from a semi-
leptonic heavy quark decay and the associated jet is not reconstructed,
which leads to the fake isolation of the muon. It also leads to a mismea-
surement of the fir-, since the energy deposition of the unreconstructed
jet in the calorimeter is not corrected for the JES as it should be. A
mismeasurement of the muon momentum can also lead to fake Tjsr.
There is also a neutrino in the semi-muonic heavy quark decay, which
is reconstructed as real

7.2.1 it Signal

The expected number of it signal events, for an assumed it cross section of
7 pb (see also Table 2.2), is given by:

— att • £p+jets • BRn+jets • L , (7.8)

where the branching ratio is given in Table 2.6, the integrated luminosity L
is given in Table 6.2, and the preselection efficiency is given in Table 7.13
as a function of the jet multiplicity. The number of expected it events are
also given in Table 7.13 as a function of the jet multiplicity.
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TO/1 ,- TO/1 \rexpected \r expected
[%j Sdilepton [%J N^+jet, ^dilepton

N je t = 1 0.41 3.29 1.12 3.36
Njet = 2 4.00 10.71 10.93 10.93
Njet = 3 11.70 5.05 31.97 5.15
Njet > 4 12.32 0.98 33.66 1.00

Table 7.13: Preselection efficiencies for the it signal (/x-plus-jets) and it
dilepton as a function of the jet multiplicity in %. The resulting expected
number of events are also given, calculated according to Eq. 7.8 and Eq. 7.9,
assuming a cross section of 7 pb. The it all-jets channel does not lead to a
measurable contribution to the preselected sample.

7.2.2 tt Dilepton Background

The expected number of events from the it dilepton channel, tt —> ll'i/iU[>bb,
where both W bosons decay leptonically, is given by:

The preselection efficiency, given in Table 7.13 as a function of jet multi-
plicity, is determined with respect to it —> WWbb, where both W bosons
decay leptonically and at least one of them decays via W —¥ \Wp, or W —> TVT

with T —> n^fiVj- The corresponding branching ratio is calculated to be
BR = 6.4 %. The integrated luminosity L is given in Table 6.2 and the
it cross section is assumed to be 7 pb (see also Table 2.2). The number of
expected tt dilepton events are also given in Table 7.13 as a function of jet
multiplicity.

The estimated ratio of number of expected events,
3.0 %.

7.2.3 Matrix Method - Evaluation of the QCD Background

The expected number of QCD background events is entirely derived from
data by defining two samples of events, a loose and a tight set, the lat-
ter being a subset of the first. The tight sample (Nt) corresponds to the
preselection sample, in the loose sample (N() the tight muon isolation re-
quirement is removed, but the loose muon isolation cut (AR(fj,,jet) > 0.5) is
kept. The number of events in which the muon isolation is real, originating
from either a it, a W^-plus-jets, a Z-plus-jets or a dilepton event, is denoted
by N"9, the number of events where the muon isolation is fake is denoted
by N®CD. Then Ni and Nt can be written as:

JV* = Ns
e
i9+ N?CD

Nt = esigNli9 + eQcDNfCD (7.10)
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where esig is the efficiency for a loosely isolated muon from a W or Z boson
decay to pass also the tight isolation, EQCD is the (fake) rate at which a
loosely isolated muon in QCD events appears to be tightly isolated. Solving
the linear system in Eq. 7.10 for Nf9 and NfCD yields:

Nsi9 =
Nt- eQCDNt = esi9Ne - Nt

and, multiplying with the respective efficiencies,

= =

ssigNe-Nt

With Ni and Nt measured in the data sample, N® can be determined by
measuring esj9 and SQCD-

EQCD is measured in the low-^p-QCD data sample, which has the same
requirements as for the preselection but without applying the ^r-related set
of cuts explained in Sect. 7.1.10. Instead, the following two cuts are applied

< 10 GeV,

i=$T without muon correction) < 25 GeV,

in order to veto events with real $ r , in particular W^-plus-jets events (with
W -> pv) for which fire AL represents the pr of the W boson. The statis-
tics of this sample is very limited. In order to increase the data set also jets
between 15 GeV and 20 GeV are considered, EQCD is found to be constant
as a function of fir for 0 GeV< fir < 10 GeV, shown in Fig. 7.9. The jet

0 1 0 20 30 « 5 0 6 0
missing ET [GeV]

Figure 7.9: Isolation efficiency as a function of fir after applying all pre-
selection cuts but the fir cut, and requiring fircAL < 25 GeV. EQCD is
determined from the integrated efficiency for fir < 10 GeV.

multiplicity dependence of EQCD is given in Table 7.14. EQCD varies as a
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function of 1^1, as shown in Fig. 7.10, which is due to the J77I dependent
performance of the calorimeter and the tracking system to measure the iso-
lation. Since the effect of this variation on the measured cross section is
found to be small it is not considered, instead a systematic uncertainty on
EQCD is determined from this variation. The ±lcr values are given in the
last two lines of Table 7.14 by a constant fit to EQCD for 0.8 < 1̂ 1 < 1.3
and for (1^1 < 0.8 or 1̂ 1 > 1.3). The central value, derived from a constant
fit to the whole \rjß\ distribution is found to be:

(syst)%.

sSig is dependent on the muon pr, as shown in Fig. 7.10. it has a higher muon
PT spectrum than W-plus-jets, resulting in a higher inclusive tight isolation
efficiency. The jet multiplicity dependence of sSig is shown in Table 7.14 for
it, dilepton and VF-plus-jets events, the corresponding efficiency for Z-plus-
jets events is given in Table 7.6. The efficiency decreases with higher jet
multiplicities and is very similar for all samples considered. The dilepton
and Z-plus-jets contributions can be neglected as shown in Sect. 7.2.5 and
Sect. 7.2.2. In the jet multiplicity bins one to three the it fraction can be
neglected as well, in the fourth bin the expected it fraction from Eq. 7.8 is
used to determine esig. The systematic uncertainty on eSig for > 4 jets is
derived by setting the it fraction to 0 and to 1:

esig = + ^ (syst)% .

Ni, Nt, Nf9 and N?CD are given in Table 7.15. Figure 7.11 shows the W
transverse mass distribution of the events in the tight sample for each jet
multiplicity bin.

0.5 i 1.5 2 1S0

Figure 7.10: £QCD as a function of \T]^\ and e$ig as a function o
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Njet = 1
Njet = 2
Njet = 3
Njet > 4

0.0 <
0.8 <

lift.1 < 2-0
M < 1-3
: 0.8 or |T?M| > 1

ew [96]

90.0 ± 0.7
88.6 ± 0.3
85.6 ± 1.6
80.8 ± 0.9

L.3

en [96]

87.5 ± 0.5

84.6 ±0.7

;

uncor r(wi

90.0 ± 0.7
88.6 ± 0.3
85.6 ± 1.6
82.5 ± 0.8

-

esig [96]

88.4 ± 0.7
87.0 ± 0.3
84.1 ± 1.6
81.0 ± 0.8

-

SQCD [%]

8.3 ± 0.6
9.8 ± 1.0
7.1 ± 2.0
8.6 ±4.7

8.5 ±0.5
5.5 ±0.5
11.9 ±0.9

Table 7.14: Tight muon isolation efficiency measured for the signal, W-plus-
jets and ti (ti -> ll'vivi'bb for Njet = 2 and ti -> Iviqcfbb for Njet > 4), in the
respective Monte Carlo samples, as a function of jet multiplicity. e",^cor and
esig, to data corrected by multiplication with «tight isolation) see Sect. 7.1.9.
Also the tight muon isolation efficiency for the QCD background in the
low-^r-QCD data sample, £QCD, is given, and the fit result of a constant
polynomial for different |ry |̂ regions is shown in the last three rows. Only
the statistical uncertainties are shown.

Ni Nt N?'9 NQCD

jet = 1 11712
jet = 2 3717
jet = 3 711
jet > 4 149

7195
2041
356
80

6859.0 ± 87.4
1911.8 ± 46.3
328.8 ± 19.4
75.2 ± 9.2

336.0 ±16.2
129.2 ± 6.6
27.2 ± 2.7
4.8 ± 1.0

Table 7.15: Number of loose and tight (preselected) events and the estimated
number of non-QCD {N™9) and QCD events from the matrix method 7.2.3.

7.2.4 FT-plus-jets Background

The matrix method, discussed in Sect. 7.2.3 not only provides the number
of QCD-multijets background events, but trivially also the number of non-
QCD events, see Eq. 7.12. These consist of W-plus-jets, Z-plus-jets, it
signal and ti dilepton events, as mentioned above. The it cross section can
be calculated theoretically very precisely, see Sect. 2.1.3.3, and the number
of expected ti signal and it dilepton events are discussed in Sect. 7.2.1 and
Sect. 7.2.2, respectively.

The VF-plus-jets cross section as a function of jet multiplicity is not
known precisely. For this reason the expected number of W-plus-jets events
is determined using the data as explained in Sect. 7.3.
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Figure 7.11: The W transverse mass distribution of the events in the tight
sample for Njet = 1, Njet = 2, Njet = 3, Njet > 4 (from top left to bottom
right), with it normalized assuming a tt cross section of 7 pb.

7.2.5 .Z-plus-jets Background

As mentioned in Sect. 7.2.4, the absolute cross section of W-plus-jets events
as a function of jet multiplicity is not known precisely, the same is true
for Z-plus-jets. However, the relative cross sections for W-plus-jets and
Z-plus-jets production is known very well, see Table 7.16.

0.1 3.1% 1.9%

Table 7.16: Relative Wjj to Zjj cross section x branching ratio from ALPGEN

and the total preselection efficiencies.

Using Eq. 7.5 and the numbers from Table 7.16, the estimated ratio of
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number of expected events, Z-plus-jets /W-plus-jets = 6.2 %.

7.3 Topological Multivariate Analysis

The preselection, as presented in Sect. 7.1, is applied to extract the W —>•
[iv-\- jets events with maximum efficiency while rejecting the QCD-multijets
background. In Sect. 7.2 the contributions of various physics processes to
the data set are discussed, and some of the backgrounds are already esti-
mated. However, the contribution from the largest background source, the
electroweak production of a W boson in association with four or more jets
remains to be evaluated using the data, as mentioned in Sect. 7.2.4.

The technique of choice is to define a multivariate variable with a max-
imum discrimination power between the signal and the backgrounds. The
number of selected events from the signal and the various background con-
tributions are extracted by fitting their relative contributions by a shape
comparison of the discriminating variable.

The discrimination of the it signal and the backgrounds has two main
reasons:

• Due to the large top quark mass of 178 GeV, its decay products are
high-energetic, as compared to additional jets produced in W-plus-
jets, ^-plus-jets or QCD-multijets background events, which originate
from QCD bremsstrahlung, and thus tend to be very low-energetic,
see Fig. 2.19.

• At the Tevatron with a pp center-of-mass energy of 1.96 TeV, the it
quark pair is mainly produced just above the kinematically allowed
threshold, see Sect. 2.1.3.3 and and Fig. 2.11. Thus, the it quark
pair is mainly produced at rest, resulting in an isotropic and cen-
tral distribution of the decay products, whereas additional jet produc-
tion for the W-plus-jets, Z-plus-jets and QCD-multijets backgrounds
originates from QCD bremsstrahlung which is collinear divergent and
therefore peaks in the forward direction, see Fig. 2.19, Sect. 2.3.2 and
Sect. 2.3.3.

A third class of discrimination between the ti signal and the backgrounds
uses the fact that jets in a it event originate mainly from quarks, jets in a
background event originate mainly from gluons. The resulting shape of the
jets in the calorimeter can be used as a discriminator. However, studies [148]
have shown that the MC description of the jet shapes is not sufficient, and
these variables are not used.

The modeling of the contributing samples to the data set is discussed in
Sect. 7.3.1, the topological variables considered are presented in Sect. 7.3.2,
the construction of the multivariate discriminant is described in Sect. 7.3.3,
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the cross-section extraction procedure is illustrated in Sect. 7.3.4, the opti-
mization of the discriminant is explained in Sect. 7.3.5 and its result is given
in Sect. 7.3.6.

7.3.1 Modeling of Signal and Backgrounds

For the shape comparison of the discriminating variable, discussed above,
all the contributions to the data set have to be modeled in order to extract
the shape of the discriminating variable. The following samples are used:

it signal: The it signal is modeled by the MC simulation, described in
Sect. 2.4.1 and by incorporating all the MC-to-data correction factors
discussed in Sect. 7.1 as weight factors.

W-plus-jets background: The W-plus-jets background is modeled by
the Wjjjj MC simulation with the factorization scale Q2 = Myy +
Y^, PT snd including the Tune A underlying event description, as de-
scribed in Table 2.8 and in Sect. 2.4.2, and by incorporating all the
MC-to-data correction factors discussed in Sect. 7.1 as weight factors.

Z-plus-jets background: The Z-plus-jets background is modeled by the
Zjjjj MC simulation, described in Sect. 2.4.3 and by incorporating
all the MC-to-data correction factors discussed in Sect. 7.1 as weight
factors.

it dilepton: The it dilepton contribution is modeled by the MC simula-
tion, described in Sect. 2.4.1 and by incorporating all the MC-to-data
correction factors discussed in Sect. 7.1 as weight factors.

QCD-multijets background: The QCD-multijets background is de-
scribed by a data sample selected by applying the preselection (Sect. 7.1),
but with inverted muon isolation cuts:

• Ratll > 0.08 or Rattrk > 0.06.

7.3.2 Topological Variables

Topological variables are defined aimed at the discrimination of it and back-
ground events, as discussed above. For the calculation of these variables the
four-vectors of the final state objects and their correlations are used.

More than two dozens of such variables are constructed, they are sum-
marized in Table 7.17. Only the four leading jets are used to construct the
topological variables. This does not reduce the statistical separation power,
but it reduces the dependence on systematic effects on the modeling of soft
radiation (e.g. underlying event, initial and final state radiation via par-
ton shower). Optionally, also the four-vectors of the muon, the neutrino
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Variable Definition

HT
rr3

NJW

ET

Mj

ET

Scalar sum of transverse energies of the four leading jets.
Scalar sum of transverse energies of the third and fourth leading jet.
Number of jets averaged over a range of ET threshold (15-55 GeV),
and weighted by the ET threshold. This parameterizes the number
of jets, taking their hardness into account.
Minimum di-jet invariant mass.
ET of the jet with highest ET-
ET of the jet with the next to highest ET.
Product of minimum di-jet separation in R and ET of the
less energetic jet of that pair.
Invariant mass of the four leading jets.
Transverse mass of the four leading jets.
Missing transverse energy.

PT
rf

PT of the muon.
r\ of the muon.

Aplanarity .A 3/2A3.
Sphericity S 3/2(A2 + A3).
Centrality C HT/H, the scalar sum of transverse energies divided by the scalar

sum of energies of the four leading jets.

HT' HT/HZ , the scalar sum of transverse energies of the four leading
jets divided by the scalar sum of the longitudinal energies of the
four leading jets, the muon and an hypothesis for the neutrino.

Hj-' HT/HZ, the scalar sum of transverse energies of the four leading
jets, except the first one, divided by the scalar sum of the
longitudinal energies of the four leading jets, the muon and
an hypothesis for the neutrino.

Krxn' A.RrjjlnETIET', product of minimum di-jet separation in R and
ET of the less energetic jet of that pair, divided by the scalar sum
of the transverse energies of the muon and the ET-

Minimum di-jet separation in R.
T) Azimuthal opening angle between the leading jet and the ET-
•) Azimuthal opening angle between the muon and the ET-

\q\ of the jet with maximum |ij|.
|T;| of the jet with maximum ET-
Average i}2 of the two leading jets.
Average T)2 of the three leading jets.
Average r/2 of the four leading jets.

ft)
(v2)3

Table 7.17: Definition of topological variables considered. The normalized
momentum tensor is defined in Eq. 7.25 and the three eigenvalues are ordered
such that Ai > A2 > A3, with Ai + A2 + A3 = 1. The sets of variables
correspond to variables proportional to the energy present in the event,
muon kinematic variables, event shape variables, ratios of energy dependent
variables and angular variables.
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or the W boson reconstructed from the leptons with a hypothesis of the
neutrino pZl axe used. Additionally, the minimum ET and the maximum
\r]\ of the objects considered to define the topological variable are varied.
The definition is chosen such that the discrimination between it and the
dominant background, W-plus-jets, is maximal. The performance plot of
the survival efficiencies for a varying straight cut on the topological variable
is used as a measure of the quality of the definition; this is demonstrated for
the aplanarity in Fig. 7.12.
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Figure 7.12: Aplanarity performance curves: The survival efficiency for the
background (W^-plus-jets) is plotted vs. the survival efficiency for the signal
(it) for different cut values on the aplanarity. Four different aplanarity
definitions are compared, using four different sets of final state objects for
their calculation, all jets, all jets plus the muon, all jets plus the muon plus
the#r, and all jets with |7j| < 2 (see legend). For convenience the efficiencies
for A > 0.03 are highlighted for all four aplanarity definitions. Including
the jets and the fi from the W boson decay in the sum leads to the best
separation power.

The variables are not only tested for their discrimination power, but also
for their correlation and their sensitivity to systematic uncertainties, consid-
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ering the dominant systematic uncertainties originating from the jet energy
scale and from the W-plus-jets Monte Carlo modeling. The systematic un-
certainty of the latter is estimated by exchanging the default background
MC sample with the factorization scale Q2 = M"^ + X)Pr by one with
Q2 = (pTj)2 (see Sect. 2.4.2). The criteria for the choice of the topological
variables can be summarized as:

• Use variables with a strong separation power between signal and back-
ground.

• Instead of requiring each single variable to be insensitive against sys-
tematic uncertainties, the set of variables is chosen such that the com-
bination of the variables (see Sect. 7.3.3) is robust against the sys-
tematic variations. This allows to maintain high statistical sensitivity
while reducing systematics, in particular from the JES uncertainty.

• If possible use variables which are not correlated or which have a small
correlation. Correlated variables add only new information when the
correlation is different for signal and background. However, variables
are subject to statistical fluctuations and they enlarge the statistical
uncertainties even if they add no new information.

The topological variables are subdivided into two categories, see also
Table 7.17:

• Variables which are proportional to the energy present in the event,
e.g. the scalar sum of transverse energies of the four leading jets
HT = S-Er- These variables have a very good separation power since
one peculiarity of the it events is the large energy which is needed
to produce a it quark pair. However, these variables are also very
sensitive to uncertainties in the jet energy scale, which translates into
a large systematic uncertainty in the cross-section measurement.

• The second class of variables is characterized by the property of hav-
ing reduced sensitivity to JES uncertainties. The variables are either
defined exclusively from angular qualities, e.g. event shape variables,
or by ratios of energy dependent variables where the JES systematic
uncertainty largely cancels out.

7.3.3 The Topological Likelihood Discriminant

None of the topological variables has enough discrimination power which
would allow to place a straight cut on either of them in order to separate
the it signal from the background, see e.g. Fig. 7.12. Therefore the event
information contained in the topological variables is combined in a likelihood
discriminant. Alternatively, the combination in a neural network, which
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takes into account correlations of the variables, was studied. The neural
network did not show any improvement in performance over the likelihood
and therefore it was not adopted. This section only describes the likelihood
discriminant.

A 2-class likelihood with it as signal and W-plus-jets as background is
chosen. Additional classes are not defined since

• the W-plus-jets background is found to be the dominant one (80-90%),

• the topological properties for the W-plus-jets, the Z-plus-jets and the
QCD-multijets background are found to be very similar,

• the it dilepton background is negligible.

The likelihood discriminant for a set of topological variables, referred to as
likelihood input distributions, is built in the following way:

• In order to avoid overtraining of the likelihood only a fraction of the
events is used to build the likelihood. It is found that one third of the
it signal and W-plus-jets background samples is sufficient. However,
the full sample is used to evaluate the likelihood discriminant in order
to minimize the statistical uncertainty and to guarantee that the same
events are used both for the central value and for the systematically
varied samples.

• The topological variables are transformed using functions in order to
be less sensitive to statistical fluctuations in regions of rapidly varying
event counts.

• It is made sure that bins are adequately populated. Bins are combined
so that the minimum number of entries per bin is larger than 25.

• Data in the tail of a distribution is consolidated including over- and
underflow bins.

• The distributions are normalized to unity and the ratio of these prob-
ability density functions for signal over background is built for each
distribution: Si/B{.

• The logarithm of the ratios is built and fitted with a polynomial. The
fit to the likelihood reduces the sensitivity to single events and further
dilutes the statistical dependence between training and evaluation of
the likelihood. Fitting the logarithm also simplifies the fit function
and symmetrizes the errors on the points.

• A reasonable fit range is chosen. If the abscissa lies beyond this range
the fit is evaluated at the range limit.
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• The likelihood discriminant definition is motivated by the desire to
approximate the optimum discriminant, which in case of N variables,
would be given by:

£ o p t i m u m " S(Xl,...,xN)+B(xu..,xN)' ( 7- 1 3 )

where S and B are the signal and background JV-dimensional probabil-
ity density functions, respectively. Due to the finite statistics available
to construct the discriminant, the simplification is made that the N
discriminant variables are uncorrelated and therefore each multidimen-
sional probability density function can be expressed as a product of
one-dimensional probability density functions:

c =

Denoting the fit to logarithm of the ratios as (In §){ttte (%i), the like-
lihood discriminant is given by:

£ = T-^ r^— . (7.15)

( E r ( | ) r t e d ( ) )
Figure 7.13 demonstrates that the performance curve of various likelihood
discriminants is better than the performance curve of a single variable as
shown in Fig. 7.12 for the aplanarity. It is also shown that the likelihood
discriminants built from the two different categories of topological variables,
defined in Sect. 7.3.2, have a different performance in separation power.

7.3.4 Cross-Section Extraction Procedure

The number of it events in the preselected data sample is extracted by
describing the distribution of the likelihood discriminant (see Sect. 7.3.3),
measured in the preselected data sample, by a linear combination of ti, W-
plus-jets and QCD-multijets events. The effect of the incorporation of the
small Z-plus-jets and ti dilepton backgrounds is discussed in Sect. 7.5.2.2
and Sect. 7.5.4, respectively. The sensitivity of the discriminating variable
to distinguish QCD-multijets and W-plus-jets events is very small. However,
the matrix method (see Sect. 7.2.3) allows to constrain the number of QCD-
multijets events.
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Figure 7.13: Likelihood discriminant performance curves: The survival effi-
ciency for the background (VF-plus-jets) is plotted vs. the survival efficiency
for the signal (ti) for different cut values on the different likelihood discrim-
inants. The discriminants are built from variables given in the legend. The
abbreviated names HT, HT3, NJW, APL, SPH, CEN, HT2P, KTMP and
ETA correspond to HT, #£ , NJW, A, S, C, H%, KJpinl and rf, respec-
tively. Likelihood discriminants built from any of the variables which are
proportional to the energy in the event (HT, HT3 and NJW) show a bet-
ter performance (see set of curves with lower background efficiency given
the same signal efficiency). APL, SPH, CEN, HT2P, KTMP and ETA be-
long to the category of variables which are relatively immune against JES
uncertainties, but the performance is reduced.
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A binned likelihood fit (10 bins) to the distribution of the discriminating
variable, together with an additional constraint which incorporates the ma-
trix method, is used to derive the most likely number of it (iV/*), VF-plus-jets
(N^) and QCD-multijets (N^CD) events contributing to the preselected
data sample by maximizing:

10

(7.16)
Li=l

where P(n,ß) = ^ ^j" generically denotes the Poisson probability density
function for n observed events given an expectation of //.

Since the logarithm is a monotone function, the solution that maximizes
the expression in Eq. 7.16 also minimizes:

10 I

•nfs In m + m - N& In Nt-t + Nt-t,

(7.17)

where the terms ln(n°fts!) in the sum and ln(iV£^!) are omitted for simplicity,
since they do not change the location of the minimum but lead only to a
constant offset.

The number of observed preselected data events that populate the i-
th bin in the likelihood discriminant distribution is denoted by nf'8, the
corresponding expected number of events is expressed as a function of.
N™ and N® D and is given by:

(7.18)

where Pf, P^, and P? , respectively, are the probability density func-
tions for the it, W-plus-jets and QCD-multijets likelihood discriminant dis-
tributions evaluated for the i-th bin.

The second term of Eq. 7.17 is a Poisson constraint on the observed
number of events in the "loose-tight" preselected sample and effectively com-
pletes the incorporation of the matrix method in the likelihood, and thus,
implicitly, the Poisson constraint on the number of QCD-multijets events.
By introducing N^t = Ni — Nt one makes sure that Ne-t and Nt (implic-
itly present in the sum over the likelihood discriminant bins) are indeed
uncorrelated by construction.

N%i$
t — Nf"s — JV/** is the number of observed data events after the loose

preselection minus the number of observed preselected data events (referred
to as "tight" here). The expected number of loose minus tight events, iV^_t)

can be expressed in terms of iV/*, N™ and Nj* by rewriting Eq. 7.10 in
the following way:

Nt = N?+ N™+ N?CD

Nt - esigNf + esigN^+eQcDN^CD. (7.19)
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By substituting N* = ^ J V * iVf = - I . * * , and N?CD = ^
and by subtracting the second line from the first line in Eq. 7.19 one obtains:

Nl_t = LLEHlNti + lz!mNw +

The number of preselected it events, Nf, is extracted by inserting Eq. 7.18
and Eq. 7.20 in Eq. 7.17 and by minimizing - hi L{Nf,N^,N?CD) in
Eq. 7.17. The it production cross-section is then given by:

BR • L • S i

where BR is the branching fraction for the final state considered, L is the
integrated luminosity and £presei is the preselection efficiency.

7.3.5 Topological Opt imizat ion

The optimization procedure for the choice of the topological variables (see
Sect. 7.3.2) used for the construction of the likelihood discriminant (see
Sect. 7.3.3) is performed using pseudo-experiments which allow to estimate
the expected statistical and dominant systematic uncertainties on the cross-
section by the application of the cross-section extraction procedure described
in Sect. 7.3.4.

A pseudo-experiment is a representation of the selected data sample,
consisting of the same number of events found in the data after the pre-
selection, Nt, as given in Table 7.15. It is built from the samples used
to model the signal and the backgrounds, as described in Sect. 7.3.1, ac-
cording to the expected contributions. The number of expected tt events
is given in Table 7.13, assuming a cross section of 7 pb, the number of
expected QCD-multijets events is given by the matrix method given in
Table 7.15, and the number of expected W-plus-jets events is given by
NZpecteä = *t ~ Ngpected - N?™^. The Z-plus-jets background is ef-
fectively incorporated by the VF-plus-jets background and the tt dilepton
contribution is so small that it has no impact on the optimization.

In each bin of all three (one signal + two backgrounds) likelihood tem-
plates, the fluctuations in the number of entries are simulated independently
according to the expected number of entries (p) and the corresponding Pois-
son distribution P(n, /x). 1000 such pseudo-experiments are simulated. The
events for one pseudo-experiment (also called "ensemble") are drawn ran-
domly from the lists of signal and background events, then the events are
put back. Some events will be picked more than once.

The weighted Monte Carlo events are globally reweighted so that the
mean of the distribution of the weight factors is unity. This guarantees an
optimum usage of the low MC statistics.
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The optimization corresponds to the minimization of the figure of merit,
which is the expected total uncertainty (atotai) comprising the expected
statistical uncertainty {<Jstat) and the two dominant systematic uncertainties
originating from the JES (CTJES)

 a n d the VF-plus-jets Monte Carlo modeling
MC modeling)'•

+ a2
JES + a2

w MC modeling . (7.22)

The optimization is performed for a combination of the it cross-section mea-
surements in the /z-plus-jets and electron-plus-jets [149] data samples. Thus,
the expected statistical uncertainty for the combined lepton-plus-jets data
sample, assumed to have approximately twice the statistics of the ^-plus-
jets channel alone, is modeled by astat/y/2- The mean of the statistical error
distribution for the 1000 pseudo-experiments, given by the likelihood fit, is
used as a measure for the expected statistical uncertainty. The difference in
the mean of the distribution of the fitted cross section values using pseudo-
experiments with and without systematic variations is used as a measure for
the expected systematic uncertainties.

In principal, the optimum likelihood discriminant does not only depend
on the likelihood input variables, but also on all preselection cuts, discussed
in Sect. 7.1, which can change the expected sample composition and thus
the optimum. In particular a variation of the jet multiplicity cut, discussed
in Sect. 7.1.1, has a large impact on the expected fraction of signal and
backgrounds. As a consequence, both the jet preselection and the topologi-
cal likelihood input variables are optimized simultaneously. 18 different jet
preselections are considered:

> 15 GeV and \ri\ < 2.5) > 4, and in addition (7.23)

> PTmin and \r}\ < 7jmai) > Nj, (7.24)

with prmin = [15 GeV, 20 GeV, 25 GeV], •qmax = [2.5, 2.0, 1.8] and Nj =
[3, 4].

For each of the 18 preselections a topological likelihood discriminant
is built from seven likelihood input variables from Table 7.17. Also the
topological likelihood discriminants are considered which use any four, five
or six out of the seven likelihood inputs, resulting in 64 discriminants per set
of seven likelihood input variables. This procedure is repeated for roughly
two dozens different sets from Table 7.17, representing all the "reasonable"
combinations of likelihood input variables, where "reasonable" refers mainly
to the correlation among the variables.

7.3.6 Result of the Topological Optimization

The optimum preselection is found to require four jets with pr > 20 GeV
and |»7| < 2.5, as given in Sect. 7.1.1. Figure 7.14 shows the expected
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systematic uncertainty versus the expected statistical uncertainty for the
combined electron and muon sample for one set of seven topological inputs.
64 points are shown, each representing a topological likelihood discriminant
built from any four, five, six or seven out of the seven likelihood inputs. The
optimum topological likelihood discriminant is represented by the full circle.
It is found to be built from the following six variables:

E 0.3-f
1
0)

o

wax

0.2-

0.1 -

o-

A
A
i

<

+ "• *
A

iy
A *' *
A A

0.1 0.2 0.3
Exp Stat. Uncertainty

Figure 7.14: Expected systematic uncertainty versus the expected statistical
uncertainty (representing the //-plus-jets data statistics) from the likelihood
fit for one set of seven topological inputs. One can see 64 points for 64
topological likelihood discriminants. The large point represents the found
optimum discriminant.

Centrality: The event centrality C = HT/H. HT is given by the scalar
sum of the pr of the four leading jets. H is the scalar sum of the
energy of the four leading jets.

Aplanarity: The normalized momentum tensor M is defined as:

(7.25)
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where p° is the momentum-vector of a reconstructed object o, i and
j are Cartesian coordinates. By standard diagonalization of Mij one
may find three eigenvalues Ai > A2 > A3, with Aj + A2 + A3 = 1. The
aplanarity A, a measure of the flatness of the event, is defined as A =
I A3, where A3 is the smallest eigenvalue of the normalized momentum
tensor M (see Eq. 7.25). Therefore, it is defined in the range 0 < A <
0.5. The objects included in the sum are the four leading jets and the \x
from the W decay, which have the best discrimination power between
it and W-plus-jets, see Fig. 7.12. Large values of A are indicative
of spherical events, whereas small values correspond to more planar
events, it events are quite spherical as is typical for the decay of a
heavy object. VF-plus-jets and QCD-multijets events are more planar,
primarily due to the fact that the jets in these events arise mainly from
initial and final state radiation, and due to the color flow between these
jets, defining a plane in which the hadronic activity is localized for the
largest part.

DphiMUMET: A0( / i ,# r ) is the azimuthal opening angle between the
muon and the missing transverse energy.

Sphericity: The sphericity <S of the event is defined as

^ (7.26)

where A2 and A3 are the smallest eigenvalues of the normalized mo-
mentum tensor Ai (see Eq. 7.25), so that 0 < S < 1. Only the four
leading jets are included in the sum. Sphericity is essentially a measure
of the summed pT with respect to the event axis; a 2-jet event corre-
sponds to S w 0 and an isotropic event to S « 1. it events are quite
isotropic as is typical for the decay of a heavy object. W-plus-jets and
QCD-multijets events are less isotropic, primarily due to the fact that
the jets in these events arise mainly from QCD bremsstrahlung.

H T : HT is given by the scalar sum of the pr of the four leading jets.

Ktminp: K'Tmin = Ai?^inE7p%n/'E™: provides a measure of the minimum
jet pr relative to another. In order to reduce the correlation of this
variable with the jet energy scale, it is divided by another JES-sensitive
variable: E$ = El^pton + ET- Only the four leading jets in an event
are considered in the definition of this variable. Ai?^*" corresponds
to the minimum separation in r\ — (j> space between a pair of jets and
E^m is the ET of the less energetic jet of that pair.

The probability density functions of the six topological variables are shown
in Fig. 7.15 for the it signal and the W-plus-jets background. The func-
tions used to transform the likelihood input distributions in order to be less
sensitive to statistical fluctuations are:
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• ln(C)

• exp (—11 • A)

ln{S)

\n(HT)

The correlation factors among the six variables are summarized in Ta-
ble 7.18. The logarithm of the ratio of the signal and background prob-

variables

GXp 1 J. J, * J\ 1 • 1UI Lx )

pYn i 11 • ^ I 1 n f T\

exp (—11 • .A),ln(<S)
exp (—11 • .4), A(f>(ß,f
exp (—11 •^),ln(fi'7 i)
hi(C) ln(/T' • )
ln(C)!ln(5)min

ln(C),A^>(/i,^r)
ln(C),ln(fl-r)
ln(^min),ln(<S)
ln(Ä^m i n) , A^)(/i, ̂ T )

ln(^mirv),ln(//T)

ln(«_>)« lnf^ry)

-0.29

i„) -0.16
-0.56

5r) 0.05
0.11

-0.11
0.42

-0.09
0.34
0.09
0.12
0.07

-0.01
-0.12
-0.14

W

-0.49
-0.12
-0.61
0.04
0.09

-0.14
0.63

-0.04
0.23
0.00
0.08
0.13

-0.01
0.00

-0.22

QCD

-0.37
-0.05
-0.54
-0.03
0.29

-0.27
0.57

-0.05
0.32

-0.07
-0.16
-0.01
-0.02
0.04

-0.01

data

-0.40
-0.29
-0.49
0.38

-0.18
-0.09
0.62

-0.08
0.27

-0.03
-0.18
0.20

-0.11
0.02

-0.27

prediction

-0.47
-0.16
-0.61
0.06
0.00

-0.08
0.61

-0.10
0.36
0.06
0.04
0.15

-0.05
0.08

-0.22

Table 7.18: Correlation factors for the six topological variables for tt, W-
plus-jets, QCD-multijets, data and the prediction from the fit to the like-
lihood distribution (modeled by the corresponding combination of it, W-
plus-jets and QCD-multijets).

ability density functions for each of the six likelihood input variables and a
polynomial fit to the ratio is shown in Fig.7.16. These fits are the inputs to
build the likelihood function according to Eq. 7.15. This likelihood function
is then evaluated for the it signal and all the backgrounds. The resulting
normalized likelihood discriminant distributions, referred to as "templates",
represent the probability density for an event to be signal- or background-
like. The likelihood discriminant templates are shown in Fig. 7.17 for it and
W-plus-jets.
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Figure 7.15: Likelihood input distributions for tt and W-plus-jets.
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Figure 7.17: Likelihood discriminant templates for tt and W^-plus-jets.
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7.4 The it Production Cross-Section

The it production cross-section is determined according to Eq. 7.21, where
N}1 is the number of fitted it events, BR is the branching fraction for it -»
Wqq'bb, where the W boson is allowed to decay according to W —> fiv^ or
W —> TVT with T —> ßVpVT, L is the integrated luminosity f C and Spread is
the preselection efficiency.

The input values used for the likelihood fit are summarized in Table 7.19.

Ni Nt BR L Cpresel £sig

149 80 17.0% 229.1 pb" 1 12.3% 81.0% 8.5%

Table 7.19: Inputs for the likelihood fit.

The result of the likelihood fit is shown in Fig. 7.18. The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov matching probabilities (KS) for the agreement between the obser-
vation in data and the prediction, constrained between 0 and 1, are given
in the upper left corner of each plot here for the likelihood discriminant
and in the following distributions, based on 104 bins per variable; the fine
binning is needed for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to give adequate results.
Values close to one represent a good agreement, values close to 0 represent
a disagreement between data and the prediction.

The number of fitted events from the likelihood fit and the measured
cross section are given in the first row of Table 7.20.

uncorrected QCD-multijets template

corrected QCD-multijets template

Nfl

24.3l8
7;|

24.7+?;|

N?

51-5ÜÜ3

NQCD

4.7±g.|
4.7tg:|

app->

5.0611,

5.13+1

tt+x

11 Pb

£ Pb

Table 7.20: Fitted number of events from the likelihood fit, and measured
it cross section using the uncorrected {Ni-t) and the corrected {Njj_t )
QCD-multijets template.

7.4.1 iy-plus-jets and tt Contamination in QCD-multijets
Sample

The shape of the likelihood discriminant for the QCD-multijets background
is taken from the "loose-tight" data sample, requiring the full preselection
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Figure 7.18: Likelihood discriminant distribution for data overlaid with the
result from the fit of it, VF-plus-jets and QCD-multijets.

but inverting the tight muon isolation (see Sect. 7.3.1). Rewriting Eq. 7.20,
one can see that the "loose-tight" (A^_t) data sample not only consists of
QCD-multijets events but is contaminated with W^-plus-jets and tt events:

Ni-t =
-sip -stg

*?-CtD • (7.27)

However, the P^-plus-jets and tt contamination can be subtracted from Nt-t

to get N^t
D, using esig, Nf and Nj" from Table 7.14. Out of 69 "loose-

tight" events 5.8 events are expected to be it and 12.4 events are expected to
be W-plus-jets. This correction procedure can be done in bins of the likeli-
hood discriminant in order to get a new QCD-multijets template, where the
non-QCD contamination is removed, as shown in Fig. 7.19. The likelihood
fit is repeated with the new QCD-multijets template (N^_t ). The effect on
the fitted it cross section is +1.3 %, as shown in Table 7.20. For the cross
section determination the corrected QCD-multijets template is utilized.
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Figure 7.19: QCD-multijets likelihood discriminant template before (Ni-t)
and after subtracting the W-plus-jets and it contamination (N^_t ), using
the likelihood discriminant templates shown in Fig. 7.17.

7.4.2 Result of the tt Production Cross-Section Measure-
ment

The result of the it production cross-section measurement in the /i-plus-jets
channel at v"s =1.96 TeV for a top mass of 175 GeV yields:

app—ytt + X — O.±o_j 5 7 Ibiai^ pQ.

The likelihood input distributions and various typical distributions are
overlaid for the preselected data and the it, W-plus-jets and QCD-multijets
samples, normalized to the result of the likelihood fit in Fig. 7.20- 7.24.
Further systematic checks for the MC modeling, the JES uncertainty and
the uncertainty originating from the correction of the jet reconstruction
x identification efficiency in the simulation as discussed in Sect. 7.1.1.1,
referred to as "JID", are shown in Appendix A.
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dijet mass, transverse mass of the 4 leading jets {MT) for the preselected
data overlaid with the result from the likelihood fit of it, W-plus-jets and
QCD-multijets.
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7.5 Systematic Uncertainties

The systematic uncertainty on the it cross section measurement is comprised
of the systematic uncertainties on all measurements, used to calculate the
cross section, as given in Eq. 7.21. This includes the systematic uncertain-
ties on the preselection efficiency (see Sect. 7.5.1), the estimated number of
selected it signal events (see Sect. 7.5.2), the integrated luminosity and the
branching ratio (see Sect. 7.5.3).

7.5.1 Uncertainties on the Preselection Efficiency

The systematic uncertainty assigned to the preselection efficiency is com-
prised of the individual systematic uncertainties associated with each pre-
selection cut, the systematic uncertainties on the modeling of the trigger
efficiency for it events, as discussed in Sect. 7.1, and the systematic un-
certainties associated with the corrections applied to the MC in order to
reproduce the data. The dominant among the latter are the JES correction,
discussed in Sect. 4.5.5 and the assigned systematic uncertainty is given by
Eq. 4.4, and the correction of the jet reconstruction x identification efficiency
in the simulation, discussed in Sect. 7.1.1.1 and referred to as "JID". The
systematic uncertainty assigned to the additional energy resolution smear-
ing (JER) of jets in the simulation, discussed in Sect. 4.5.6, has a minor
influence on the result. Additionally, a systematic uncertainty is assigned
due to the available MC statistics used to derive the preselection efficiency.

A breakdown of the systematic uncertainties on the preselection effi-
ciency is given in Table 7.21.

7.5.2 Uncertainties on the Fitted Number of it Events

Systematic uncertainties on the fitted number of it events, iV", are evaluated
by varying the source of the systematic uncertainty, rederiving the likelihood
templates for the signal and the backgrounds and repeating the likelihood
fit to the data. The dependence of the it and W-plus-jets likelihood dis-
criminant templates on the JES uncertainty and the jet reconstruction x
identification efficiency uncertainty is shown in Fig. 7.25.

All the sources of systematic uncertainties specified for the systematic
uncertainty assigned to the preselection efficiency in Sect. 7.5.1 are also
considered for the systematic uncertainties on Nf.

The uncertainty originating from the available MC statistics is evaluated
by repeating the likelihood fit to the data 1000 times, each time allowing
for Poisson fluctuations in the it, W-p\us-jets and QCD-multijets templates
according to the available statistics used to build the template. The fluctua-
tions are realized by replacing the actual number of events, used to populate
the i-th bin, (fi) by n, drawn each time randomly according to the Poisson
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source

Primary vertex

Muon track match

Tight muon isolation

ßVdca

Az(ß,PV)

Muon track x2

pID

LI \i trigger

L2 fi trigger

JES

JID

JER

LI jet trigger

L2 jet trigger

L3 jet trigger

MC statistics

W MC modeling

£sig

SQCD

Template statistics

total

systematic uncertainty
relative relative absolute

On Spresel -i° On JV(
tt l j £ on Gti +j£

±0.9%

±3%

±0.8%

±0.3%

±0.1%

±0.3%

±2.2%
+1.3%
-1.7%

+3.2%
-4.4%

+ 11.2%
-12.3%

+5.0%
-9.3%
+0.2%
-1.7%

—

—

+0.1%
-0 .1%

±1.9%

+ 13.5%
-16.8%

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

+0.4%
-0.6%

+0.3%
-0.5%

-4.8%
-3 .1%

+0.7%
-8.6%
-1.3%
-1.6%

—

—

+0.8%
-0.9%

+13.2%
-13.2%

-0.2%
+0.1%

- 1 . 1 %
+0.9%

±4.5%

+14.0%
-17.2%

±0.09 pb

±0.16 pb

±0.04 pb

±0.02 pb

±0.01 pb

±0.02 pb

±0.11 pb
-0.04 pb
+0.06 pb
-0.14 pb
+0.21 pb
-0.74 pb
+0.54 pb

-0.21 pb
+0.02 pb
-0.08 pb
+0.01 pb

—

—

+0.04 pb
-0.05 pb

±0.10 pb

+0.68 pb
-0.68 pb
-0.01 pb
+0.01 pb

-0.06 pb
+0.05 pb

±0.23 pb

+0.96 pb
-1.10 pb

Table 7.21: Summary of the relative systematic uncertainties on the tt pre-
selection efficiency, the relative systematic uncertainties on the number of
fitted tt events (from variations of the templates in the fit), both in %, and
the absolute systematic uncertainties on the tt production cross section in
pb. The +1<T and -\a values represent the resulting systematic uncertainties
on Spresei, Nf*, and <7tj, respectively, when the corresponding source of the
systematic uncertainty is varied by +la and -\a, respectively. Systematic
uncertainties are labeled as "—" when the effect is smaller than the precision
quoted, and they are left blank when they do not apply.
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Figure 7.25: Likelihood discriminant distributions. Top: impact of the jet
energy scale uncertainty on the it template (left) and on the W-plus-jets
template (right). Bottom: impact of the jet reconstruction x identifica-
tion efficiency uncertainty on the it template (left) and on the W-plus-jets
template (right).

distribution P(n,fi). The RMS of the distribution of the fitted number of
it events is an estimate of the systematic uncertainty due to the available
statistics used to build the likelihood templates.

There are additional sources of systematic uncertainties not present for
the preselection efficiency, originating from the composition of the back-
ground and the background modeling:

Background composition: The amount of QCD-multijets background
in the preselected data sample is determined by eSig and EQCD (see
Sect. 7.3.4). The associated uncertainties on eSig (see Eq. 7.13) and
on EQCD (see Eq. 7.13) are propagated to the uncertainty on Nf.

W-plus-jets background MC modeling: Two sources of systematic
uncertainties can be distinguished for the W-plus-jets background MC
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modeling:

• The parton-level cuts applied for the MC generation, as given in
Table 2.8, are chosen to be far away from the detector response
thresholds and acceptance cuts, so that the omission of the con-
tribution removed by the parton-level cuts does not lead to a
measurable effect on the VF-plus-jets likelihood template.

• The choice of factorization scale is found to have a measurable im-
pact on the VF-plus-jets likelihood template, as shown in Fig. 7.26.
Replacing the W-plus-jets background Monte Carlo sample gen-
erated with the default scale Q2 = M^ + Y^PT by o n e generated
with Q2 = (j>Tj)2 and repeating the likelihood fit to the data
leads to a systematic shift in Nf of 13.2 %. A comparison of
parton-level distributions for the leading parton, the fourth lead-
ing parton and the scalar sum of the pr of the four leading partons
is shown in Fig. 7.27 for W-plus-jets MC generated with different
choices of factorization scale. Changing the factorization scale
from the default Q2 = M^ + YJPT

 t o Q2 =• (P^-)2 l e a d s t o

softer pr spectra, whereas the other two factorization scales lead
to harder pr spectra; the distributions for Q2 — M^ + YPT ^^
well centered between the other choices. Therefore it is a good ap-
proximation to symmetrize the one-sided error determined from
the choice of Q2 = (pr, )2 as factorization scale.

A breakdown of the systematic uncertainties on Nf is given in Table 7.21.
A comparison of the observed and the expected (see Sect. 7.3.5) systematic
uncertainties on the fitted Nf is shown in Fig. 7.28, for the JES, JID and
W MC modeling systematic uncertainties.

In the following, potential sources of systematic uncertainties are dis-
cussed which, however, are found to have no impact on iV/*.

7.5.2.1 W-plus-jets Heavy Flavor Composition

The W-plus-jets background is modeled in MC by the production of W
boson in association with four light jets, as described in Sect. 7.3.1. The
dependence of the W-plus-jets likelihood discriminant template on the heavy
flavor content, quantified in Table 2.9, is shown in Fig. 7.29. The difference
in the templates is compatible with the statistical uncertainty due to the
limited statistics used to build the likelihood templates, and is therefore not
quoted as a systematic uncertainty.

7.5.2.2 Z-plus-jets Contamination

The likelihood fit to extract ATf
tt is repeated replacing the VF-plus-jets tem-

plate by the template comprising W-plus-jets and Z-plus-jets in the expected
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Figure 7.26: W-plus-jets likelihood discriminant template using two different
factorization scales, the default Q2 = M^ + ^ p\•» a nd alternatively Q2 =

2

proportions, Z/W = 6.2 %, as discussed in Sect. 7.1.12 and Sect. 7.2.5. Both
templates are shown in Fig. 7.30. The relative change in iV" is found to be
—0.2 %. The change is compatible with the statistical uncertainty due to the
limited statistics used to build the likelihood templates and is not quoted as
a systematic uncertainty.

7.5.2.3 Likelihood Overtraining

The likelihood discriminant is built from 1/3 of the it and W-plus-jets MC
statistics available. The likelihood template is then evaluated using the full
MC statistics available. In order to show that no measurable statistical
dependence is present due to the usage of 1/3 of the events both, in the
building and the evaluation of the likelihood, "new" tt and W-plus-jets
templates are built, using only the 2/3 of the samples which are not used
for the discriminant building.

Repeating the likelihood fit with the "new" templates leads to an ob-
served relative change in TV/* of —1.3 %. This shift is compatible with the
expected shift originating from the statistical independence of the "new"
and the default templates, as illustrated in the following. From pseudo-
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Figure 7.27: Comparison of parton-level distributions: Leading parton
(pri), fourth leading parton (pr-i) and the scalar sum of the pr of the four
leading partons (i/r) for W-plus-jets MC generated with diflFerent choices
of factorization scale. Only partons with pr > 8 GeV and \T)\ < 2.5 are
considered.
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-tti -«.1

Figure 7.28: A comparison of the observed and the expected systematic
uncertainties on the fitted N^ for the JES (top left and middle), JID (top
right and bottom left) and W MC modeling (bottom right) systematic un-
certainties. "CL" given in the plots denotes the confidence level for finding
the observed systematic shift, given the shown expected probability density
for the systematic variation, approximated by a Gaussian distribution.

experiments, allowing Poisson fluctuations in 1/3 of the statistics in the it
and W-plus-jets template, one expects a statistical uncertainty of 2.9 %, in
good agreement with the expected statistical uncertainty, allowing Poisson
fluctuations in the full sample and dividing by %/3, 4.5%/y/3 = 2.6 %.

The observed —1.3 % are very well covered by the expected uncertainty
originating from the statistical independence. This suggests that no bias
from overtraining seems to be introduced, or if so it has no effect on the
fitted Nf.

7.5.3 Summary of the Systematic Uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties on the it production cross section (A<7tj), orig-
inating from the uncertainties on the preselection efficiency (Aepresei) and
on Nfl (ANf1, from variations of the templates in the fit) are derived, taking
into account their correlations, i.e. the systematic uncertainty from a given
source can affect the preselection efficiency and the shape of the likelihood
template at the same time:

± Afftf =
N? ± ANf

BR • L • ± ^preset) '
(7.28)
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Figure 7.29: Dependence of the likelihood discriminant template on the
heavy flavor composition of the VF-plus-jets sample.

A summary of the corresponding systematics is given in Table 7.21.
The relative systematic uncertainty originating from the uncertainty on

the luminosity measurement is 6.5 % [85].
The relative systematic uncertainty originating from the uncertainty on

the branching ratio, given in Table 2.6, is 0.6 % [39].

7.5.4 Result of the tt Production Cross-Section Measure-
ment in the /z+Jets Channel

The result of the it production cross-section measurement in the /z-plus-jets
channel at y/s =1.96 TeV for a top mass of 175 GeV yields:

(stat) t^ ± 0.33 (lumi) pb.

The top quark mass dependence of this result is not included in the sys-
tematic uncertainties, but rather discussed in the following. Figure 7.31
shows the top mass dependence of the it preselection efficiency and the top
mass dependence of the fitted iV", using the tt MC samples described in
Sect. 2.4.1. The resulting top mass dependence of the tt production cross
section, derived according to Eq. 7.28, is shown in Fig. 7.32, together with
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Figure 7.30: W-plus-jets template compared to the Z-plus-jets template.

the theoretically expected dependence, whose uncertainty is dominated by
the kinematics ambiguity [150].

The presence of a small contamination from ttdiiepton events in the prese-
lected sample has an impact on the cross section measurement. The iidiiepton
cross section x branching ratio is not measured in the analysis presented.
Thus, the dependence of the it production cross section, measured in the fi-
plus-jets channel, on the assumed Gdiieptant-BRdUeptom is shown in Fig. 7.33.
This dependence is derived by treating the ttauepton contribution as an addi-
tional background and by repeating the likelihood fit for varying contribu-
tions from tidiiepum events, expressed in multiples of the theoretical Standard
Model expectation, cr^¥t(m x BR^ ton (between zero and ten).

A comparison of the it and the tiduepton template is shown in Fig. 7.33.
For the Standard Model expectation of OdUepton x BRdUepton, the relative
change in the measured cross section is found to be —1.7 %.

7.5.5 it Production Cross-Section Measurement in the e+Jets
Channel

The topological it production cross section analysis was optimized in the
/i-plus-jets channel, as detailed in Sect. 7.3.5 and Sect. 7.3.6. Then the anal-
ysis is applied to the electron-plus-jets channel, replacing the isolated high
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Figure 7.31: Left: Top quark mass dependence of the preselection efficiency.
Right: Top quark mass dependence of the fitted number of it events, result-
ing from changes in the template distributions.

pr muon by an isolated high pr electron and leaving the analysis method
unchanged otherwise. Identically to the /i-plus-jets channel, the two main
backgrounds are the electroweak W-plus-jets and the QCD-multijets pro-
duction, discussed in Sect. 7.2 for the /i-plus-jets channel. However, the
electron-plus-jets channel has a different source of fake electrons as com-
pared to the /i-plus-jets channel, where muons are real but their isolation
is fake. Electrons are mostly faked by jets which fluctuate to have a large
electromagnetic fraction. The QCD-multijets background is considerably
larger in the electron-plus-jets channel as compared to the /i-plus-jets chan-
nel due to two reasons. Firstly, the cross section of the process which fakes
the electrons is larger and secondly, the selection criteria to reject the fake
electrons are less efficient.

The numbers relevant for the extraction of the it cross section are sum-
marized in Table 7.22. The number of fitted events from the likelihood fit
are given in Table 7.23. A summary of the systematic uncertainties on the
it cross section is given in Table 7.24.

Nt BR Epresel £sig

230 87 17.1% 226.3 11.6% 81.7% 16.0%

Table 7.22: Inputs for the likelihood fit [149].

The result of the it production cross-section measurement in the electron-
plus-jets channel at y/s =1.96 TeV for a top mass of 175 GeV yields [149]:

= 8.391?;^ (stat) t\H (syst) ± 0.55 (lumi) pb.
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Figure 7.32: Observed and theoretically predicted top mass dependence of
the it production cross section.

Ntt NQCD

o 7 7+9-8
_9.0 q+10.3 q+2.5

Table 7.23: Fitted number of events from the likelihood fit [149].

7.5.6 tt Production Cross-Section Measurement in the Lep-
ton+Jets Channel

A summary of the systematic uncertainties on both the individual /i-plus-jets
and electron-plus-jets, as well as on the combined lepton-plus-jets tt cross
section is given in Table 7.24. The result of the it production cross-section
measurement in the combined lepton-plus-jets channel at yfs =1.96 TeV for
a top mass of 175 GeV yields [151]:

<rpp-+u+x = +1;^ (stat) t\fi (syst) ± 0.43 (lumi) pb.
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source

Primary vertex

Muon track match

Tight muon isolation

P Odea

&z(ß,PV)

Muon track x2

//ID

LI n trigger

L2 fi. trigger

EM tracking + likelihood

EM ID

LI EM trigger

L3 EM trigger

JES

JID

JER

LI jet trigger

L2 jet trigger

L3 jet trigger

W MC modeling

e«9 (A*+Jets)

SQCD (/i+jets)

e«»9 (e+jets)

6QCD (e+jets)

MC statistics

Template statistics

total

/i+jets

±0.09 pb

±0.16 pb

±0.04 pb

±0.02 pb

±0.01 pb

±0.02 pb

±0.11 pb
-0.04 pb
+0.06 pb
-0.14 pb
+0.21 pb

-0.74 pb
+0.54 pb
-0.21 pb
+0.02 pb
-0.08 pb
+0.01 pb

—

—

+0.04 pb
-0.05 pb
+0.68 pb
-0.68 pb
-0.01 pb
+0.01 pb
-0.06 pb
+0.05 pb

±0.10 pb

±0.23 pb

+0.96 pb
-1.10 pb

e+jets

±0.16 pb

-0.19 pb
+0.20 pb
-0.20 pb
+0.21 pb

—

-0.06 pb
+0.06 pb
-1.23pb
+ 1.67 pb
-0.23 pb
+0.12 pb
+0.05 pb
+0.19 pb

—

—

+0.01 pb
-0.01 pb
+0.01 pb
-0.01 pb

-0.01 pb
+0.01 pb
-0.27 pb
+0.26 pb

±0.15 pb

±0.46 pb

+ 1.84 pb
-1.41 pb

combined

±0.12 pb

±0.12 pb

±0.03 pb

±0.01 pb

±0.01 pb

±0.01 pb

±0.09 pb
-0.04 pb
+0.05 pb
-0.12 pb
+0.17 pb
-0.06 pb
+0.06 pb
-0.06 pb
+0.06 pb

—

-0.02 pb
+0.02 pb
-0.97 pb
+1.12 pb
-0.17 pb
+0.09 pb
+0.04 pb
+0.12 pb

—

—

+0.02 pb
-0.03 pb
+0.33 pb
-0.33 pb

—

-0.01 pb
+0.01 pb

—

-0.14 pb
+0.14 pb

±0.09 pb

±0.23 pb

+ 1.25 pb
-1.11 pb

Table 7.24: Summary of the absolute systematic uncertainties on the /i+jets,
the e+jets [149] and the combined lepton+jets [151] it production cross sec-
tion. The uncertainties in the upper part are correlated between the analysis
channels, the uncertainties in the lower part are uncorrelated between the
analysis channels. Systematic uncertainties are labeled as "—" when the
effect is smaller than the precision quoted, and they are left blank when
they do not apply.
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A comparison of the tt production cross-section measurements in the
/i-plus-jets, electron-plus-jets and the combined lepton-plus-jets channels is
shown in Fig. 7.34.
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Figure 7.33: Left: tt production cross section, measured in the /i-plus-jets
channel vs. the assumed aauepton x BRdilepton, expressed in multiples of
the theoretical Standard Model expectation, cx^Mpton x BR%ifepton, i.e. 1 =
7 pb x BR^pton Right: tt template compared to the ttauepum. template.
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Figure 7.34: A comparison of the tt production cross-section measurements
in the /i-plus-jets, electron-plus-jets and the combined lepton-plus-jets chan-
nel; also shown the theoretical expectation [151].
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Chapter 8

The b-Tagging Analysis

In this chapter the measurement of the tt production cross-section at y/s =
1.96 TeV with the D0 detector at the Fermilab Tevatron, based on the ap-
plication of lifetime 6-tagging by explicitly reconstructing secondary vertices
is presented. The outline of the analysis is the following. In a first step a
preselection is applied, based on the selection of the decay products of the
leptonically decaying W boson and jets, that serves to enhance the signal
fraction. Most of the non-ti processes found in the preselected sample do
not contain heavy flavor quarks in the final state. Requiring that one or
more of the jets in the event be tagged as defined in Sect. 4.7 keeps more
than half of the it events while removing approximately 95 % of the back-
ground. An excess of observed events over the expected background in the
tagged (with one or more fe-tags) preselected sample with three or > four
jets, where the it signal is expected to contribute significantly, is assumed
to be entirely due to it production. The it contribution is negligible in the
tagged preselected sample with one or two jets. The observed results with
those jet multiplicities serve as a check of the background prediction. In
brief, the it production cross section is extracted by counting the number
of tagged events, N^erved, and subtracting the estimated number of tagged
background events, Nla

a
9
ckground, according to:

Mta9 _ M
observed background

where BR is the branching ratio of the considered final state, L is the
integrated luminosity, Spresel is *ne it preselection efficiency and Ptag is the
probability for a it event to have one or more jets identified as b jets (also
called "event tagging probability").

Section 8.1 discusses the individual preselection cuts and their efficien-
cies. The details on the determination and parameterization of the b-
tagging efficiencies are given in Sect. 8.2. The application of 6-tagging in
the analysis and the contributions to the tagged preselected data set are

195
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specified in Sect. 8.3. The cross-section extraction procedure is illustrated
in Sect. 8.4 followed by the discussion of the systematic uncertainties in
Sect. 8.5. The result of the Ü production cross-section measurement is pre-
sented in Sect. 8.6,

8.1 tt Event Preselection

The preselection for the /z+jets channel is identical to the one discussed in
Sect. 7.1 with the exception that the jet pr cut is lowered from 20 GeV (in
the topo analysis) to 15 GeV. This leads to an increase in the preselection
efficiency by approximately 20 %, however, with a higher background con-
tamination. The latter is affordable since the 6-tagging application leads to
an enormous it signal enhancement.

The event trigger for the e+jets channel requires an electron and a jet
both at Level 1, 2 and 3 (apart from trigger list vl2), the equivalent to
Table 5.1 (for the //+jets channel) is given in Table 8.1 for the e+jets channel;
more details on the trigger selection and parameterization of the trigger
efficiencies can be found in [141]. The preselection for the e+jets channel

Trigger List | v8.2-vll vl2

Trigger Name
LI
L2
L3

EM15_2JT15
CEM(l,10)_CJT(2,5)
EM(.85,10)-JET(2,10)

ELE_LOOSEJ3H_T(1,15)_JET(2 ,15)

El_SHT15_2J20
CEM(1,H)

ELE_NLV_SHT(l,15)JET(2,20)

Table 8.1: Summary of triggers used in trigger lists v8 to vl2 for the e+jets
channel.

is discussed in [152] and [13]. The PV and jet selection is identical to the
one in the /x+jets channel and a similar $r cut is applied. Instead of a
muon, the reconstruction of an electron is required with the identification
criteria listed in Sect. 4.4. A breakdown of the preselection efficiencies for
the two jet multiplicities relevant for the cross section determination is given
in Table 8.2.

As described above, all jet multiplicities are considered in this analysis,
the selection efficiencies per jet multiplicity are given in Table 8.3 both for
the /i+jets and the e+jets channel.

All MC samples used in the following are calibrated to the data by
using the MC-to-data correction factors K for the selection and identification
efficiencies, given in Table 7.12 for the /x+jets channel and in Table 8.2 for
the e+jets channel.
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exclusive efficiency cumulative efficiency

=3 jets >4 jets | =3 jets >4 jets

PV selection
Reconstructed EM
„reco
KEM
„selection
KEM

Second lepton veto
EM pT > 20 GeV
EM track match

track match
KEM

&T ~ A0 CUt
Az(EM,PV) cut
EM likelihood cut
„likelihood
KEM

Njet
Trigger efficiency

0.955±0.004 0.953±0.008
0.570±0.004
0.984±0.004
1.014±0.001
0.973±0.002
0.931±0.003
0.930±0.003
0.945±0.004
0.792±0.004
0.964±0.001
0.942±0.003
0.931±0.004

0.336±0.006 0.565±0.006
0.930±0.006 0.931±0.004

0.955±0.004
0.545±0.004
0.536±0.005
0.543±0.005
0.529±0.005
0.492±0.005
0.458±0.005
0.432±0.005
0.343±0.004
0.330±0.004
0.311±0.004
0.290±0.004
0.097±0.002
0.090±0.002

0.953±0.008
0.543±0.006
0.535±0.006
0.542±0.006
0.527±0.006
0.491±0.006
0.457±0.006
0.432±0.006
0.342±0.005
0.330±0.005
0.310±0.004
0.289±0.004
0.163±0.003
0.152±0.003

Table 8.2: Breakdown of the tt preselection efficiencies in the e+jets channel,
EM stands for electron.

=1 jet =2 jets =3 jets >4 jets

e+jets
0.086±0.020
0.182±0.029

1.64±0.11
2.42±0.11

8.64±0.41
9.04±0.21

15.91±0.74
15.20±0.29

Table 8.3: Summary of tt preselection efficiencies in the /i+jets and e+jets
channel (%).

8.2 The Jet Tagging Efficiencies

The identification of b jets is defined in Sect. 4.7. It is tuned to identify b
jets with a high efficiency, referred to as 6-tagging efficiency, while keeping
the probability low to tag a light jet (from a u, d, s quark or gluon), referred
to as mis-tagging efficiency. The efficiency to tag a c jet is referred to as
c-tagging efficiency. The definitions of the jet flavor in the MC are given
in Sect. 2.4.2.1. Jets are required to be reconstructed also in the central
tracking system, referred to as taggability, in order to be potentially tagged.

Present versions of the D0 Monte Carlo simulation do not reproduce
the 6-identification efficiencies observed in data, both taggability, b-, c- and
mis-tagging efficiency. Reasons for this deficiency are dead detector material
and noise in the central tracking system being inadequately described by the
Monte Carlo simulation, resulting in an overestimated tracking efficiency, in
particular within jets.

For this reason, straightforward MC based calculation will not give a
correct result, instead the following method is utilized to evaluate the jet
tagging efficiencies:
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• If possible the efficiencies (taggability, b-, c- and mis-tagging efficiency)
are derived directly from data. Due to potential inabilities to select
pure samples of b, c or light jets in data, corrections which are typ-
ically small are determined using Monte Carlo information. These
corrections or scale factors are referenced as SF with a descriptive
subscript.

• The jet tagging efficiencies (taggability, b-, c- and mis-tagging effi-
ciency) are parameterized as a function of the relevant jet quantities.
The preferred variables are tracking related quantities, such as the
number of tracks, satisfying certain quality criteria, in a jet. However,
the mentioned inability of the MC simulation to describe accurately
tracking related quantities, excludes these variables. Instead, the pr
and the 77 of a jet is found to describe all dependencies of the jet tagging
efficiencies sufficiently.

• Parameterizations are obtained for the pr and the 77 dependence sep-
arately. A two-dimensional parameterization is derived by assuming
that the dependence is factorizable, so that £(pr,v) — C£(PT)E{V)-

The normalization factor C is calculated so that the total number
of predicted taggable, respectively tagged, jets obtained as the sum
over all reconstructed jets weighted with e(pT,r}) according to their
pr and 77 is equal to the total number of observed taggable, respec-
tively tagged, jets.
The factorizability is verified by comparing the number of predicted
and the number of observed taggable, respectively tagged, jets as a
function of jet pr and 77. This verification is called "closure test".
Statistical uncertainties of the fits to derive the parameterizations are
assigned to the taggability, respectively the tagging efficiencies.

• The probability for a given jet of flavor a (6, c, light) to be tagged is the
product of the taggability {£tagg(a){Pr,v)) a n d the tagging efficiency
( ( ) Y

7), (8.2)

where also the taggability can depend on the flavor of the jet.

The techniques to measure and parameterize these jet tagging efficiencies
are presented in the following.

8.2.1 Taggability

The jet tagging proceeds in two steps, first by requiring the taggability and
then by applying the actual tagging algorithm. This breakdown is made
in order to decouple the tagging efficiency from issues related to tracking
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inefficiencies and calorimeter noise problems, which are therefore absorbed
into the taggability. A jet is taggable if it is matched within AR < 0.5 to a
track-jet (see also Sect. 4.7.1).

The taggability is measured in the inclusive (Njet > 1) preselected data
samples, separately for the /z+jets and the e+jets sample. The taggability
distribution and the one-dimensional functional parameterizations are shown
as a function of jet pr and 77 in Fig. 8.1.

Figure 8.1: Jet taggability as a function of jet pr (top) and r\ (bottom)
for the first jet multiplicity bin of the preselected e+jets (left) and /x+jets
(right) signal samples and compared to the corresponding taggability in
EMqcd. Curves indicate the fit and its 1 a error band.

The systematic uncertainty, assigned to the taggability measurement,
comprises the statistical uncertainty of the fit to derive the parameteriza-
tions and the sample dependence of the taggability, evaluated by replacing
the /z+jets, respectively the e+jets sample, by the EMqcd data sample and
rederiving the taggability parameterizations. The EMqcd data sample, ob-
tained from the lEMloose and EM1TRK CSG skims [142, 122] and also
shown in Fig. 8.1, is selected requiring:

• e+jets event trigger,

• > 1 loose electron with ET > 20 GeV, defined by

- EMF > 0.9,

- /iso < 0.15 and

- H-matrix7 < 75,
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• Njet > 1,

• $T< 10 GeV,

representing a general QCD-multijets sample with an electron in the final
state.

8.2.1.1 Jet Flavor Dependence of Taggability

The taggability, measured in data, represents an inclusive jet flavor tagga-
bility. However, it is dominated by the light jet contribution since the heavy
flavor content in the low jet multiplicity bins is small, and thus, it is used
to describe the taggability of light flavor jets.

The harder fragmentation of heavy flavor jets leads both to a harder
pr spectrum of tracks associated to the jet and to an average track mul-
tiplicity larger than for light flavor jets, as shown in Fig. 8.2. This leads
to an increased taggability, given the track-jet based taggability definition
in Sect. 4.7.1 and Sect. 4.7.1.1. The ratios of b to light and c to light tag-
gabilities are shown in Fig. 8.3. The difference increases for low px jets
up to approximately 10 %, the rj dependence is relatively soft. The fits to
the ratios are used as flavor dependent correction factors to the taggabil-
ity. The dependence of the taggability on the description of the underlying
event ("Tune A") is used to assign a systematic uncertainty on the flavor
dependent correction.

8.2.2 6-Tagging Efficiency

The measurement of the 6-tagging efficiency in data requires the knowledge
of the number of taggable b jets before and after applying the tagging al-
gorithm. Optimally, the measurement is performed on a pure sample of
taggable b jets which fulfills this requirement by definition. However, there
is currently no way to select a pure sample of taggable b jets in the data in
an unbiased way. Nevertheless it is preferred to measure the 6-tagging effi-
ciency on a sample enriched in taggable b jets. The data sample of choice is
the muon-in-jet sample, derived from the lMUloose CSG skim [142], which
is selected requiring:

• Njet > 2,

• > 1 medium muon with AR(/j,,jet) < 0.5,

representing a sample enriched in semimuonic heavy flavor quark decays, as
indicated in Sect. 4.7.

Two methods are used to measure the 6-tagging efficiency in data. Both
of them measure the efficiency solely for taggable b jets with a semimuonic
b decay (6 -> /x) where AR(fx, jet) < 0.5.
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<Ntr> / taggable jet
12

100
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Figure 8.2: Average track multiplicity in a taggable jet as a function of jet
pr for b: c and light jets in the Wbb, Wcc and Wjj Monte Carlo samples.
b jets have the highest and light jets the lowest track multiplicity.

8.2.2.1 p^1 Method

An unbiased discriminating variable is used to evaluate the number of tag-
gable b jets before (JVf>_̂ ) and after (NJ^ ) applying the tagging algorithm.
This is done analogous to the evaluation of the number of it events in the
topo analysis, discussed in Sect. 7.3.4. The fraction of the muon momen-
tum transverse to the momentum of the jet-muon system, referred to as p™1

(illustrated in the schematic drawing in Fig. 8.4), discriminates between b
jets and non-6 jets, due to the large mass of the b quark which leads to high
values of p™1. The number of taggable b jets is extracted by describing the
distribution of the p™l measured in data by a linear combination of taggable
b, c and light jets. The templates for the p™1 distributions of the heavy fla-
vor jets is taken from MC, the light jets template is taken from data, by
picking tracks randomly within a jet. Then the 6-tagging efficiency is given
by:

(8.3)

The templates and the fit results are shown in Fig. 8.5.
Two data samples with different b jet purity are used for the measure-

ment, both of them representing bb production:
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Figure 8.3: Ratio of the b to light and c to light jet taggability, measured in
a QCD Monte Carlo sample. The ratio is larger for the b jets.

• the muon-in-jet sample,

• the muon-in-jet sample, where the jet opposite to the jet containing
the muon (so-called "away-jet"), is tagged, referred to as muon-in-jet-
away-jet-tagged sample. This enriches the sample in heavy flavor due
to the contribution of a gluon splitting to a 66 quark pair.

8.2.2.2 System8 Method

This method allows to calculate the 6-tagging efficiency solely from data.
Generally, the method [153] exploits the possibility to measure selection
efficiencies for a signal and one or several background classes by measuring
the inclusive selection efficiencies for one or more samples with varying signal
and backgrounds compositions. The problem can be represented by a system
of equations. The system is clearly solvable if

• the samples have different fractions of signal and backgrounds,

• the selection criteria have different efficiencies for these signal and
backgrounds,

• the different selection criteria have to be decorrelated to allow the
factorization of the efficiencies,
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Pjet

Pn+jet

Figure 8.4: Schematic drawing to illustrate the definition of p™1.

• the number of equations (constrains) > the number of unknowns.

Specifically for the measurement of the 6-tagging efficiency, two data samples
are used, the muon-in-jet (n) and the muon-in-jet-away-jet-tagged sample
(p). The signal class represents the 6 jets and there is one background class
representing the non-6 jets (c and light), the selection criteria are the SVT
6-tagging criteria, subject of the measurement, and the SLT (see Sect. 4.7)
criteria, requiring that the present muon with AR(p,jet) < 0.5 also-fulfills
p™1 > 1 GeV. Eight equations are identified:

n
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=

=

=
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4^-b Pnon-b

4™-bnnon-b

4^-bPnan-b
-SVT -SLT ntnon-btnon-ban(m-b
SVT SLTcncm—bcnon—b"non—b

where both the (pr, rj) dependence of each term is omitted and the subscripts
b —t ß is abbreviated by b for reasons of clarity. The terms on the left hand
side of the equations are measured in data, and the eight unknowns on
the right hand side of the equations consist of the number of taggable b
and non-6 jets in the two samples (nb, nnon_6, pb, pnon-b) aQd the tagging
efficiencies for taggable b and non-6 jets for the two tagging algorithms SVT
and SLT. Instead of an analytical solution, which exists, the system is solved
by minimizing a likelihood expression for each (pr,v) D m considered.

Potential biases of the 6-tagging efficiency measurement originate mainly
in

• the uncertainties due to the assumption of the decorrelation between
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[GeV]

Figure 8.5: The p™1 templates for b jets, c jets, light jets and the linear com-
bination fitted to the muon-in-jet data sample (solid points) shown before
(top) and after (bottom) applying the tagging algorithm.

the SVT and the SLT algorithm

SVT,SLT

• the sample dependence of the SVT tagging efficiency for 6 jets

efVT (measured in the muon-in-jet-away-jet-tagged sample)

£fjVT (measured in the muon-in-jet sample)

• the sample dependence of the SVT tagging efficiency for non-6 jets,
particularly originating from the assumption that the non-6 back-
ground composition (i.e. the fraction of c and light jets) of the two
samples is the same

a =
in the muon-in-jet-away-jet-tagged sample)

^(measured in the muon-in-jet sample)
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Systematic uncertainties are associated to these biases from measurements
in the MC (Z —> bb —> p is used). Both «& and ß are found to be compatible
with unity, a is larger than unity, however, efVT is found to be independent
on the value of a.

The average jet 6-tagging efficiencies are summarized in Table 8.4 and
are found to be in good agreement with each other. The System8 method
is chosen for the determination of the 6-tagging efficiency in the analysis
presented, shown in Fig. 8.6, since the associated systematic uncertainties
are studied in detail and are well under control.

Method I System8 p?1

Sample muon-in-jet muon-in-jet muon-in-jet-away-jet-tagged
32.2±1.2 29.8±0.6 30.4±0.6

Table 8.4: Average 6-tagging efficiencies (%), obtained by the System8 and
the p™1 methods in the muon-in-jet and the muon-in-jet-away-jet-tagged
sample. Errors are statistical only.

60 70 »
PT (GcV~

Figure 8.6: Semimuonic 6-tagging efficiency as a function of jet pr (left) and
jet 77 (middle) measured in data with the System8 method along with the
fit and ±cr error band. The right plot shows the combined two-dimensional
parameterization.

8.2.2.3 Inclusive b-Tagging Efficiency

As mentioned above both methods allow only to measure the fe-tagging ef-
ficiency for semimuonic b decays {ei^ß) which is not necessarily identical
to the 6-tagging efficiency for inclusive b decays (ej,). A correction factor is
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determined in the MC assuming

?) • (8-4)

Then the tagging efficiency for inclusive 6-decays can be written as:

eb(pr, n) = 4ata(PT, 17) = e^ipr, v)SFb(jpr, T?) . (8.5)

The inclusive {e^c) and the semimuonic (e£l^) b-tagging efficiencies, the
latter implicitly contained in SF^ipr^rj), are shown in Fig. 8.7.
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Figure 8.7: Inclusive and semimuonic 6-tagging efficiency measured in the
it Monte Carlo as a function of jet pr (top) and rj (bottom).

A systematic uncertainty due to the heavy flavor decay model imple-
mented in the MC simulation is associated to e^c and s ^ by exchanging
EVTGEN by PYTHIA and rederiving the parameterization of effc(pr,ri) and

8.2.3 c-Tagging Efficiency

There is currently no way to measure the c-tagging efficiency in data, and
therefore the c-tagging scale factor SFC. Assuming that
SFc{pr,ri) = SFb(pr,il) the c-tagging efficiency can be written as:

(8.6)
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Figure 8.8: Inclusive c-tagging efficiency measured in the tt Monte Carlo as
a function of jet pr (left) and 7? (middle). The right plot shows the combined
two-dimensional parameterization.

where e%*C(PT,v) 1S shown in Fig. 8.8.
Systematic uncertainties are evaluated due to the assumption that

SFc(pr,T]) — SFbiPTiVi)-, by making the replacement:

(8.7)-MC
--b/c {PT,V) — -MC£b/c (PT,r])

where eb,c '
Ttr{pr,'n) represents the 6/c-tagging efficiency in the MC cali-

brated to data by a random track removal (rtr) technique [11]. Discrepan-
cies up to 16% are found: SF£tT ~ 0.84- SF£tr and assigned as a systematic
uncertainty.
Additionally, a systematic uncertainty due to the heavy flavor decay model
implemented in the MC simulation is associated to e^c by exchanging EVT-
GEN by PYTHIA and rederiving the parameterization of e^c{pT,T))-

8.2.4 Mis-Tagging Efficiency

Mistags, defined as tagged light flavor jets, are caused by random overlap of
tracks which are displaced from the primary vertex due to tracking errors
and resolution effects. In addition there are contributions from K° and
A0 decays, photon conversion (7 —> e+e~) and nuclear interactions, not
completely removed by the V° filter, discussed in Sect. 4.7.2.

Negative Tagging Efficiency

A schematic drawing illustrating the definition of the impact parameter and
its sign with respect to a reconstructed track-jet is given in Fig. 4.21. Also
shown are the impact parameter significance distributions for tracks from
light and b jets from Monte Carlo. Light jets occur approximately at the
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same rate for dca/a(dca) > 0 and for dca/cr(dca) < 0. Since the SVT
algorithm is not only symmetric in its treatment of the impact parameter
but also the Lxy significance, the tracking related mistags should occur at
the same rate for Lxy > 0 (denned as a tag or "positive tag" in Sect. 4.7.2)
and Lxy < 0, referred to as "negative tag". Therefore a good estimate for the
(positive) mis-tagging efficiency can be obtained from the negative tagging
efficiency measured in data, elata(j>r,7?).

The negative tagging efficiency is measured in the EMqcd data sample
and is shown in Fig. 8.9, however, it does not exactly represent the mis-
tagging efficiency for the following two reasons.
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Figure 8.9: Negative tagging efficiency as a function of jet pr (left) and jet
77 (middle). The right plot shows the two-dimensional parameterization.

Heavy flavor (hf) contamination: ed?ta(pr,'n) is determined on the
inclusive EMqcd data sample, consisting predominantly of light jets
but also of 6 and c jets (2%, respectively 4% as predicted by the
PYTHIA QCD-multijets MC simulation). The heavy flavor jets have a
higher negative tagging efficiency than light jets. Since a pure sample
of light jets cannot be selected in data, a correction factor SF^f is
derived from the PYTHIA QCD-multijets MC simulation:

^

shown in Fig. 8.10, so that

=edata=ed-ata(pr,v)SFhf(pr,v)

(8.8)

(8.9)

represents the negative mis-tagging efficiency.

Long lived (11) particles: The long lived particles (K®, A0 decays and
interactions with material) present in light jets lead to a larger posi-
tive than negative tagging efficiency since they have real lifetime. A
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correction factor SFu is derived from the Wjjjj MC simulation, rep-
resenting the data sample after the preselection:

(8.10)

(8.11)

also shown in Fig. 8.10, so that

finally represents the positive mis-tagging efficiency.

pr[GeV]
• ; • • • • ' A 1 • • • .

PT iGeV]

Figure 8.10: Correction factors for contribution of heavy flavor in the nega-
tive tag rate (SF^j, left plot) and contribution to the mistag rate from long
lived light particles {SFu, right plot).

Both corrections are found to be independent of the jet 77, so that the (pos-
itive) mis-tagging efficiency is given by

= edata{jyr,r1)SFhf{I>r)SFll(pT). (8.12)

The systematic uncertainty associated to the mis-tagging efficiency com-
prises the statistical uncertainties of the fits to derive the parameteriza-
tions for £<^ta(pr,v)^ SF^/ipr) and SFu(pr) and the sample dependence of
£'!?ta{pT,'n), derived by exchanging the EMqcd sample by the jettrig sam-
ple (selected requiring any of the jet triggers); the latter leads to an 8 %
uncertainty.

8.3 Contributions to the Data Set

The described measurement of the it cross section requires the knowledge
of the probability to identify one or more jets in a it event as b jets, referred
to as Pta9 in Eq. 8.1. The probability Plackground 1S a l s o reQuired for the
background prediction, implicitly contained in iV£Jcfcground m Eq- 8.1. Since
a pure sample both of it events and most of the background events cannot
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be extracted with high statistics in data, MC simulation is used to calculate
the event tagging probabilities.

The following method is utilized to evaluate the expected number of
tagged signal and background events from the MC simulation:

• The jet tagging probabilities Vaipr, ri)i derived in the previous Sect. 8.2,
are applied to the preselected MC in order to derive the event tagging
probabilities Pevent by weighting each reconstructed jet in the MC
event by the jet tagging probability Va(pr,v) according to its flavor
a, its PT and its 77. The probability to have at least one tag in a given
event is given by the complement of the probability that none of the
jets is tagged:

(0 tags) (8.13)
NjeU

= 1- nU-T^K,^)). (8.14)

The probabilities to have exactly one and to have two or more tags in
an event are used in the analysis presented and are:

tag) =
3=1 i*j

and

P%9
ent(> 2 tags) = P£9

ent(> 1 tag) - Pe^n t((l tag), (8.16)

respectively. The average event tagging probability can be obtained
by averaging over all preselected Monte Carlo events.

The trigger can significantly distort the jet pr and also the 77 spectrum,
particularly for the low jet multiplicity bins, and therefore bias the
estimate of the average event tagging probability. The probability of
an event to satisfy the /̂-(-jets trigger is given in Sect. 5, particularly
by Eq. 5.6, and can be found for the e+jets trigger in [141]. The event
tagging probability is corrected for this trigger bias by weighting every
event with the trigger probability PJ^JM- The average event tagging
probability, taking into account the trigger bias, is then computed as:

iptag ptrigg\
ptag \ J event-1 event/ /o i y\

event ~ ,r>triggy ' K0-11)
\ r event I

The expected number of tagged events is obtained by multiplying the
expected number of preselected events with the average event tagging
probability:

(8.18)
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8.3.1 tt Signal

According to Eq. 8.18 and Eq. 7.8 the expected number of tagged tt signal
events is given by:

= °tt ' £l+jets U+jets (8.19)

for the lepton+jets channels and in the same way for the dilepton channels,
where the branching ratios are given in Table 2.6, the integrated luminosities
Li+jets are given in Table 6.2, the expected tt cross section is assumed to be
7 pb (see also Table 2.2) and the preselection efficiencies, ei+jets, are given
in Table 8.3 as a function of the jet multiplicity (see also Table 8.5 and
Table 8.6 for a summary of all preselection efficiencies in the /x+jets and
e+jets channel).

tt —> l+jets

tt-> 11
tb
tqb
WW -> Zz/jj
WZ -> fi/jj
WZ -»jjH
ZZ ->jjH

=1 jet

0.086±0.020
1.55±0.09
3.06±0.15
3.10±0.16
4.36±0.28
4.12±0.27
3.49±0.22
2.83±0.21

0.170±0.020

=2 jets

1.64±0.11
7.60±0.34
12.18±0.52
9.25±0.40
12.80±0.61
13.27±0.63
9.42±0.46
9.96±0.50

0.118±0.014

=3 jets

8.64±0.41
5.58±0.26
4.34±0.21
5.61±0.26
2.12±0.17
2.56±0.19
2.07±0.15
2.80±0.20

0.044±0.007

>4 jets

15.91±0.74
1.96±0.11

0.951 ±0.066
2.28±0.13

0.271±0.055
0.302±0.056
0.247±0.046
0.363±0.064
0.005±0.002

Table 8.5: Summary of preselection efficiencies in the /z+jets channel (%).
Errors are statistical only.

tt —• /+jets
«-> 11
tb
tqb
WW -> Zi/jj
WZ -> Zi/jj
WZ ->jjH
ZZ ->jj/Z
Z -+T+T-

=1 jet

0.182±0.029
1.99±0.08
3.78±0.10
3.66±0.10
5.05±0.23
4.57±0.22

0.330±0.052
0.362±0.051
0.088±0.016

=2 jets

2.42±0.11
9.17±0.17
14.11±0.21
11.03±0.18
12.98±0.34
12.46±0.33

0.950±0.085
1.24±0.09

0.067±0.009

=3 jets

9.04±0.21
5.86±0.13
4.83±0.12
6.25±0.13
2.04±0.14
2.13±0.14

0.530±0.064
0.700±0.067
0.009±0.003

>4 jets

15.20±0.29
2.06±0.08
1.08±0.05
2.40±0.08

0.252±0.049
0.278±0.051
0.140±0.033
0.153±0.032
0.007±0.003

Table 8.6: Summary of preselection efficiencies in the e+jets channel (%).
Errors are statistical only.
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W+light
W(cc)
W{bh)
We
Wcc
Wbb

=1 jet

0.36±0.01
8.7±0.1
35.3±0.2
8.7±0.1

=2 jets

0.61±0.01
7.6±0.1
31.8±0.2
8.2±0.1
14.2±0.3
43.5±0.2

=3 jets

0.89±0.01
7.6±0.2
31.8±0.3
8.2±0.1
14.0±0.3
42.5±0.3

>4 jets

1.18±0.01
6.6±1.0

30.0±2.3
8.7±0.2
14.1±0.6
42.2±0.3

W+jets

ti ->• /+jets
it-* 11

tb
tqb
WW -> lujj
WZ -> Zi/jj
w z ->jj/z
ZZ -»jj/J
Z -> r + r -

1.06±0.01

27.5±3.9
38.Ü0.3

36.6±0.2
30.2±0.4
3.28±0.21
12.1±0.7

2.57±0.18
13.6±1.0
1.40±0.35

2.13±0.01

37.9±0.6
44.7±0.1

44.5±0.1
35.2±0.2
4.09±0.11
11.6±0.5

3.87±0.11
13.1±0.6
1.37±0.34

2.98±0.02

43.0±0.2
45.0±0.1

44.7±0.1
38.5±0.2

4.45±0.30
9.3±0.9

4.22±0.28
14.0±l.l

2.27±0.92

3.75±0.06

44.7±0.1
44.9±0.2

44.5±0.3
40.6±0.3
4.01±0.68
13.4±3.2

2.95±0.56
13.9±3.1
2.59±0.99

Table 8.7: Event tagging probabilities (%) for 1 tag in the /i+jets channel for
the it signal and all backgrounds determined from MC simulation. Errors
are statistical only.

The event tagging probabilities, ^+?e t s , are given in Table 8.7 and Ta-
ble 8.8 for exactly one tag and in Table 8.9 and Table 8.10 for > 2 tags for
the /i+jets, and the e+jets channel, respectively. The number of expected
it events are given in Table 8.11 and Table 8.12 for exactly one tag and
in Table 8.13 and Table 8.14 for > 2 tags for the /i+jets, and the e+jets
channel, respectively.

8.3.2 Matrix Method - Evaluation of the QCD Background

As for the topo analysis, the QCD-multijets background is purely determined
from data using the matrix method by defining a loose and a tight set, the
latter representing the full preselection and being a subset of the first, de-
scribed in Sect. 7.2.3. For the /i+jets sample the loose sample is obtained by
dropping the tight isolation requirement, for the e+jets sample the electron
likelihood requirement (see Sect. 4.4) is dropped.

The QCD-multijets background can be evaluated in two ways, either by
applying the matrix method after the 6-tagging, or by applying the matrix
method before the ^-tagging and by evaluating the QCD-multijets event
tagging probability:
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=1 jet =2 jets =3 jets >4 jets

W+light
W{cc)
W(bb)
We
Wcc
Wbb

0.30±0.
8.2±0.
34.1±0
8.2±0.

01
1
.2
1

0.53±0.01
7.4±0.1
31.3±0.2
7.8±0.1
13.5±0.3
43.2±0.2

0.81±0.02
7.3±0.2
31.5±0.3
8.4±0.2
13.4±0.3
42.2±0.3

1.14±0.01
6.8±1.3
33.4±1.9
8.9±0.2
13.5±0.7
42.3±0.4

W+jets 0.97±0.01 2.05±0.01 2.96±0.02 3.81±0.07

tt - ) •

it-*

tb
tqb
WW
WZ
WZ
ZZ-
Z-*

Z+jets
11

—>jj/Z
. * • 11

23.0±3.0
38.4±0.3

36.8±0.2
30.5±0.4
2.56±0.16
12.5±0.7

3.50±0.60
13.4±2.3
1.35±0.43

39.3±0.5
44.9±0.1

44.8±0.1
35.8±0.2
4.25±0.12
14.0±0.5

4.40±0.44
17.3Ü.4
1.82±0.85

43.1±0.2
45.2±0.1

44.7±0.1
38.8±0.2
4.13±0.28
14.7±1.2 .

4.30±0.50
15.2Ü.8
6.0±4.3

45.Ü0.1
45.3±0.2

44.6±0.3
41.1±0.2
4.26±0.89
9.2±2.8
6.0±1.6
13.7±3.8

0.94±0.17

Table 8.8: Event tagging probabilities (%) for 1 tag in the e+jets channel for
the it signal and all backgrounds determined from MC simulation. Errors
are statistical only.

1. Applying the matrix method on the tagged data sample: The
loose and the tight samples, originally defined on the preselected sam-
ple in Sect. 7.2.3, can be defined in the same way for the tagged samples
(1 tag and > 2 tags). Solving the linear system of equations in Eq. 7.10
for the tagged samples

pjtag,sig . \jtag,QCD

tag *Ttag,sig , tag Ntag,QCD

2.

Mtag _
(8.20)

allows to directly extract N{a9'QCD, according to Eq. 7.12. Both e ^
and £QCD

 a r e measured in the same way as described in Sect. 7.2.3.
In contrast to es°^, £QCD

 1S expected to be possibly different from the
untagged EQCD, i-e. £QCD might depend on the heavy flavor com-
position, since the jets are the source of both the fake electron and
the muons with fake isolation. However, given the limited statistics in
the tagged samples, no discrepancies could be found and the untagged
values are used, i.e. e ^ = esig and e ^ p = £QCD-

Applying the matrix method on the untagged data sample:
The number of preselected (untagged) QCD-multijets events is deter-
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W+light
W(cc)
W(bb)
We
Wcc
Wbb

=2 jets

<0.01
0.036±0.003
0.47±0.05

0.020±0.001
0.60±0.03
10.3±0.2

=3 jets

<0.01
0.06±0.01
0.89±0.08

0.041±0.002
0.65±0.04
10.0±0.2

>4 jets

<0.01
0.04±0.01
1.18±0.78

0.062±0.003
0.67±0.07
9.8±0.3

VF+jets 0.098±0.002 0.188±0.004 0.31±0.02

tt-+

tb
tqb
WW
WZ
WZ
ZZ -
z->

Z+jets
11

—>jjZZ

T + T -

4.52±0.32
10.9±0.1

ll . l iO.l
1.29±0.06

<O.O1
2.29±0.11

<O.O1
2.45±0.13

<O.O1

10.3±0.2
11.6±0.1

11.5±0.1
5.1±0.1

0.03±0.01
1.70±0.21
0.03±0.01
3.01±0.30
0.22±0.19

13.5±0.1
12.0±0.2

11.9±0.3
7.6±0.2

0.03±0.01
2.68±0.77
0.02±0.01
2.36±0.63
0.02±0.01

Table 8.9: Event tagging probabilities (%) for > 2 tags in the ^+jets channel
for the it signal and all backgrounds determined from MC simulation. Errors
are statistical only.

mined according to Eq. 7.12 by solving the matrix method as given
in Eq. 7.10. In order to extract the number of tagged QCD-multijets
events, according to Eq. 8.18, requires the knowledge of the average
event tagging probability for a QCD-multijets event, PQQD- ^^ e ^ a t t e r

is measured on the "loose-tight" preselected data sample, consisting
of events passing the loose but not the tight selection requirement,
known to be dominated by QCD-multijets events (see Sect. 7.4.1).

The results of the matrix method for the preselected (untagged) and the
tagged (1 tag) data samples are shown in Table 8.15 and Table 8.16 for the
/i+jets, and the e+jets channel, respectively. Also shown are the measure-
ments of Esig and SQCD- N^9'® represents the evaluated QCD-multijets
background according to the first method.

The second method assumes that the heavy flavor composition in the
"loose-tight" data sample, where the event tagging probability is derived
from, is identical to the heavy flavor composition in the preselected (tight)
sample. In the e+jets channel this assumption applies, since the instru-
mental background mainly originates from electromagnetically fluctuating
jets misreconstructed as electrons. Thus, the heavy flavor fraction of the
remaining jets in the event is not expected to depend on the quality re-
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VF+light
W{cc)
W{bb)
We
Wcc
Wbb

=2 jets

<0.01
0.033±0.003
0.42±0.05

0.019±0.001
0.54±0.03
10.1±0.2

=3 jets

< 0.01
0.07±0.01
0.70±0.07

0.042±0.002
0.57±0.03
9.7±0.3

>4 jets

<0.01
0.04±0.02
1.08±0.42

0.065±0.004
0.63±0.07
10.2±0.4

VF+jets 0.101±0.002 0.162±0.004 0.28±0.01

tt->
« - >

tb
tqb
WW
WZ
WZ
ZZ -
z->

Z+jets
//

->jj//

5.3±0.3
ll.OiO.l

11.5±0.1
1.36±0.05

0.014±0.003
2.76±0.12

O.OlliO.001
2.97±0.37
0.36±0.26

10.2±0.2
11.9±0.1

11.8±0.1
5.4±0.1

0.017±0.004
3.05±0.33

0.025±0.004
2.91±0.45
1.54±1.47

13.9±0.1
12.5±0.2

11.7±0.3
7.9±0.2

0.07±0.04
1.58±0.61
0.04±0.01
3.27Ü.26

<0.01

Table 8.10: Event tagging probabilities (%) for > 2 tags in the e+jets chan-
nel for the it signal and all backgrounds determined from MC simulation.
Errors are statistical only.

quirements on this jet (i.e. applying the electron likelihood cut or invert-
ing it). The event tagging probability and the predicted number of tagged
QCD-multijets events, JVj P^QCD^

 IS s n o w n m Table 8.16 and is found to
be in very good agreement with the result obtained by the other method
{Nt

ag ). In the /i+jets channel the instrumental background originates
mainly from semimuonically decaying b quarks. The heavy flavor fraction
is enriched when the isolation criteria is inverted, leading to a higher event
tagging probability and therefore the second method cannot be applied to
the ^+jets channel.

Contributions from QCD-multijets background with > 2 tags are esti-
mated to be negligible and are therefore not considered.

8.3.3 Small Backgrounds

There is a number of low rate electroweak physics backgrounds with heavy
flavor in the preselected sample. The contributions from the following pro-
cesses:

• diboson production: WW
ZZ -> lljj,

I + jets, WZ -> / + jets, WZ -> jjll,
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W+light
W(cc)
W{bb)
We
Wcc
Wbb

W+jets

=1 jet

16.3±0.4
4.39±0.09
11.3±0.2
20.0±0.4

52.0±0.6

=2 jets

10.3±0.3
2.76±0.08
7.2±0.2
11.0±0.3

2.72±0.09
6.8±0.2

40.7±0.5

=3 jets

3.33±0.18
0.95±0.06
2.47±0.13
2.28±0.13
1.21±0.07
2.86±0.15

13.1±0.3

>4 jets

0.76±0.11
0.14±0.03
0.43±0.07
0.36±0.05
0.36±0.05
0.83±0.12

2.88±0.20

QCD

ti->ll
tb
tqb
WW -> Zi/jj
WZ -> /i/jj
WZ ->jjH
ZZ ->jj«
Z -» T + I -

background

syst.

5.4±0.9

0.32±0.01
0.20±0.01
0.37±0.01
0.24±0.02
0.26±0.02

0.015±0.001
0.05±0.01
0.32±0.08

59.2±1.0
+5.46
-6.80

3.75±0.71

1.83±0.03
0.95±0.01
1.28±0.02
0.87±0.03
0.79±0.04

0.062±0.002
0.19±0.01
0.22±0.06

50.7±0.9
+3.82
-4.64

1.75±0.51

1.35±0.03
0.34±0.01
0.85±0.02
0.16±0.01
0.12±0.01

0.015±0.001
0.06±0.01
0.14±0.06

17.9±0.6
+1.24
-1.40

0.75±0.30

0.46±0.02
0.074±0.004
0.36±0.01

0.018±0.004
0.02±0.01

<0.01
<0.01

0.02±0.01

4.60±0.36
+0.29
-0.34

tt l+iets I 0.04±0.01 1.17±0.06 7.0±0.2 13.5±0.2

total
syst.

59.2Ü.0
+5.47
-6.78

51.8±0.9
+3.85
-4.59

24.9±0.6
+ 1.47
-1.62

18.1±0.4
+1.55
-2.37

#tags 55 55 39 13

Table 8.11: Summary of observed and predicted number of events with 1 tag
in the ^4-jets channel. Errors are statistical only. Systematic uncertainties
are given on the background and the total prediction.

• single top production in the s- and ^-channel,

• Z -> TT -> I + jets

are evaluated in the same way as for the expected it signal using Eq. 8.19
with the preselection efficiencies given in Table 8.5 and Table 8.6, and the
event tagging probabilities given in Table 8.7 and Table 8.8 for exactly one
tag and in Table 8.9 and Table 8.10 for > 2 tags for the /z+jets, and the
e+jets channel, respectively. The expected cross sections and the corre-
sponding branching ratios for the /i+jets and the e+jets channels are given
in Table 8.17.

The resulting expected numbers of events are given in Table 8.11 and
Table 8.12 for exactly one tag and in Table 8.13 and Table 8.14 for > 2 tags
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W+light
W{cc)
W(bb)
We
Wcc
Wbb

=1 jet

17.7±0.4
5.7±0.1
14.7±0.2
23.0±0.4

=2 jets

10.3±0.3
3.13±0.09
8.5±0.2
11.7±0.3

3.32±0.10
8.3±0.2

=3 jets

3.45±0.18
0.99±0.06
3.17±0.16
3.03±0.16
1.42±0.08
2.84±0.14

>4 jets

1.18±0.13
0.29±0.06
0.94±0.12
0.58±0.07
0.58±0.07
1.16±0.13

W+jets 61.1±0.6 45.3±0.5 14.9±0.3 4.73±0.24

QCD

ti-+ll
tb
tqb
WW -> /i/jj
WZ -> Ji/jj
WZ -*jjH
ZZ -»jj/Z
Z -^T + T~

background
syst.

it -» Z+jets

total
syst.

1.72±0.35

0.43±0.02
0.27±0.01
0.48±0.01
0.23±0.02
0.31±0.02

<0.01
<0.01

0.17±0.06

64.7±0.7
+6.83
-8.24

0.08±0.02

64.8±0.7
+6.82
-8.24

3.86±0.57

2.35±0.04
1.19±0.01
1.67±0.02
0.98±0.04
0.95±0.04

<0.01
0.033±0.003
0.18±0.09

56.5±0.8
+4.49
-5.14

1.92±0.08

58.4±0.8
+4.49
-5.11

2.52±0.50

1.52±0.03
0.4Ü0.01
1.03±0.02
0.15±0.01
0.17±0.02

<0.01
0.016±0.002
0.07±0.06

20.8±0.6
+ 1.53
-1.71

7.9±0.2

28.7±0.6
+ 1.79
-1.89

0.93±0.28

0.52±0.02
0.090±0.004

0.42±0.01
0.02±0.01

0.014±0.005
<0.01
<0.01
< 0.01

6.7±0.4
+0.54
-0.45

13.9±0.2

20.6±0.4
+ 1.95
-2.55

# tags 64 65 29 30

Table 8.12: Summary of observed and predicted number of events with 1 tag
in the e+jets channel. Errors are statistical only. Systematic uncertainties
are given on the background and the total prediction.

for the /i+jets, respectively the e+jets channel.

8.3.4 jy-plus-jets and Z-plus-jets Background

As in the topo analysis, the largest background originates from the elec-
troweak W boson production in association with jets. In the topo analysis
the Z-plus-jets background is found to be a small fraction (< 10%) of the
W-plus-jets events. The jet production mechanisms are very similar for the
W^-plus-jets and the Z-plus-jets processes, therefore the W^-plus-jets MC
samples are used to represent both W-plus-jets and Z-plus-jets events. The
MC samples do not include the Tune A underlying event description and
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W+light
W(cc)
W(bb)
We
Wcc
Wbb

=2 jets

0.017±0.001
0.013±0.001
O.lliO.Ol

0.027±0.001
0.11±0.01
1.59±0.05

=3 jets

O.OlliO.001
<0.01

0.07±0.01
0.011±0.001
0.056±0.004
0.67±0.04

>4 jets

<0.01
<0.01

0.02±0.01
<0.01

0.017±0.003
0.19±0.03

W+jets 1.87±0.05 0.83±0.04 0.23±0.03

QCD

tt-+ll
tb
tqb
WW -»/*/jj
WZ -> Zz/jj
WZ ->jjZZ
ZZ -*jjZZ
Z ->• T+T-

background
syst.

<0.01

0.44±0.01
0.236±0.003
0.047±0.002

<0.01
0.15±0.01

<0.01
0.035±0.002

<0.01

2.72±0.07
+0.54
-0.49

<0.01

0.35±0.01
0.087±0.002
0.113±0.004

<0.01
0.022±0.003

<0.01
0.012±0.001
0.01±0.01

1.37±0.05
+0.27
-0.26

<0.01

0.123±0.005
0.020±0.001
0.068±0.003

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

0.40±0.04
+0.09
-0.11

tt Z+jets 0.14±0.01 1.68±0.05 4.07±0.07

total
syst.

2.86±0.07
+0.56
-0.51

3.05±0.07
+0.58
-0.54

4.47±0.08
+0.98
-1.08

# tags

Table 8.13: Summary of observed and predicted number of events with >2
tags in the /i+jets channel. Errors are statistical only. Systematic uncer-
tainties are given on the background and the total prediction.

the scale is set to Q2 = , as described in Table 2.8 and in Sect. 2.4.2.

As already mentioned for the topo analysis in Sect. 7.2.4, the W-plus-
jets cross section as a function of jet multiplicity is not known precisely.
Therefore Eq. 8.19 cannot be used to determine the expected number of
tagged W-plus-jets events. The expected number of preselected W-plus-
jets events, however, can be obtained from the matrix method which allows
to evaluate the expected number of non-QCD events, referred to as N*19,
which comprises the it signal, the VF-plus-jets background and the small
backgrounds listed in Sect. 8.3.3. Thus, the W-plus-jets contribution can be
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W+light
W(cc)
W{bb)
We
Wcc
Wbb

=2 jets

0.015±0.001
0.014±0.001
O.lliO.Ol

0.029±0.002
0.13±0.01
1.93±0.06

=3 jets

O.OlOiO.001
<0.01

0.07±0.01
0.015±0.001
0.060±0.005
0.65±0.04

>4 jets

<0.01
<0.01

0.03±0.01
<0.01

0.027±0.004
0.28±0.03

W+jets 2.24±0.06 0.82±0.04 0.35±0.03

QCD

«-> //
tb
tqb
WW -> Ji/jj
WZ -> /i/jj

ZZ -+jjH

background

syst.

<0.01

0.57±0.01
0.305±0.004
0.064±0.003

<0.01
0.19±0.01

<0.01
<0.01

0.04±0.03

3.41±0.07
+0.64
-0.59

<0.01

0.40±0.01
0.107±0.003
0.144±0.004

<0.01
0.035±0.004

<0.01
<0.01

0.02±0.02

1.53±0.04
+0.29
-0.28

<0.01

0.14±0.01
0.024±0.001
0.081±0.003

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

0.60±0.04
+0.14
-0.12

tt -)• Z+jets I 0.26±0.02 1.87±0.05 4.27±0.07

total
syst.

3.67±0.07
+0.69
-0.63

3.40±0.07
+0.65
-0.59

4.87±0.08
+1.H
-1.17

# tags

Table 8.14: Summary of observed and predicted number of events with >2
tags in the e+jets channel. Errors are statistical only. Systematic uncer-
tainties are given on the background and the total prediction.

extracted as:

N*Zfsel, jpresel _ ^preset _
ti>ll

jpresel
bgr i • (8.21)

bgr i

where i loops over the mentioned small backgrounds. For the cross section
determination (see Sect. 8.6) the tt cross section is allowed to float both in
Eq. 8.21 and Eq. 8.19. For the Tables 8.11- 8.14 a cross section of 7 pb is
assumed to evaluate the expected number of it events.

In order to evaluate the number of tagged VT-plus-jets events, it remains
to determine the event tagging probability and employ Eq. 8.18. For this the
MC information is used. It is crucial for the evaluation of the event tagging
probability to properly describe the flavor composition of the W-plus-jets
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Nt

Nstg

NQCD

Ntag

Nta9

Ntag,sig

Ntag,QCD

£sig

£QCD

=1 jet

7766
5134

4933.3 ± 73.9
200.7 ± 10.3

113
55

49.6 ± 7.6
5.4±0.9

0.866 ± 0.008
0.097 ± 0.007

=2 jets

3506
2077

1970.0 ± 46.8
106.9 ± 5.7

102
55

51.2 ±7.6
3.8±0.7

0.850 ± 0.007
0.090 ± 0.008

=3 jets

1011
510

473.6 ± 23.2
36.4 ± 3.0

66
39

37.2 ± 6.4
1.8±0.5

0.835 ± 0.011
0.082 ± 0.015

>4 jets

248
119

110.5 ±11.2
8.5 ±1.2

25
13

12.2 ±3.7
0.8±0.3

0.819 ± 0.018
0.075 ± 0.023

Table 8.15: Number of loose and tight events in the preselected (first part)
and the tagged, requiring exactly one tag, data sample (second part) to-
gether with the estimated number of non-QCD (sig) and QCD events. Also
shown the efficiencies esig and £QCD used in the matrix method.

events after applying the preselection. While the absolute W-plus-jets cross
section as a function of jet multiplicity is not known precisely, the relative
cross sections of W-plus-jets with different flavored jets in the final state for a
given jet multiplicity is expected to be described well by the MC simulation.
However, first measurements of the relative cross sections [155, 156] and
NLO predictions [157] suggest that the LO heavy flavor cross sections have
to be scaled up by a factor of approximately 1.5. The exclusive W-plus-jets
MC samples which are considered are discussed in Sect. 2.4.2, and their
cross sections are summarized in Table 2.9. The necessity for a parton-jet
matching and its implementation is detailed in Sect. 2.4.2.1. The fraction
F of each flavor configuration $ per jet multiplicity bin n, for events that
pass the preselection, is obtained by:

aeff

F*,n = —^JJJ , (8.22)
2

where aej£ = a^n^
sel'match is the effective cross-section, and e

is the preselection and matching efficiency. According to the prescription
discussed in Sect. 2.4.2.1 the flavor configurations shown in Table 8.18 are
identified. One technical problem arises from the fact that no W+5jets MC
samples are available in order to determine the effective cross-sections for
the W(bb)jjj and the W(cc)jjj flavor configurations (see Table 8.18) from
the migration from the five jet bin down to the fourth bin, where the heavy
quark pair is reconstructed as one jet.
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=1 jet =2 jets =3 jets >4 jets

Nt

Nsi9

NQCD

Ntag

pjtag,sig

Ntag,QCD

9010
6452

6300.5 ± 81.8
151.5 ±8.1

92
64

62.2.±8.1
1.8±0.5

4061
2387

2268.3 ± 49.7
118.7 ±4.6

118
65

61.2 ±8.2
3.8±0.7

1278
595

534.8 ± 25.0
60.2 ±3.1

59
29

26.1 ±5.5
2.9±0.7

397
176

158.9 ± 13.5
17.1 ±1.5

44
30

29.2 ±5.6
0.8±0.3

0.891 ±0.009 0.891 ± 0.009 0.891 ± 0.009 0.891 ± 0.009

°-078 ± °-001 °-0 7 4 ± °-0 0 2 °-0 8 0 ± 0004 °-0 7 4 ± °-0 1 0

0.127 ± 0.005 0.120 ± 0.006 0.139 ± 0.016 0.108 ± 0.034

l.l±0.2 3.3±0.5 4.2±0.8 5.4±1.6

1.7±0.4 3.8±0.6 2.5±0.5 0.9±0.3

Table 8.16: Number of loose and tight events in the preselected (first part)
and the tagged, requiring exactly one tag, data sample (second part) to-
gether with the estimated number of non-QCD (sig) and QCD events. Also
shown the efficiencies eSig and EQCD used in the matrix method {EQCD is
found to be dependent on the trigger requirement, different in v8.2-vll and
in vl2). The bottom part shows the event tagging probability measured in
the "loose-tight" sample and the expected number of QCD-multijets events
using the second method (see text).

The method to evaluate the relative flavor decomposition for the jet mul-
tiplicity bin with iVjets > 4 is described in the following. The relative frac-
tions of the available flavor configurations (Wjjjj, Wcjjj, WccJj, WbbJj)
is determined as described in Eq. 8.22. Their absolute normalization is de-
termined from the Wjjjj fraction, by fitting the fraction of W+light jets in
the first three jet multiplicity bins, using an a + b/ y/Njets dependence, and
extrapolating it to the Njets > 4 bin (see Figure 8.11). The ratio of frac-
tions for W{cc) and W{bb), found to be constant and W(cc)/W{bb) « 3/2,
is extrapolated to the iVjets > 4 bin. This constraint and the fact that all
fractions have to add up to unity allows to evaluate -fV(cc)jjj aQd -FV(66)jjj
by solving the following system of equations:

3
Fw(bh)jjj 2 '

+ Fy/cjjj + FwccJj + Fwbljj + Fw(cc)jjj + Fw(cc)jjj + F\v(bl)jjj
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process NLO a [pb] BR^jets BRe+jets

tb -> tvbb
tbg -> Ivbbj
WW -> Ivjj
WZ -> Ivjj
WZ ->• jjU
ZZ -» j jit

Z/7* -> TT (MTT > 15 GeV) 432.6Ü9.1 0.3171 0.3250

Table 8.17: NLO cross sections and branching ratios for the yu+jets
and the e+jets channels for small physics background processes, the
Z/7* -4 TT (MTT > 15 GeV) cross section is measured by D0 [154].

0.88
1.98
2.67
0.82
0.24
0.20

0.1253
0.1253
0.3912
0.3912
0.4390
0.4390

0.1259
0.1259
0.3928
0.3928
0.4417
0.4417

W+(=ljet)

Wj
W{cc)
W{bb)

We

W+(=2jets)

Wjj
W{cc)j
W{bb)j

Wcj
Wcc
Wbb

W+(=3jets)

Wjjj
W{cc)jj
W{bb)jj
Wcjj
WccJ
WbbJ

W+(>4jets)

Wjjjj
W(cc)jjj
W(bb)jjj
Wcjjj
WccJj
WbbJj

Table 8.18: Classification of W-plus-jets flavor configurations per jet multi-
plicity bin; j is any of u, d, s, g and J is any of u, d, s, g, c partons, (bb) and
(cc) denote heavy quark pairs reconstructed as one jet.

The summary of the flavor compositions of the VF+jets background is shown
in Table 8.19 and Table 8.20 for the /u+jets and the e+jets channel, respec-
tively, where only statistical uncertainties due to finite Monte Carlo statistics
are quoted.

8.3.4.1 Systematic Uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties, associated with the evaluation of the V^-plus-
jets background, are the following:

Uncertainty due to W-plus-jets flavor fractions: Systematic uncer-
tainties arise both from the limited Monte Carlo statistics in the de-
termination of £P£f^el>matc for the effective cross sections, and from
the extrapolation procedure to derive the flavor fractions in the jet
multiplicity bin with > 4 jets. The latter comprises two uncertainties.
The uncertainty on the fraction of Wjjjj in the A êts ^ 4 bin is set to
the difference between the fit evaluated for iVjets = 3 and evaluated for
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jet multiplicity jet multiplicity

Figure 8.11: Fit to the W+light fractions in the /x+jets (left) and e+jets
(right) channels.

Contribution

W+Ught
W{cc)
W{bb)
We
Wcc
Wbb

Wr+(
93.6
1
0,
4

.03

.65

.71

'=

±
±
±
±

:3
0.
0.
0.

et)

.1
05
03
19

W+{

88.1
1.91
1.19
7.01
1.00
0.81

±
±
±
±
±
±

:2
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

;ts)

.8
07
04
27
08
04

W+(
85.6
2.84
1.77
6.32
1.97
1.53

±
±
±
±
±
±

5jets)

3.3
0.18
0.07
0.31
0.14
0.09

W+(>4jets)

84.1
2.8

1.87
5.31
3.33
2.56

±
±
±
±
±
±

2.3
1.1
0.74
0.33
0.43
0.17

Table 8.19: Fraction of the different VK+jets flavor subprocesses (in %)
contributing to each exclusive jet multiplicity bin in the /z+jets channel.
Parton-jet matching and preselection are required. The quoted uncertainty
results only from limited Monte Carlo statistics.

-Njets = 4. The default value of W(cc)jj/W(bb)jj « 3/2 is replaced
by the actual result of the constant fit to the ratio W (cc) /W (bb) in
the first three jet multiplicity bins, found to be 1.56 ± 0.04, to quote
a systematic uncertainty.

Uncertainty due to Wbb, W(bb), Wcc, W(cc) cross sections: The
samples with two heavy flavor quarks in the final state are subdivided
in those where both heavy flavor quarks are reconstructed separately
as jets (Wbb and Wcc) and those where both heavy flavor quarks are
reconstructed in one jet (W(bb) and W(cc)). The relative cross sec-
tions are determined from the LO matrix element generator ALPGEN.

However, first measurements of the relative cross sections [155, 156]
and NLO predictions [157] suggest that the LO heavy flavor cross
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Contribution W+(=ljet) W+(=2jets) W+(=3jets) W+(>4jets)

W+\\ght
W(cc)
W(bb)
We
Wcc
Wbb

93.7
1.10
0.69
4.50

±2.8
±0.05
±0.02
±0.17

88.1
1.91
1.23
6.80
1.11
0.87

±2.8
±0.07
±0.04
±0.27
±0.08
±0.05

84.6
2.71
2.00
7.21
2.11
1.34

±3.4
±0.18
±0.08
±0.36
±0.16
±0.09

83.4
3.4

2.27
5.30
3.43
2.20

±2.5
±1.2
±0.82
±0.35
±0.46
±0.17

Table 8.20: Fraction of the different W+jets flavor subprocesses (in %)
contributing to each exclusive jet multiplicity bin in the e+jets channel.
Parton-jet matching and preselection are required. The quoted uncertainty
results only from limited Monte Carlo statistics.

sections have to be scaled up by a factor of approximately 1.5. There-
fore the uncertainty is obtained by varying the Wbb, W(bb), Wcc and
W(cc) cross sections in ALPGEN by ±50%. Variations are fully cor-
related between Wbb and W(bb), and between Wcc and W(cc), while
they are uncorrelated between Wbb and Wcc.

Uncertainty due to the choice of the generation parameters in
the VF-plus-jets Monte Carlo: As mentioned in Sect. 8.3.4, the
underlying event is not properly described in the MC samples used
due to a small bug. The possible impact on this analysis is estimated
as follows: A Wjjjj MC sample with Tune A, that properly describes
the underlying event, is produced and a systematic uncertainty on the
Wjjjj event tagging probability is assigned as the difference between
the sample with and without Tune A, found to be very small, 2.8 %.
In addition, the VF-plus-jets MC samples used in the topo analysis with
the generation parameters described in Table 2.8 are used to assign a
systematic uncertainty on the event tagging probabilities (the default
and the topo MC samples differ by the PDF, the factorization scale,
the usage of Tune A and by the parton generation cuts). A list of the
available samples, the event tagging probabilities and the observed
differences are shown in Table 8.21. Due to the limited availability
of MC samples the differences are only evaluated for the electron-
plus-jets channel and are assumed to be the same for the /z-plus-jets
channel. The effect of the choice of the generation parameters is found
to be small for the heavy flavor components but non-negligible for
the light flavor components as shown in Table 8.21. The observed
systematic shifts in the jet multiplicity bins iVjets = 2 and Njets > 4
are extrapolated and interpolated to the iVjets = 1 and A/jets = 3 bins,
respectively, assuming a linear dependence, leading to the assigned
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systematic uncertainties of 6, 12, 18 and 24 % for iVjets = 1,2,3, > 4.

As mentioned in Sect. 2.4, the usage of CTEQ 6.1M [41], derived in NLO, is
not adequate in conjunction with leading order matrix element generators.
However, a comparison of parton-level distributions for the Wjjjj sample
for the leading parton, the fourth leading parton and the scalar sum of the pr
of the four leading partons shows no measurable dependence on the choice
of the parton distribution function (CTEQ 5L [43] or CTEQ 6.1M [41]).

Wjj
Wcj
Wcc
Wbb
Wjjjj

*topo

0.47
7.6
12.4
41.8
0.86

Pbtag

0.53
7.8
13.4
42.2
1.14

*topo~*btag
Pbtag

-12.0 %
-2.7 %
-7.5 %
-0.9 %
-24.5 %

Table 8.21: Event tagging probabilities (in %) in the e+jets channel for
samples with the topo and the btag generation parameters, and the relative
difference, see Table 2.8 for details.

8.4 Cross-Section Extraction Procedure

The lepton+jets tt cross sections are extracted using a binned maximum
likelihood fit, with four bins per channel (^t+jets or e+jets), considering
separately events with 3 or >4 jets and with 1 or > 2 tags, i.e. in total eight
bins for the combination of both channels:

8

L(aa) = [|P(nfs,^(a tj)) (8.23)
i=\

TT 17 TT P(nfs,Vi(vtt))- (8-24)
/i+jets,e+jets 3,>4jets l,>2tags

^where P(n, p) — ̂ -̂ — generically denotes the Poisson probability density
function for n observed events, given an expectation of /i.
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The expectation ^{atj) per bin is given by:

fcgr i

+
„tag V ^ pjpresel ßtag

presel

+NQCD

bgri

iBRbgr

bgr i

iBRbgr i
bgr i

l
. is expressed as given in Eq. 8.21, and i in the sum loopswhere

over all the small backgrounds listed in Sect. 8.3.3.

8.5 Systematic Uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties on the cross section are obtained for each in-
dependent source of uncertainty by varying the source by one standard de-
viation up and down, and propagating the variation into both background
estimates and signal efficiencies. A new likelihood function and a new cross
section is derived for each such variation. These variations in the central
value of the cross section are then summed quadratically to obtain the total
systematic uncertainty.

The summary of the systematic uncertainties on the it cross sections
(/i+jets, e+jets and combined) is given in Table 8.22, and the correlations
among the two analysis channels are indicated. The uncorrelated system-
atic uncertainties are usually of statistical origin in either Monte Carlo or
data. All systematic uncertainties, besides the ones which originate from
the limited MC statistics, are correlated among the two jet multiplicity bins
(Njet = 3 and Njet > 4). All systematic uncertainties are fully correlated
between the single tagged and the double tagged subsamples.
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source //+jets e+jets combined

Muon preselections +0.39
-0.35

+0.22
-0.21

Electron preselections +0.22
-0.21

+0.10
-0.10

Muon triggers +0.39
-0.26

+0.21
-0.15

Electron triggers +0.29
-0.22

+0.13
-0.10

QCD tagging probability +0.00
-0.00

+0.23
-0.23

+0.13
-0.13

Matrix method 6QCD +0.05
-0.05

+0.01
-0.01

+0.02
-0.02

Matrix method esig
+0.01
-0.01

+0.00
-0.00

+0.01
-0.01

Event statistics for matrix method +0.24
-0.25

+0.19
-0.19

+0.16
-0.15

MC statistics +0.10
-0.11

+0.12
-0.12

+0.08
-0.08

Jet triggers +0.01
-0.08

+0.02
-0.01

+0.01
-0.05

Jet energy scale + 1.00
-0.81

+ 1.07
-0.91

+ 1.02
-0.84

Jet energy resolution +0.08
-0.04

+0.01
-0.07

+0.07
-0.02

Jet reco and jet ID +0.73
-0.00

+0.66
-0.00

+0.68
-0.00

Top mass +0.25
-0.24

+0.23
-0.22

+0.24
-0.23

Taggability in data +0.01
-0.01

+0.03
-0.03

+0.02
-0.02

Flavor dependence of taggability +0.01
-o.oi

+0.01
-o.oi

+0.01
-0.01

Inclusive 6-tag efficiency in MC +0.08
-0.07

+0.09
-0.09

+0.08
-0.08

Inclusive c-tag efficiency in MC +0.12
-0.12

+0.11
-0.11

+0.12
-0.12

Semileptonic 6-tag efficiency in MC +0.38
-0.41

+0.43
-0.46

+0.41
-0.44

Semileptonic fr-tag efficiency in data +0.84
-0.72

+0.97
-0.84

+0.91
-0.78

Negative tagging efficiency +0.12
-0.12

+0.11
-0.11

+0.12
-0.12

SFhf and SFU
+0.05
-0.05

+0.04
-0.04

+0.05
-0.05

fr-decay model dependence +0.32
-0.30

+0.36
-0.34

+0.34
-0.32

W flavor fractions +0.10
-o.io

+0.11
-0.11

+0.08
-0.08

Wbb, W(bb), Wcc, W(cc) cross sections +0.87
-0.97

+0.76
-0.81

+0.81
-0.89

Generation parameters +0.28
-0.00

+0.23
-0.00

+0.27
-0.00

total + 1.93
-1.68

+ 1.98
-1.68

+ 1.89
-1.63

Table 8.22: Summary of the absolute systematic uncertainties in units of
pb on the jz+jets, the e+jets and the combined lepton+jets it production
cross section. The uncertainties in the upper part, up to and including "MC
statistics", are uncorrelated between the analysis channels, the uncertainties
in the lower part are correlated between the analysis channels.
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8.5.1 Non-6-Tag Related Sources of Systematic Uncertain-
ties

The sources of systematic uncertainties associated with the preselection are
described in Sect. 7.1 and Sect. 7.5 for the jz+jets channel and are discussed
in [152, 13] for the e+jets channel. These systematic uncertainties corre-
spond to the lepton, jet, matrix method and MC statistics uncertainties in
Table 8.22. Minor differences exist with respect to the topo analysis which
are discussed in the following.

The calculation of the W-plus-jets and QCD-multijets backgrounds relies
on the matrix method. To take into account the Poisson uncertainties on
the number of events in the loose and tight samples while accounting for
their correlation, the sample is subdivided into four disjoint parts per jet
multiplicity bin:

• "loose-tight", loose and not tight,

• tight and non-tagged,

• tight with 1 tag,

• tight with > 2 tag.

The number of events in the first two classes are varied according to the
Poisson distributions. The resulting error on the cross section due to sta-
tistical fluctuations of the number of events entering the matrix method is
classified as a systematic uncertainty.

The MC-to-data correction factor that accounts for the differences in the
reconstruction and identification efficiency for jets as discussed in Sect. 7.1.1.1
was not ready in time when this analysis was performed, as a consequence
it is not applied for the central value. However, the application of the MC-
to-data correction factor is quoted as a systematic uncertainty which only
has one sign (one-sided systematic uncertainty).

The uncertainty on the top quark mass is treated as a systematic un-
certainty. The central value is quoted for a top quark mass of 175 GeV.
Parameterizations of the preselection efficiencies and the event tagging prob-
abilities as a function of the top mass are derived, similarly to what is shown
in Fig. 7.31, evaluated at 170 GeV and 180 GeV and propagated to the cross
section giving an estimate of the uncertainty.

8.5.2 6-Tag Related Sources of Systematic Uncertainties

The fr-tag related systematic uncertainties on the ti cross-section originate
mainly from the systematic uncertainties on the tagging efficiencies both
in MC and data, as well as on the scale factors and the systematic un-
certainties due to the heavy flavor decay model (evaluated by exchanging
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EVTGEN by PYTHIA and rederiviug the parameterization for all tagging effi-
ciencies), as discussed in Sect. 8.2. Systematic uncertainties due to limited
MC statistics to derive the tagging related parameterizations axe also consid-
ered. Additional uncertainties are associated to the W-pius-jets background
determination as detailed in Sect. 8.3.4.1.

All tagging related systematic uncertainties, but the ones with statisti-
cal origin, are treated as correlated between the two channels {/x+jets and
e+jets). and between the two jet multiplicity bins (Arjets = 3 and iVjets > 4).
and are summarized in Table 8.22.

SM The it Production Cross-Section

The expected number of signal and background events (including their sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties), assuming a it cross section of 7 pb;

and the number of observed tagged events are summarized in Table 8.11
and Table 8.13 for the p-plus-jets channel, and in Table 8.12 and Table 8.14
for the electron-pius-jets channel. The actual number of tagged events is in
good agreement with the prediction, both in the control bins (Njet -=- 1,2)
showing that the background is accurately predicted, and in the signal bins
(N;el — 3, > 4). used to extract, the Ü cross section. Figure 8.12 visual-
izes the agreement: between prediction and observation for the combined
lepton-pius-jets channel. In Fig. B.I- B.8 in Appendix B it is shown that

"D0 Run H Preliminary B0-RurHI Preltmmary—]

3.5 4 4,5
jdt muWptidty

3.S 4 t.5
jot multiplicity

Figure 8.12: Summary plot of the observed and predicted number of tagged
events in the combined lepton-plus-jets channel. Left: events with 1 tag.
Right: events with > 2 tags.

also typical kinematic and topological distributions of the tagged events are
reproduced by the prediction of the signal plus the backgrounds.

The result of the it production cross-section measurement in the e-fjets
and ti-rjets channels and the combination of the two analysis channels for
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the SVT lifetime 6-tagging algorithm at y/s =1.96 TeV yields:

e + jets : Opp^tt+x = 9-41±l;f| (stat) tj;jj§ (syst) ± 0.61 (lumi) pb

H + jets : Ppp^a+x = 6.86il;?g (stat) +J;^ (syst) ± 0.45 (lumi) pb

lepton + jets : crpp-^tt+x = 8-24-L25 ( s t a t) -lit (syst) ± °-54 (lumi) pb.

The results are shown in Fig. 8.13.

D0 Run II

e+jets (SVT tag)

|i+jets (SVT tag)

lepton+jets (SVT tag)

Kidonakis
(hep-ph/0303186)

Cacciari et al.
(hep-ph/0303085)

Figure 8.13: A comparison of the tt production cross-section measurements
in the /i-plus-jets, electron-plus-jets and the combined lepton-plus-jets chan-
nel; also shown the theoretical expectation [151].



Chapter 9

Summary and Conclusion

Two measurements of the tt production cross section in pp collisions at a
center-of-mass energy of 1.96 TeV are presented in events with a charged
lepton, a neutrino and > 4 jets. After a common preselection of the objects
in the final state, two different features of the it events are exploited in
order to extract the it cross section. The two analyses are complementary
and very competitive with each other.

In the topo analysis, a likelihood discriminant is built from kinemati-
cal variables that describe the topology of an event and have a maximum
separation power between the it signal and the backgrounds along with the
property of being preferably insensitive to systematic variations. The it
production cross section in the muon+jets channel is measured to be:

vpp^a+x = 5.13+1$ (stat) +?;?§ (syst) ± 0.33 (lumi) pb,

using 229.1 pb"1. The it production cross section in the combined lep-
ton+jets channel is measured to be [151]:

Vpp^ti+x = 6-60+.Ü8 (s ta t) - M I (svst) ± °-43 (lumi) pb,

using 229.1 pb"1 for the /i-plus-jets and 226.3 pb"1 for the electron-plus-jets
channel. In Fig. 9.1 the topological it production cross-section measure-
ments are shown as a function of the center-of-mass energy and compared
with the Run I result.

The btag analysis is based on the application of a lifetime 6-tagging al-
gorithm which explicitly reconstructs secondary vertices, removing approx-
imately 95 % of the background while keeping 60 % of the it signal. The
measurement combines the muon+jets and the electron+jets channel, using
158.4 pb"1, and 168.8 pb"1, respectively:

(s ta t) -lies (^st) ± 0.54 (lumi) pb.

In Fig. 9.2 the it production cross-section measurements using lifetime b-
tagging are shown as a function of the center-of-mass energy and compared
with the Run I result.

231
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Figure 9.1: Topological tt production cross-section measurements in the ß-
plus-jets, electron-plus-jets and the combined lepton-plus-jets channel as a
function of the center-of-mass energy, compared with the Run I result and
the theoretical expectation [151].

All current tt production cross-section measurements from D0 are sum-
marized in Fig. 9.3, showing that the measurements in the lepton-plus-jets
channels, presented in this thesis, have the highest sensitivity. A comparison
of all current tt production cross-section measurements from D0 and CDF
is shown in Fig. 9.4. The results from both the various analysis channels,
the various analysis techniques and the two experiments, CDF and D0, are
in good agreement with each other and with the theoretical expectation.
There are strong correlations among the channels for CDF and among the
various analysis techniques for both experiment which make a combination
of the measurements very difficult. The precision of the measurements is
currently not high enough to make QCD precision tests, however, with in-
creasing luminosity both the combination and the QCD tests will be done.

With increasing statistics, both analyses will be soon solely limited by the
systematic uncertainty, however, most of the systematic uncertainties will
be reduced with increasing statistics. The dominant source of systematic
uncertainty for both analyses is the uncertainty on the jet energy scale. The
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Figure 9.2: tt production cross-section measurements using lifetime b-
tagging in the /j-plus-jets, electron-plus-jets and the combined lepton-plus-
jets channel as a function of the center-of-mass energy, compared with the
Run I result and the theoretical expectation [151].

statistical component will be reduced by collecting more data, the systematic
component is at present slightly overestimated, since the systematic effects
in data and in MC are treated as uncorrelated. However, many of the
systematics are correlated between data and MC and do not affect the cross
section measurement. The evaluation of the correlations will decrease the
jet energy scale uncertainty dramatically.

The other dominant systematic uncertainty on the cross section in the
topo analysis originates from the uncertainty on the modeling of the W-plus-
jets background. With increasing data statistics the modeling can be verified
in reference samples, vetoing the contribution from tt events by rejecting
events with £>-tags or by selecting events with a lower jet multiplicity.

The two other dominant systematic uncertainties on the cross section in
the btag analysis originate from the uncertainty on the cross sections of the
electroweak W boson production in association with heavy flavor quarks. A
discriminant variable, the invariant mass of tracks with a large dca signifi-
cance, is defined to disentangle b, c and light jets, which allows to measure
the heavy flavor fractions in events with two jets in the final state. This mea-
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surement [155, 156] suggests that the LO Wbb and Wcc cross sections have
to be scaled up by a factor of approximately 1.5, which is in agreement with
NLO predictions, evaluated using the program MCFM [157]. The system-
atic uncertainties on the Wbb and Wcc cross sections are assigned to cover
the factor 1.5. The other limiting systematic uncertainty originates from
the measurement of the 6-tagging efficiency in data, which is statistically
limited and will decrease with increasing statistics.

Both measurements are in good agreement with the Standard Model
expectation of approximately 7 pb, and both analyses are in the process of
being published in refereed journals (Phys. Rev. Lett.).

As an outlook, the top quark production studies at the Tevatron lay
the ground for the future Large Hadron Collider physics project which will
be a top factory. There the it production will be the process of choice to
calibrate and understand the detectors, i.e. for the measurement of the jet
energy scale, the study of the lepton identification and the study of the ]fc.
Moreover, the top quark pair production will be the dominant background
for New Physics searches beyond the Standard Model, and the Higgs boson
production.
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Figure 9.3: Comparison of all current tt production cross-section measure-
ments from D0 in good agreement with the theoretical expectation [151].
The results of the analyses presented are highlighted and are given by the
solid points. The integrated luminosities used and the corresponding ti
cross-section measurements are quoted. From top to bottom: combined
dilepton (ee, pp and e/x) [158], lepton-plus-jets topo as presented in this the-
sis, lepton-plus-jets using soft muon 6-tagging [159], e/x using the SVT life-
time 6-tagging [160], lepton-plus-jets using the CSIP lifetime b-tagging [13],
lepton-plus-jets using the SVT lifetime 6-tagging as presented in this thesis,
and all-jets channel [67].
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Figure 9.4: Comparison of all current tt production cross-section measure-
ments from D0 and CDF in good agreement with the theoretical expec-
tation [151]. The integrated luminosities used and the corresponding tt
cross-section measurements are quoted. For the D0 references see cap-
tion of Fig. 9.3. CDF from top to bottom: lepton+track [161], dilep-
ton [162], lepton-plus-jets using Hf and a neural network output as dis-
criminants [163], lepton-plus-jets using soft muon 6-tagging [164], lepton-
plus-jets using SVT lifetime 6-tagging: all tags [165], kinematic fitting of
6-tagged lepton-plus-jets events [166], double tags [165], lepton-plus-jets us-
ing jet probability lifetime 6-tagging [167], and all-jets channel [168].



Appendix A

Sanity Checks for the
Topological Analysis

As a sanity check in the /i-plus-jets channel, three additional control samples
are defined which are depleted in it and serve to verify that the W-plus-jets
background is well modeled by the simulation:

Zero-tag: Apply the full preselection and require in addition that none
of the jets is identified as a b jet, neither by the SVT lifetime tagging
algorithm nor by the soft lepton tagger, it events contain two b jets in
the event whereas the VF-plus-jets and the QCD-multijets backgrounds
mainly consist of light flavor jets. Thus, the b jet veto leads to a
depletion of it events.

3-jet-bin: Apply the full preselection but require that exactly three jets
are reconstructed instead of > four.

2-jet-bin: Apply the full preselection but require that exactly two jets are
reconstructed instead of > four.

Sanity plots for these three samples are shown in the following. Additionally,
for the signal selection the default W MC sample (Q2 = Myy + X^Pr ) ' s

exchanged by the one with Q2 = (pTj)2, and all sanity plots are also shown
with the result from the likelihood fit in Fig. A.2- A.6 (called W MC model-
ing). For the Zero-tag selection the data is overlaid with the result from the
likelihood fit of it, W-plus-jets and QCD-multijets. For the 3-jet-bin and
the 2-jet-bin samples the expected number of QCD-multijets (N®CD) and
the non-QCD {N"9) is taken from the matrix method (see Sect. 7.2.3 and
Table. 7.15). The number of it events is shown for an expected cross section
of 7 pb. In Fig. A.I the likelihood discriminant distributions are shown. Fig-
ures A.7- A.11 show the sanity plots for the Zero-tag selection. Figures A.12-
A.15 show the sanity plots for the 3-jet-bin selection and, Fig. A.16- A.19
show the sanity plots for the 2-jet-bin selection. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov
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matching probabilities (KS) for the agreement between the observation in
data and the prediction, constrained between 0 and 1, are given in the upper
left corner of each plot.

Data to MC comparison plots including the ± l a uncertainty band for
the JES and the JID systematic uncertainty are shown for all sanity plots
in Fig. A.20-Fig. A.29.
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Appendix B

Sanity Checks for the
b-Tagging Analysis

Typical kinematic and topological distributions are shown in Fig. B.I- B.8
for the tagged data events with one tag overlaid with the predicted signal
(ati = 7 pb) and backgrounds. The plots show the distributions for the W
transverse mass, HT, aplanarity, sphericity, #r> H^\ K™m\
A<fi(lepton, missing ET), leptonpx» zpv> leading jet pr, and 77 of the lepton,
for the /z-plus-jets and the electron-plus-jets channel, respectively, and for
Njet = 1,2,3, > 4. The shapes of all distributions in data are well described
by the signal and background predictions
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Figure B.4: Sanity checks for the ß+>A jets.
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